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Preface
Operation LAGOON was the first combined South Pacific region peace-keeping operation commanded by the Australian Defence Force (ADF). Brigadier
Peter Abigail and his commanders and staff at 3'd Brigade in Townsville were
given four weeks in September-October 1994 to establish a joint headquarterg
assemble, stock and load an Australian logistic support force, administer, train
and equip a combined force of Fijians, Tongans, New Zealanders and Ni
Vanuatu and deploy these force elements by sea and air to Bougainville.
The mission was to protect a pan-Bougainvillean peace conference to be held

at Arawa. Bougainville was a dangerous place in September

1.994.

Bougainvillean secessionists, known as the Bougainvillean Revolutionary
Army (BRA), had been fighting PNG Government security forces as well as
fellow Bougainvilleang who objected to their violence, for four years. Not all
Bougainvillean combatants or PNG Govemment security forces were expected
to comply with a cease fue agreement that had been signed by a hopeful PNG
Prime Minister, Sir Julius Chan, and an equally hopeful, but wary, General
Sam Kauona, the BRA Commander. Chan was risking his political career;
Kauona was risking his life. Neither man had achieved a consensus with all of
their subordinates. Some members of the armed forces they controlled would
not respect the neutrality of Abigail's South Pacific Peace Keeping Force and
would attempt to sabotage the peace conference the SPPKF had come to protect.
Time was the enemy of Operation LAGOON. Higher ADF headquarters kept
the operation secret for too long. As a consequence, subordinate commanders
and their staffs were rushed. There was insufficient time to conduct reconnaissance, develop plans in consultation with specialists or to build a cohesive
South Pacific coalition. |ulius Chan compounded this problern by not allowing
Abigail sufficient time to prepare and settle the SPPKF into Bougainville to
accomplish its mission. Political expediency overrode military judgment.
The significance of Operation LAGOON is not only that similar operations
have been conducted since 1994 but also that more operations like LAGOON
are likely to be conducted in the future. In late 1997 a hastily assembled South
Pacific military coalition, called the Truce Monitoring Group, was deployed to
Bougainville to facilitate a peace process that had been revitalised by the good
offices of New Zealand. In late 2000 an Intemational Peace Monitoring Team
deployed to the Solomon Islands with a similar mission that also included
weapons disposal. The lessons from Operation LAGOON were only partially
applied to each of these operations. Many lessons were forgotten or were ignored. This book is intended to educate those who ra'ill have to plan and conduct future regional peace support operations in the South Pacific by telling the
story of Operation LAGOON and analysing its lessons.

The book is also intended to inspire and commemorate. The performance of
Brigadier Abigail and his staff in 3"d Brigade was inspirational. Coming out of
three weeks of demanding field exercises in the Cape York regiorl they refocused
on an unprecedented challenge in Bougainville. In the absence of clear guidance from above, they developed and pushed guidance up from below. After a
liaison visit rather than a thorough reconnaissance, Abigail modified his plans,
sought more troops and resources, and undertook more tasks. Indeed, tactical
plans changed daily in response to diplomatic negotiations and Australian
concessions to regional sensitivities. Planning and preparation were concurrent and 'hand to mouth', not sequential from the strategic to the tactical level.
The conduct of Operation LAGOON was full of crowded hours on a crowded

HMAS Tobruk. On the ground the SPPKF struggled to protect those attending
the Bougainville Peace Conference. The Fijians, Tongans and Ni Vanuatu arrived with no time to establish relationships and settle in. Bougainvilleans,
thirsting for peace, were already on the move. They became prey to criminals
and rogue groups from the PNG Govemment security forces. The SPPKF also
became prey to hostile groups who fired shots at aircraft and personnel. To
their credit, Abigaif his commanders and staff overcame impediments imposed
from above on their conduct of operations, coped with uneven communications and Intelligence support, adapted quickly to changing circumstances
and withdrew from Bougainville without loss of life, and with professional
reputations enhanced rather than diminished.
This book commemorates those who did the work and describes the frustrations and failures as well as the achievements of a forgotten operation. The
recent Defence White Paper foreshadows ADF involvement in future regional
'good neighbour operations like Operation LAGOON. The unanswered question is whether the ADF will have the political and cultural sawy as well as the
logistic, communications and Intelligence muscle to do the job.

Bob Breen

Sydney

March 2001
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I
The Start of It All
By October 1988 the Panguna copper mine, located a short drive inland from
Arawa on the southeast coast of Bougainville, had been operating for several
years. Bougainville Copper Limited (BCL), a subsidiary of Conzinc Riotinto Australia, operated the mine profitably and contributed several hundred million dollars in taxes and royalties to the coffers of Papua New Guinea (PNG)
annually as well as generating over half of the nation's export revenue.l Many
millions of dollars had been spent since the 1960s building infrastructure,
importing vehicles and equipment and training several thousand local and
expatriate employees to operate the mine.
The town of Arawa, accommodating hundreds of workers and their families
as well as about two thousand unaccompanied, or single, men from the mainland of PNG, had been built on the site of coconut plantations acquired by BCL.
Land being mined, as well as land used for infrastructure supporting the mine

- such as the port at Loloho and the airfield at Aropa - had been acquired from
local landowners, sometimes after acrimonious negotiation and protest. In recent years, the environmental damage caused by the mine was catching the

attention of environmental groups in Australia and New Zealand' as well as
the media in both countries. The waters of the ]aba River were bright green and
a glacier-like wall of tailings was advancing down its valley. Locally, the issue
of environmental damage became intertwined with financial issues of compensation and profit sharing for former landowners.
The Panguna Landowners Association (PLA) represented local landowners

in the mine area. Within the PLA there were divisions, mostly generationaf
between members over how much compensation and profit sharing was now
appropriate, given the extent of environmental damage and the substantial
profits being made by BCL. Complicating these local divisions was a perception that the national Government in Port Moresby was benefiting from the
Panguna Mine, but not reciprocating by allocating sufficient funds and resources to provide essential services to the people of Bougainville. There was
also some resentment at the presence of several thousand workers for mainland PNG and a lack of opportunities for promotion within the rnine's workforce
for Bougainvilleans. Outsiders appeared to be profiting from and exploiting
Bougainville's natural resources and not allowing Bougainvilleans to participate fully in decision making. Anthony Regary an academic from the Australian National University, described this deep-seated resentment as 'economic

nationalism'.

2

On 21 August 1987 Francis Ona, a former employee at the mine, was appointed the Secretary of the New PLA, a faction of landowners and their relatives calling for a re-negotiation of the Bougainville Mining Agreement on more
favourable terms. Perpefua Serero, one of Ona's cousins, led the New PLA. Her
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gender signified the role women play in many parts of Bougainvillean society
as traditional custodians of the land. Serero and her outspoken cousir; Francis
Ona, criticised the PLA - comprised mostly of members of the older generation
of their clan and some of their close relatives - for not forcefully representing the
financial interests of local landowners. They accused the PNG Government
and BCL of colluding to maximise their returru from one of the world's biggest
copper mines at the expense of local landowners.3

After the New PLA had been ignored and frustrated for over a year, Ona
backed his words with action in October 1988. He and members of the New
PLA kidnapped an inlluential member of the PLA, Matthew Kove, who was
also one of Ona's uncleg demanding the abolition of the PLA and an immediate re-negotiation of the Bougainville Mining Agreement.a Prime Minister Rabbi
Namaliu's PNG Government refused to deal with Ona's group after this kidnapping and affirmed the status of the PLA. The New PLA had now crossed
the legal line of negotiation with a criminal act. It now remained to be seen
whether years of frustration among a number of local landowners and their
relatives and the PNG Governmen(s refusal to deal with the New PLA would
result in more criminal action.
The kidnapping of Kove in October 1988 tumed out to be the first act of a local
rebellion. During November and December 1988 groups of young Bougainvillean

men conducted raids to steal explosives and sabotage power lines at the
Panguna Mine. Captain Sam Kauona, a Bougainvillean PNG Defence Force
(PNGDF) Army officer, supposedly on leave, master-minded these raids. By
fanuary 1989 Kauona and his men had used stolen explosives to bring down
several power pylons, interrupting the supply of electricity to the mine.s The
PNG Governmenfls dispute with the New PLA now escalated into a security
crisis around the mine area.

In response to these incidentg PNG Govemment leaders assured BCL man6
to guarantee security and bring
the saboteurs to justice. Initially, the Government deployed riot police, known
as Mobile Squadg from the Royal PNG Constabulary (PNG police). One commentator assessed that the Mobile Squad attitude was thaf 'this band of unruly landowners would soon be behind bars, with broken jaws and swollen
eyes...[as] had been the standard practice of the riot squad in the past'. 7
agers that they would deploy su-fficient police

Frustrated by being unable to stop acts of sabotage in fanuary 1989, the Mobile Squads began buming enfue villages and beating up young Bougainvilleans
suspected of having sympathies with Ona and his breakaway group, or being
members of Kauona's saboteurs. Violence escalated quickly. By March 1989,
Mobile Squads were attacking Bougainvilleans indiscriminately. There were
reports of torture and extra-judicial killings of Bougainvilleans after they had
been taken into custodv.s
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The heavy-handed tactics of the Mobile Squads aroused discontent among
many ordinary Bougainvilleans living on the East Coast and southern highlands. Fueled by years of resenting the presence of mainlanders in Bougainville,
the PNG Government's violent intervention brought many rival Bougainvillean
dant who were not directly involved in the land dispute, together in common
purpose to protest against the violence. The Mobile Squads were mostly mainlanders. This 'injected ethnicity as a significant element in the conflict'.e Unfortunately, several committees made up of moderate Bougainvilleans and religious leaders trying to bring an end to the rebellion and persuade protagonists
to negotiate rather than commit further acts of sabotage, were undermined by
the continued brutality of the PNG Police during the early months of 1989.
There appeared to be little hope of a negotiated settlement of the Panguna
landowners grievances in this violent environment.
The PNG Govemment decided to apply more force. On 22 March 1989 a rifle
company from the l't Battalion, the Royal Pacific Islands Regiment (1 RPIR)
deployed to Bougainville and was followed by the remainder of the battalion of
about 450 troops. On 6 April, two members of 1 RPIR were shot and killed at
Orami. The attitude of 1 RPIR to their operations in Bougainville changed forever. The culture of pay back fuelled an understandable desire by members of 1
RPIR to avenge the deaths of their comrades. Like their colleagues in the Mobile
Squads, the soldiers began to burn villages and abuse Bougainvilleans not
directly involved in the dispute.

Military operations conducted by 1 RPIR in the middle of 1.989 against
Kauona and his followers were not well planned or executed. An example was
Operation TAMPARA, a 'no-notice' clearing operation along the Panguna
Mine-Arawa Road and the Bovo Valley in early luly 1989. Three under-strength
companies were given the task and, according to the Intelligence Officer, Captain Yauko Liria, 'our chances were slim from day one'.10 There was no effective
planning. The Commanding Officer allocated insufficient troops to conduct a
thorough clearance. As a consequence, Kauona and his men ambushed the
company assigned to clear the Bovo Valley regularly, inflicting a number of
casualties. After six days the operation was cancelled. Liria assessed that the
operadon was'riddled with problems'. He was surprised when'the clearance
operation was feted as our [PNGDF] first major success - proclaimed by our
superiorg the media, the general public and the Government'.rr
After another two months of indecisive security operations, Prime Minister
Namaliu contacted Francis Ona seeking a resumption of negotiations. He made
some substantial financial offers. Ona turned Namaliu down. The issue was
no longer compensation and profit sharing. Ona declared that he was now
fighting for the independence of Bougainville. His land dispute had now gathered
momentum and the activities of the PNG Govemmen/s security forces had givm him
an unexpected following across central and southem Bougainville.
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Moderate Bougainvilleans represented by the Prernier of the North Solomons
Province, joseph Kabui, and john Bika, a prominent Bougainvillean leader, did
not let Namaliu's offer for a negotiated settlement go by. They convinced the
PNG Government to consider a settlement package based on an earlier proposal by Bika. fust before a settlement was to be signed in September 1989, john
Bika was murdered, allegedly on Ona's order. Bika's killing was a major set
back for moderates and conciliators, both in Bougainville and PNG. It was the

turning point for what had now become'the Bougainville Crisis'.
Ted Diro, the Special Minister of State in the PNG Government and a former
commander of the PNGDF, advocated strong military action to solve the
Bougainville Crisis. While Namaliu was away overseas, he gave the PNGDF
carte blanche for a renewed campaign in Bougainville against the self-titled
Bougainville Revolutionary Army (BRA). Claims of human rights abuses against
Bougainvilleans increased. There were reports of 'extra-judicial executions,
the burning of village homes (1600 in 1989) and the beating and intimidation of
people'.r2

After several breakdowns in negotiations for a settlement and under a continuing threat of sabotage, BCL suspended mining operations until further
notice. Expatriate staff and their families working at the Panguna mine began
leaving over the next few months while the PNGDF and the BRA attacked each
other. The last of them were gone by February 1990. The mine with its cavemous
open-cut hole, lay idle under the protection of PNG Govemrnent security forces.

The 15-month period from November 1988 until the 'moth balling' of the
mine by BCL in February 1990 set the scene for what was to follow. Ona's and
Kauona's political and military campaign, as well as the heavy-handed re-

sponse from the PNG Government's security forces, had rekindled
Bougainvillean aspirations for independence that had surfaced in 1969, 1972
and 1975. Since PNG's independence from Australian administration in 1975,
the PNG Government had resisted occasional pressure from moderate
Bougainvilleans for more autonomy and influence over how revenues from the
Panguna Mine were spent. Prime Minister Sir Michael Somare's first PNG
Government had given Bougainville provincial govemment status as the North
solomons Province in 7978. However, Bougainvilleans were still left without
the power to decide on the schedule and scale for the development of natural
resources on their islands and how revenues from mining would be allocated.l3
The next opportunity for moderates and conciliators in Bougainville and
Port Moresby to call for a truce and a resumption of negotiations was after
PNGDF forces were exposed by the media dumping bodies off shore from helicopters in what was dubbed 'the St Valentinds Day Massacre'. On 14 February
1990 it was reported that PNGDF personnel had dropped five bodies of
Bougainvilleans, tortured and killed while in the custody, into the sea from
Iroquois helicopters given to the PNGDF by the Australian Govemment. After
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months of reports of atrocities being committed by PNG Government security
forces, this incident triggered a strong media reaction and regional criticism.
Prime Minister Namaliu's Governmen! encouraged by the Australian and
New Zealand Governments, contacted Ona and Kauona seeking a renewal of
negotiations. These negotiations resulted in the declaration of a cease-fire on 2
March 1990. On 15 March PNG Government security forces withdrew from
Bougainville. Kauona had agreed that his men would lay down their arms and
continue negotiations for a political settlement after security forces left. However, some BRA units took advantage of the departure of security forces. They
did not surrender their arms and went on the rampage: raping pillaging terrorising and destroying infrastructure. They trashed the Panguna mine area,
Arawa and Loloho. This rampage set Bougainvilleans in many areas against
the BRA. The barbarism of these bands of young men cost Ona and Kauona in
the Central Region credibility among many ordinary Bougainvilleans in other
regions. The secessionist rebellion now became complicated and divisive. Villages sought to protect themselves by raising militia units, later to be called the
Resistance, to protect them from bands of armed marauders. Groups of armed
Bougainvilleans were now fighting each other.
The perceived treachery of Kauona and his forces, combined with the illdiscipline of rogue groups, gave hardliners in the PNG Govemment the upper
hand over moderates who advocated a negotiated solution to the Bougainville
Crisis. On 2 May 1990 the acting Prime Minister, Ted Diro, once again acted
unilaterally while Namaliu was overseas by declaring war on the BRA and
ordering Bougainville to be blockaded. In response to Diro's declaration of war
and imposition of a blockade, ceremonies were held on 17 May in Arawa that
culminated in a Unilateral Declaration of Independence for the new Republic
of Bougainville. Francis Ona appointed himself the President of the Bougainville
Interim Govemment (BIG) and foseph Kabui, the erstwhile Premier, became the
Minister for Peace, Justice and Police. Thus, a land dispute, fuelled by years of
simmering resentments, had evolved into a war of independence with significant popular support around the island. However, Francis Ona was no George
Washington and his followers did not constitute the Bougainvillean equivalent of the American founding fathers. Furthermore, Sam Kauona, now the
commanding General of the BRA, was not leading a cohesive band of selfless,
patriotic militiamen. He did not have full control over clan-based groups who
used their arrns and status as BRA units to intimidate rival clans. Though he
and his commanders worked hard to discourage attacks on communities, groups
of young mery calling themselves BRA fighters, threatened the lives and property of fellow Bougainvilleans. Criminals also took the opportunity to terrorise
communities under the guise of being under orders from the BRA. Bougainville
was in the grip of civil war.la
The Catholic Church in Bougainville had also been drawn into the unrest.
Priests had complained about the treatment of their parishioners at the hands
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of PNG Government security forces. For their part, PNG security forces had
persecuted some priests for allegedly supporting secessionist sentiments. The
die for the Catholic Church was cast on 17 May when the Catholic bishop of
Bougainville, Gregory Singkai, became a member of the BIG Cabinet. He attended ceremonies marking the Unilateral Declaration of Independence and
spoke out against the abuses of the security forces. Subsequently, all bank
borrowings by the Catholic Church in Bougainville that were due to be repaid
over decades were called in for full payment in a few weeks.ls
Both the Australian and New Zealand Governments worked behind the
scenes to encourage a negotiated solution and to facilitate talks. At the end of
July 1990 the New Zealand Government made the supply ship HMNZS Endeaaour, and two frigates HMNZS Waikato and HMNZS Wellington available

for delegations to meet and negotiate a truce. The Bougainville delegatioru led
by Joseph Kabui used the presence of media to accuse PNG Govemment security forces of atrocities, including the destruction of villages and the displacement of thousands of Bougainvilleans. Kabui called for the lifting of the blockade, the freeing of political prisoners and a restoration of essential services.
These actions were all deemed to be prerequisites before there could be any
negotiations on demands made by Francis Ona for 10 billion kina in compensatiorL the end of mining and a referendum on independence.r5 Despite this
initial hardline positiory the leader of the PNG Government delegation, Sir
Michael Somare, was able to get agreement to what became known as the Endeavour Accord. In return for the restoration of essential services 'at the earliest opportunity' by the PNG Government, there would be an end to fighting
and a postponement of negotiation on economic and political issues until a
later meeting.
In September 1990 the PNG Government ordered the refurn of securitSr forces
to Buka after a request from some of the northem chiefs. Though explained as a
resumption of services, this was an attempt at resuming national govemment
control over northern Bougainville. As a consequence, |oseph Kabui refused to
meet again with the PNG Govemment as specified in the Endeavour Accord
until the PNGDF was withdrawn from Buka Island. Over the next three months
the PNGDF, under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Leo Nuia - dubbed bv
Bougainvilleans, 'the Butcher of Bougainville' for his alleged involvement in
the St Valentine Day Massacre in February and disposal of bodies , re-asserted
control over Buka Island. Significantly, the returning PNGDF forces encouraged disaffected Bougainvilleans to form armed groups against the BRA that
collectively became known as'the Resistance'. Nuia was fanning the flames of
civil war. These groups were mostly comprised of northern Bougainvilleans
who had been alienated by the BRA's ill discipline after security forces left in
March.
The outcome of the PNG Government's punitive responses to the land dispute at Panguna and subsequent military action by the BRA, coupled with
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persecution of the Catholic Churdu was to alienate many Bougainvilleans and
cause widespread suffering. The majority of Bougainvilleans would not have
supported a war of independence at the beginning of 1989. However, by the
end of 1990 with the exception of northern clans on Buka Island, thousands of
Bougainvilleans had become unified in pursuit of independence.

In April 1991, Nuia's forces landed in southern Bougainville and began
operations against the BRA. The PNGDF was pursuing a military solutiory
seemingly with or without PNG Government approval.rT The Endeavour Accord was not acted on. Moderates in both the PNG Government and BIG were
not able to persuade hardliners that military action would not produce a solution to the Crisis.
During the next two years there were a number of attempts to resolve the
Bougainville Crisis both militarily and through negotiation. All of the protagonists became more and more frustrated by a lack of progress and the plight of
ordinary Bougainvilleans, caught in what was turning out to be a worsening
civil war as well as a secessionist rebellion. The PNG Government was not
only losing revenue but was also being put under international and regional
pressure to resolve the Crisis. Reports from humanitarian organisations, such
as Amnesty Intemational, 18 that members of the PNGDF, the PNG Police, the
BRA and the Resistance had been committing human rights violations on
Bougainville increased intemational interest and comment from human rights
grouPs.

For their part, the PNGDF endured two futile and costly years campaigning

in Bougainville. The BRA inflicted casualties using ambush and hit-and-run
tactics. Deeply frustrated, vengeful and poorly led, several junior NCOs and
PNGDF soldiers were reported to have continued to commit atrocities and
human rights abuses.le At the same time, many members of the PNGDF were
fed up with the hardliners in the PNG Government, whose rhetoric urging the
PNGDF to get on with the job was not matched with sufficient resources.20 It
was difficult enough to maintain the equivalent of six rifle companies totalling
about 500 men in Bougainville,2l let alone have them operate effectively against

the BRA. The PNG Government left PNGDF forces in Bougainville short of
rations, ammunition, transport and other supplies, and, unfortunately, what
supplies they had were poorly managed. Internally, the PNGDF was divided
between those who lived in relative comfort at Buka, the main logistic base, and
those living and operating from the main tactical base at Camp 6 near Loloho
further south on the eastern coast.22
By the end of 1993 many members of the PNGDF were beginning their second and third tours of duty in Bougainville. Few would have looked forward to
long monotonous days among a resentful and hostile population. Aside from
being short of rations and supplies, living conditions at the outposts were
uncomfortable and allowances for service in Bougainville for many soldiers
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remained unpaid. The PNGDF had wanted to hunt down the BRA but lacked
logistic support.T There was also disillusionment with the futility and difficulty of the mission. As a consequence, many PNGDF platoons and squads
remained in static positions near'Care Centres' for displaced persons sprinkled around the island performing garrison duties. For their part, the BRA
continued to use hit and run tactics, favouring ambush. In one ambush in 1993
eight PNGDF soldiers were killed on the Loloho-Arawa Road when their vehicle was driven into a hastily dug ditch across the road. This had resulted in a
great out-pouring of grief and emotion among their comrades at Camp 6 and a
hardening of attitudes to the local populace, especially those perceived to be
BRA sympathisers. Reports of abuses of human rights by members of the PNGDF
persisted in various parts of the province.
The PNG Government's handling of the Bougainville Crisis did not go unnoticed in the South Pacific region. The most strident regional criticism came from

Solomon Mamaloni's Solomon Islands Government, who sympathised with
the aspirafions of Bougainvilleans for independence. Late in 1992 Mamaloni
criticised PNG policy in Bougainville and wrote to the premiers of island provinces of PNG, such as Steven Pokawin, Premier of Manus Island, criticising the
harsh treatment of Bougainvilleans, who were from similar ethnic and culfural
backgrounds, by the PNG Government and the PNGDF. It was well known
that Mamaloni's Government tumed a blind eye to the activities of BRA and
BIG representatives in the Solomon Islands, such as Martin Miriori, who had
established an office in the capital Honiara, and had permitted the establishment of radio stations for BIG/BRA communications. There were also reports2a
that the Solomon Islands authorities were turning a 'blind eye' to the movement of BIG/BRA personnel and supplies back and forward across the sea
border between the Solomon Islands and Bougainville Island.

In November 1993 Amnesty International released a report on the human
rights abuses in Bougainville, entitle d, Llnder the Barrel of a Gun: Bougainaille
1991-1993. This report carried on from an earlier report, Papua New Guinea:
Human Rights Violations on Bougainaille 1989-1990
Since

April

25.

It concluded:

granted considerable freedom of action
in Bougainville. Troops on Bougainville have also been permitted to encourage and arm local 'resistance forces', which have remained virtually outside
the normal structure of military discipline and control. The government has
taken little or no action in face of military infractions or a general situation of
indiscipline [sic] among govemment and government-backed forces on the
island. Few alleged human rights violations have been officially investigated
and no member of the security forces is known to have been prosecuted for a
human rights offence since troops landed on Bougainville in April 1991.
1991 the PNGDF has been

Though not widely reported in PNG, the Amnesty Intemational report did
create some interest in the media in Australia and New Zealand. In the
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same month the Non-Government Organisation, Medicins Sans Frontieres,
left Bougainville because of the deteriorating security situation. A few months
later in February 7994 the Australian National Nine television network
program/ The Sunday Program, visited Bougainville and reported back to the
Australian public on the suffering of the Bougainvillean people. The pressure in Australia for further investigation of human-rights abuses and a
humanitarian intervention into Bougainville increased.

Within a few weeks of these occurrences Deputy Prime Minister Julius Chan
put a proposal to the PNG Cabinet to permit an Australian parliamentary factfinding team, headed by Senator Stephen Loosely, to visit Bougainville. He
hoped that Loosely's report would facilitate bringing the protagonists closer
together to begin negotiations for a settlement. This was the thin end of an
Australian wedge to facilitate a peace process. Chan's agenda, in consultation
with his Foreign Affairs counterpart, Senator Gareth Evans, appeared to be to
use Loosley's visit and his subsequent report to raise expectations for peace in
Bougainville and rekindle the desire for negotiations.26
Prime Minister Piais Wingti's Government was an unstable collection of
many factions. Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Affairs Minister, Sir ]ulius
Chan, appeared to be hopeful that a 'no confidence' motion would succeed
against Wingti when an opportunity arose. In the meantime he hoped to build
his own political stocks by resolving the Bougainville Crisis with regional
assistance. He appeared to assess that if he could come up with a formula for
peace and attract the support of Australia, New Zealand and other South Pacific Forum countries, his own political fortunes would rise and assist him to
return to the Prime Ministership2T.
For his part, the Prime Minister, Paias Wingti, in conjunction with the hardline commander of the PNGDF, Brigadier Robert Dademo, favoured more aggressive military action in Bougainville and the recapture of the Panguna mine
siteT. They appear to have assessed that the BRA would come to the conference
table if they lost control of the Panguna mine area, Francis Ona's home territory
and the symbolic heartland of the rebellion.
Chan set the agenda for his Departmenfs activities to resolve the Bougainville
Crisis in May 1994. He spoke with Gareth Evans2e to canvas Australian support for a new Bougainville peace process. Chan's approach depended on
Australia facilitating the deployment of a South Pacific peace keeping force to
Bougainville by providing diplomatic, logistical and other specialist military
support. The deployment of a neutral regional peace-keeping force had been
recommended in a draft of the Loosely Report. The peace keeping force's mission would be to keep armed groups from interfering with the conduct of a
peace conference to be convened by Chan on Bougainville.

With Loosley's report due in early June 1,994, Chan and Evans decided
that the time had come to make plans in anticipation of its findings and
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recommendations. During their discussions,s Evans suggested to Chan that
Loosely's report would contain conclusions that would set a timetable for a
peace process. He emphasised that military victory was unachievable and the
way ahead should include confidence-building strategies, combined with rehabilitation and reconstruction. Evans went on to point out that Bougainville
would need to be opened up to humanitarian relief organisations and the medi4 and that human rights abuses would have to be investigated and perpetrators brought to justice. Chan's response was to emphasise that the timing of
such initiatives was important and the PNG Government would need some
external support to facilitate judicial processes.
The most important outcome from these discussions was Evans' commitment to help facilitate a peace process that would be recommended in the forthcoming Loosely report. Chan emphasised that Australian involvement should
be kept low key and any peace conference proposed by Loosely should be held
on Bougainvillean soil with peace keepers from Pacific Island countries pro-

viding security for a conference venue and participants. He envisaged the
PNGDF, the BRA and Resistance groups all pulling back to allow delegates to
attend. Evans and Chan agreed that the release of the Loosely Report in fune
would be the cue to initiate a peace process3l.
Senator Loosely presented his report in Parliament on 8 fune32. It contained a
timetable for a peace process that would begin with community consultations
that would culminate in a peace conference. The report recommended that a
South Pacific peace-keeping force should provide security for the venue and
delegates. An Australian diplomat wrote later that this was the first time the
Australian Govemment had formally endorsed a long-standing Bougainvillean
proposal for 'a large-scale peace conference with extemal monitoring and security'.33

In his formal reply to Loosely's report, Gareth Evans signalled:
...Australia could play a role in supporting a small regional peace keeping
force, established to facilitate a peace process: this has not been put to us as a
detailed proposal, and we await further elaboration of the concept. We would

certainly consider any such proposal very sympatheticallys.

Confident that the Australian Govemment would support his proposals and
endorse Senator Loosley's report, Chan sought the services of an experienced
ADF officer to assist a Bougainville Peace Task Force he was setting up to plan
a peace conference in Bougainville.3s This request posed problems for the Australian Government whose policy had been to facilitate a peace process in
Bougainville by trying to play the role of honest broker. The provision of an
ADF adviser to the PNG Government might be interpreted as direct support for
the PNG Government and the PNGDF's approach on Bougainvilles. Despite
these reservations, the Australian Cabinet ipproved the appointrnent of Colonel David Hurley, the Chief of Staff of the l't Division in Brisbane and previous
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tactical commander of Australian peace enforcement operations in Somalia.
Initially, Hurley's consultancy services were to be provided during a preliminary round of discussions with members of Chan's Peace Task Force for three
days in AugusFT.

Around this time Brigadier Bob Dademo, Commander of the PNGDF, appeared to come under increasing pressure from hardliners in the PNG Govemment to produce military results in Bougainville. During his monthly visit to
Bougainville in |une, Dademo reiterated his directive to Lieutenant Colonel
Jerry Singairok, CO 1 RPIR, that the Panguna mine had to be recaptured urgently.Singarok was in no hurry. He began preparations to conduct Operation
HIGH SPEED knowing that promised logistic support for the operation was
still some weeks aways.

While |erry Singairok awaited logistic support for a new offensive against
the BRA, |ulius Chan began lobbying regional governments contribute to a
peace support operation in Bougainville. In Australia, the ADF was about to
get a 'heads up'.

2

Closed Planning Phase
After his discussions with Sir Julius Chan on 23 May, Evans briefed his
colleague, Senator Robert Ray, the Minister for Defence, that the ADF might be
tasked to assemble, deploy, support and redeploy a South Pacific peace.keeping force to and from Bougainville in a few months time. Subsequently, Ray
briefed Admiral Alan Beaumont, the Chief of the Defence Force (cDF), directing
him to develop options as well as indicative costs. Beaumont formed a planning compartment of five officers from DefenceHQ and one from the Defence

Intelligence Organisation to produce an outline plan, that was to be 'modes!
affordable and achievable'l.

Six days after Chan had spoken with Evans, Major General |im Connolly,
Assistant Chief of the Defence Force - Operations, provided planning guidance to the compartment2. The mission would be to create a secure environment
at a peace con{erence site for a finite period. The conference would be held on
Bougainville or in proximate PNG territorial waters on a naval vessel. The ADF
was not to be seen as having a leading role in the conduct of the operation.
However, the ADF would provide command and control, air transport, logistic
support including medical coverage for an armed South Pacific peace-keeping
force of about 200 troops from Tonga, Fiji, and Vanuatu as well as key delegates
participating in the peace con-ference.

Wing Commander Glen Toscan, the senior air operations planner with
DefenceHQ, drafted a plan3 in consultation with the members of the compartment and then submitted it through Air Commodore Alan Titheridge, Director
General of ]oint Operations and Plans, to Connolly for his approval. Toscan's
plan echoed Connolly's guidance by emphasising that the ADF would play a
low profile role, but would command and support South Pacific commanders

and their contingents on the ground in Bougainville. The ADF would raise a
Combined Force headquarters (CombinedHQ) with an Australian commander,
probably a Brigadiefl. Connolly approved the plan on 5 june and submitted it
to Lieutenant General fohn Baker, who was acting CDF at the time. Baker briefed
the plan to Robert Ray who approved it on 8 fune, the day that Senator Stephen
Loosely's report on the Bougainville Crisis was tabled in Parliament and Senator Gareth Evans announced Australian Government support for a regional
peace support operation in Bougainville.
The plan for Operation LAGOONS envisaged a Fijian-led South Pacific peacekeeping force (SPPKF) being concentrated and trained in Fiji. After training
and administratiory the ADF would flv the SPPKF to Honiara or Rabaul to be
loaded on HMAS Tobruk. The force, accompanied by ADF support troops

and liaison officers, would then disembark at Loloho wharf near Arawa
and secure the conference area/ establishing accommodation and domestic
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support facilities. Rules of Engagement (ROE) would permit members of the
force to act in self-defence, the defence of their comrades and to protect delegates attending the peace conference. The concept for logistic support induded
options such as using Tobruk to provide meals and fresh water for the security
force and delegates, or preparing meals at a field kitchen operating at the conference venue.
a

The officers in the compartrnent at DefenceHQ assessed that participation of
large contingent from Fiji was crucial to the success of the operation. Beaumont

wrote to Ray:
I am confident we could mount the operation successfully given the appropriate political dimate, but because of the ADF's supporting role, the RFMF [Republic of Fijian Military Forces] would be key players; without them we would
be on shaky ground militarily...You might note it would require approx three
weeks from receiving your approval to proceed until all arrangements were in
place to commence the conference6.
The planning compartment had set an ambitious timetableT. They envisaged
South Pacific contingents assembling in Fiji two weeks before the peace conference was due to begin. A week later Tobruk would load in Townsville and sail
for a forward mounting base in Rabaul or Honiara. Three days before the conference was due to start, the ADF and the NZDF would fly South Pacific contingents from Fiji to either Honiara or Rabaul. From there, the contingents with an
ADF support force would sail for the conference site in Tobruk. The ADF would
return contingents to home countries seven days after the conference ended.

For the time being the only persons officially aware of this plan were six
officers at DefenceHQ, Beaumont, Ray and probably Gareth Evans. It remained
as a contingenry plan, untested by wider analysis from staff at DefenceHQ or
subordinate headquarters. None of the South Pacific nations mentioned in the
plan were to be approached unofficially through Defence attaches about a cooperative effort to facilitate a peace process on Bougainville. While DefenceHQ
kept Operation LAGOON a secret, Gareth Evans talked freely to the media and
in Parliament in |une about Australia supporting a 'small scale, short time
deployment' of a SPPKF to Bougainvilles. Chan was reported later to have done
some personal lobbying during a recent tour of South Pacific island countries
for participation in a SPPKF e These indicators of ADF involvement did not

prompt DefenceHQ to begin contingency planning with subordinate headquarters who would have to plan and execute Operation LAGOON. Subordinate headquarters, such as Land Headquarters (LandHQ) in Sydney, HQ 1st
Division (DeployableHQ) in Brisbane and HQ 3rd Brigade (BrigadeHQ) in
Townsville, did not take their cue from Gareth Evans' statements to conduct
any contingency planning either.
The next significant event in the development of Operation LAGOON was
the tasking of Colonel David Hurley on 5 August 1994. He was told by Major
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General Connolly to'conduct a short surveillance visit of three to four days to
obtain a briefing on the PNG Govemment's thinking about possible outcomes
of a negotiation process which would be relevant to the establishment of a

regional peace-keeping force'l0. After this visit, Hurley was to report back
through Connolly to Lieutenant General John Baker. Baker envisaged Hurley
being based in Port Moresby and not travelling to Bougainville or elsewhere in
PNG. He cautioned Hurley not to provide political or military policy advice,
but to confine his interaction with the PNG Government to assessing their
expectations of ADF support and providing professional military advice that
was not to be construed as committing the Australian Govemment or the ADF
to open ended support.ll
Despite Hurley's assignment Chan's lobbying in South Pacific capitals and
Gareth Evan's public statements in |une, Operation LAGOON remained a secret at DefenceHQ from early |une until early August. On 6 August, Glen Toscan
sent a copy of the Lagoon plan to the Senior Officer Operations and Plans, at
Air Headquarters (AirHQ), located at Glenbrook on the outskirts of Sydney.
This warning appeared to have been intended to give AirHQ planners time to
assess the feasibility of the plarl the availability of aircraft and the suitability of
airfields in the South Pacific area in general, and around Bougainville in particular for air transport operations. LandHQ staff, who would also have to
make the plan work, did not receive a copy or a waming of the forthcoming
operation at this timel2.

While Chan was lobbying for peace, Prime Minister Piais Wingti was organising military action. On 28 |uly the PNG Post Courier reported that Wingti had
discussed an operation to retake the Panguna Mine site with Brigadier Bob
Dademo and Lieutenant Colonel ferry Singairok during a visit to Arawa the
day before. Singairok had apparently told Wingti that a SPPKF was unnecessary. All the PNGDF needed was additional resources to put sufficient military
pressure on the BRA to force Francis Ona and BIG to negotiate for peacel3.
On 15 August the day before David Hurley was to arrive in Port Moresby to
begin planning discussions, ]erry Singairok's troops occupied the Panguna
Mine site. Possibly aware that his ambitious deputy, Julius Chan, was committing his political fortunes to a SPPKF and a peace conference, Wingti said that
the success of the operation to reoccupy the Panguna Mine site was'a vindication of the governmen/s determination not to bow to secessionist pressure'.la
For the time being the reoccupation of the Panguna Mine was a success for
those in the PNG Government and the PNGDF favouring a military solution to
the Bougainville Crisis. However, this success had not come without cost or
consequence.

One of Singarok's company commanders and close personal friend, destined one day to command 1 RPIR, was among several casualties. Singarok
himself was shot in the arm leading a group to recover bodies of those kilied in
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action.ls The wounding of the Commanding Officer and death of a senior company commander was a rnajor set back for 1 RPIR in general and for Singairok

in particular. The battalion now had to maintain a presence in a dangerous
area that was isolated from their base in Arawa. Singairok, discouraged by
what had happened to him and his brother officer, withdrew to convalesce,
handing over command to his Second-In-Command, Major Job Kasa. In the
days following the occupation of the Panguna mine on 15 August, SingairolCs

sub-units continued to take and inflict casualties in hit and run skirmishes

with the $fuq.te
Australian Government officials recognised that reoccupation of the Panguna

Mine by the PNGDF might compromise Chan's peace process. After some inter-departmental debate, it was agreed that Hurley should deploy to Port
Moresby anyway.17 Chan was still committed to negotiations with the BRA
and to the conduct of a Bougainville peace conference. On 19 August David
Hurley reported back to Major General Connolly by facsimile from Port Moresby
on what he considered to be a feasible plan for Operation LAGOON, suggesting some options for concentration and movement of personnel and materiel.
He proposed a six-phase operation that began with mounting the SPPKF in a
forward mounting base and ended with a quick withdrawal once the peace
conference was over.rs
Prompted by the preferences of PNG Government officials, he envisaged South
Pacific contingents concentrating by air to Port Vila, Vanuatu, to become part of
an Australian-led Combined Force for pre-deployment training. HMAS Tobruk

would then position the force off-shore from the peace conference site in
Bougainville. The contingents would then move by embarked helicopters to
secure the area around the conference site. The same helicopters would then
provide logistic support for the ground force and then withdraw them back on
board at the end of the conference. Alternatively, Hurley recorrrrnended that the
South Pacific contingents be concentrated at Port Moresby before moving by
medium range transport aircraft to nearest suitable airfield to the conference
site. The area around the conference site could then be secured after a move by
road from the airfield.

Hurley's consultations in Port Moresby were set against a background of the
climax of a legal challenge to Wingti's Prime Ministership. On 24 August,
Gareth Evans decided to darify some of the parameters of Australia's participation in peace operations in Bougainville. Possibly mindful of the internal
manoeuvres to depose Wingti and the impact of the reoccupation of the Panguna
mine site by the PNGDF a week before, Evans stated publicly that he hoped the
PNGDF's actions in reoccupying the mine site would not stall the peace process. He affirmed Wingti's statement that the lines of communication to BIG/
BRA would be kept open despite the recent military action. Most importantly,
Evans signalled that Australia would most likely support a limited duratioo
tightly defined'Pacific-Island-formed peace-keeping operation' on
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Bougainville, if the PNG Govemment continued its dialogue with intermediaries in Bougainville.te Once again the ADF had received a'heads up' about the
prospect of regional peace support operation into Bougainville. Operation
LAGOON still remained a secret at DefenceHQ.

On 27 August PNG foreign affairs officials, following Chan's direction, met
with BRA leaders at Tambea in the Solomon Islands and signed the Tambea
Accords. The PNG Government and the BRA agreed to pursue a peace process

that would involve deployment of a sPPKF into Bougainville. An Australian
diplomat wrote later that'this was a clear signal to Australia that more detailed planning was now urgently required'.zo With the Tambea Accords under their arms, Australian Departmental officials met in Canberra during the
following days to decide on the way ahead. Chan gave further impetus to the
Bougainville peace process on 30 August. By this time Wingti had been deposed in a no confidence motion prompted by legal findings against him. Chan
had been appointed Prime Minister and used his inaugural speech to state that
he would be personally negotiating for peace in Bougainville with BIG/BRA
representatives.
Five days after the Tambea Accords were signed and two days after Chan's
announcement of his intentions, Admiral Beaumont advised Senator Ray on 2
September that he would increase the membership of the planning compartment at DefenceHQ:
From fun-until Sep planning compartment consisted of six officers at HQ
ADF...[However] to enable the embryonic development of an operational
level plary the comparhnent will be widened to include three environmental
joint commanders [Land, Air and Maritime Commanders], one senior plans
staff officer and two additional officers in HQ ADF...Once the conduct and
location of the negotiations has been agreed, we would want to be in a position
to move quickly to coordinate planning at both the strategic and operational
levels...[This] will enable the Inter Departmental Committee, HQ ADF Planning Group and OPG [Operational Planning Group] mechanisms to function
normally.2r

In effect Beaumont was assuring Ray that DefenceHQ would continue to plan
Operation LAGOON in secrecy at the strategic level but would now involve
representatives from the ADF's three operational level headquarters. However,
by waiting for formal agreements between the PNG Govemment and the BIG/
BRA on the conduct and location of the peace conference, Beaumont was shortening time available for subordinate headquarters to plan and organise.

Chan met with Sam Kauona at Honiara on 2 September. The next day he
proudly announced that he and Kauona had signed a document, Commitment
for Peace on Bougainaille, that offered the best hope yet for a peaceful resolution
to the Bougainville Crisis. The document contained arrangements for a ceasefue, nomination of Arawa as the peace conference site, a schedule for the peace
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process and the tasks that would be required of the SPPKF. The tasks included
the creation of a secure environment in neutral zones at Panguna and Wakunai
as well as the Arawa site, and the collection of arms at neutral zones prior to
hansporting delegates to Arawa. There would be cease-fire from midnight on
12 September and a peace conference was planned to begin on 3 October after
discussions for raising the SPPKF were held in Nadi, Fiji, on 9 September.

Despite the agreement to conduct a peace conference, both Chan and Kauona

would not budge on the major issues. Chan stated that he would not discuss
self-determination for Bougainville or the withdrawal of the PNGDF. Kauona
made it clear that he was still pressing for self-determinatiory immediate withdrawal of PNGDF and the long-term deployment of a regional or intemational
peace-keeping force to protect Bougainvilleans while the arrangements for selfdetermination were worked out.
Chan's insistence that the peace conference would begin on 3 October despite the agreement with Kauona that the conference should begin no later
than 10 October caught his own and the Australian Govemment by surprise.
When he fust specified his proposed timetable late in August, his advisers and
Departmental officials, as well as the Australian High Commission in Port
Moresby, had advised him that the timetable was unworkable.2z However,
Chan maintained his position that a Bougainville peace conference should
begin no later than 10 October and as early as 3 October.

In his announcement of the Honiara Accords on 3 September, Chan had
increased the scope of the forthcoming peace support operation and had given
it a very tight timetable. The ADF had less than six weeks to deploy a SPPKF
that now involved securing three neutral zones in Bougainville, setting up a
peace conference site for an unknown number of delegates and collecting fue
arms from those attending the conference. It remained to be seen if Australian
officials could negotiate with Chan to retum to the agreed concept of having
the SPPKF only secure a conference site and postpone the start of the conference to permit more time to plan and organise.
There was now no point in DefenceHQ keeping Operation LAGOON a secret
from subordinate headquarters. It was obvious to anyone reading newspapers
in Australia and PNG that the ADF was about to support a peace operation in
Bougainville. Beaumont authorised his planning staff to convene an Initial
Planning Conference on 2 September, the day of Chan's meeting with Kauona
in Honiara. As a result Major General Peter Amisory Land Commander-Australia, received a waming order later that day nominating him as the lead joint
commander for the ADF's participation in a peace support operation in
Bougainville. Amison was tasked to develop a concept of operations based on
the DefenceHQ plan for Operation LAGOON in 72 hours.

3

Open Planning Phase
Colonel Gordon Hurford sent a copy of the ADF plan for Operation LAGOON to Lieutenant Colonel fustin O'Connor, the senior operations planning
officer at LandHQ on 5 September, with a covering note stating 'Copy of Op
Lagoon as presented on 7 fun to CDF [Alan Beaumont] and Minister [Robert
Ray] as a possible concept of how to provide a secure loc[location] on
Bougainville for spt [support] to a peace conference. The plan, in parts, is

now somewhat dated'.1 O'Connor was not in Sydney to receive
DefenceHQ's first formal guidance on Operation LAGOON. He was flying
to the Cape York Peninsula.

While higher headquarters were coming to grips with the reality of having a
month to launch Operation LAGOON, the man who was to command the
operation was camped outside Lakeland Downs, a little town on Cape York.
Brigadier Peter Abigail, Commander 3rd Brigade, and his staff had been conducting Exercise SWIFI EAGLE for three weeks. There was another week to go.
This activity was the culmination of the Brigade's training year. Over 2 0b0
hoops were being put through their paces over a wide area in the far north of
Queensland. During a visit to the exercise in the last week of August Major
General Amison had said to Abigail, that'there was the possibility of an off
shore operation to be conducted'. As Abigail later recalled: 'He couldn't tell me
where; he couldn't tell me whaq and he couldn't tell me whery but he could tell
me that if it did occur, I would be the commander.'2 Arnison had contacted
Abigail after he had received his warning order from Beaumont on 3 September, telling him that he would be sending Justin O'Connor up to brief him on
the operation he had alluded to during his visit the previous week.

On the afternoon of 5 September Abigail's Brigade Major (BM), David
Morrison, and Deputy Quartermaster (DQ), Major Ian Hughes, were inside the
Brigade Command Post lamenting that they were both only weeks away from
postings to Canberra. Exercise SWIFT EAGLE would be their last major exercise for some time and their days of field soldiering and opportunities for overseas service would soon be over for several years.3 The arrival of a helicopter at
the nearby landing zone interrupted their conversation. O'Connor got out and
headed towards Abigail's tent. Both Morrison and Hughes had thought that it
was very unusual for Major General Amison to send his senior plans officer to
visit 3 Brigade in the field. However, they had an inkling that something significant might be happening. Abigail had mentioned in passing the day before
that O'Connor was inbound and there was a possibility of running a peace
support operation offshore.
After preliminary discussions with O'Connor, Abigail called Morrison and
Hughes into the headquarters conference area beneath a camouflage net. He
handed over to O'Connor who announced that BrigadeHQ was to mount and
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command a combined4 peace-support operation in Bougainville to protect a
peace conference in early October.s The ADF would also provide local and
strategic sea and air transport supplemented by RNZAF C130 transport aircraft. The Combined Force would comprise an ADF Logistic Support Force and
a SPPKF made up of contingents from Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu. For political
and diplomatic reasons, Brigadier Abigail and his headquarters were to exercise command 'indirectly' and in a low profile manner. Indeed, Abigail might
have to exercise command from HMAS Tobruk at anchor off shore from the
peace conference.

Morrison and Hughes were surprised that the conference start date was only
a few weeks away. Exercise SWIFT EAGLE still had a week to run before
BrigadeHQ and logistic elements could begin preparations for deployment to
Bougainville. There was no information on when or where the SPPKF would be
assembled, trained and equipped before deployment.6 O'Connor stayed for
another hour to discuss Operation LAGOON with Abigail, Morrison and
Hughes, before flying back to Cairns and on to Sydney.'We had a million
questions, but |ustin was not able to answer many of them.'7

During these discussions O'Connor mentioned that Amison had told him to
convene an Operational Planning Group (OPG) for Operation LAGOON at
LandHQ on 9 September to consider a Planning Directive that was being developed by Gordon Hurford's staff at DefenceHQ. Abigail immediately directed
Morrison to travel to Sydney to represent 3 Brigade at this meeting. He told him
to keep the purpose of his early departure from the exercise area a secret.

Morrison flew to Townsville the next day, ostensibly to be with his wife who
had become ill suddenly. O'Connor rang him at home on 8 September saying
that his presence was not required in Sydney the next day because it was too
early in the planning process to involve a representative from 3 Brigade and
because details of the operation had yet to be worked out. Morrison insisted
that he attend because Abigail had directed him to do so. O'Connor demurred,
pointing out that funds would not be made available for his travel. Morrison
said he would come anyway and use BrigadeHQ funds to pay for his airfares
and travel costs. Privately, he felt that his early involvement was crucial, given
that the operation had to be mounted in such a short amount of time. Brigade
units would not begin returning to Townsville from SWIFI EAGLE for several
days. Once they were baclg they would have to stock up, administer and refocus

for this new operation.s
Morrison's judgment was vindicated the next day in Sydney. He recalled:
I think it was very opportune that I was there. This was the first time all
of the "doers" met for Operation LAGOON. The Navy, the Air Force and
the movers [probably 11 Movement Control Group] were in the loop.
There were about 12 officers there who represented organisations that
would have to rnake things happen. The meeting opened with a briefing
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from the Land Commander, General Arnisory followed by some Intelligence people and then [Lieutenant Colonel] Bob Shoebridgee told us
about what had been happening in Canberra. I had no idea that HQ ADF
had known about this operation for months and that very little real planning had gone on, especially in the logistic and adminisbative areas.l0
The strategic guidance for the OPG was Beaumonfs draft planning directive
from DefenceHQ and a press release from fulius Chan announcing that the
SPPKF would be required to secure an additional neutral zone at Buin as well
as the conference site at Arawa and neutral zones at Panguna and Wakunai.rl
At the time Major General fim Connolly expected the Australian Govemment
to tum down Chan's request for the SPPKF to secure four neutral zones. One of
the zones was the Panguna mine site, currently occupied by PNGDF troops,
who would be reluctant to give up an area for which they had paid, and were
still paying a blood price.12

Beaumont's draft planning directive stated that the ADF would command
the SPPKF, and provide fixed wing and helicopter support as well as logistic
support, including medical services. These services included aero-medical
evacuation for the SPPKF and selected participants attending the conference.
Fiji would be invited to provide the tactical commander of the SPPKF and a
tactical headquarters. The ADF would provide liaison officers to support him.
The Fijian commander's mission was to provide a'DMZ' [Demilitarised Zone]
around the conference site for seven days. This would include securing and
preparing a conference site for up to 100 persons and providing protection for
all other delegates, including 30 VIPs.'3
Beaumont gave Arnison a comprehensive range of tasks. He had to nominate
a Brigadier as a Combined Force Commander;ra provide training for a fivenation peace-keeping force at a location to be advised; conduct combined planning with force contributors; provide and receive liaison officers; co-ordinate

all logistic support for the participants at a Bougainville peace conference,
including medical support for 300 nominated persons; conduct the deployment and redeployment of the Combined Force in conjunction with the Defence
Movement Control Agency in Canberra. Finally, Beaumont directed Amison to
develop a media support plan with the Director General of Public Information,
Brigadier Adrian D'Hage.rs
The directive then went on to specify strategic, operational and tactical details. Port Vila, Vanuatu, was the preferred forward mounting base for the
SPPKF. HMAS Tobruk would load in Townsville and take all the training and
administrative stores to Vila to prepare the SPPKF for operations in Bougainville.

After training and administratiory Tobruk would embark CombinedHQ, the
SPPKF and the Support Force, and sail to Arawa Bay. As Tobruk approached
helicopters would fly forward and conduct a reconnaissance of the area before
the SPPKF and elements of the Support Force unloaded at Loloho Wharf. After
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unloading, Tobruk would anchor off-shore and Abigail and his staff would
direct SPPKF operations through a Fijian Ground Force Headquarters
(GroundHQ) and a TonganJed HQ SPPKF (LiaisonHQ).r6 The ADF presence
ashore was to be kept to a minimum. The shategic air bridge would be from
Richmond, located on the outskirts of Sydney, to Buka, located on the southern
tip of Buka Island, immediately north of Bougainville Island, using C130 transport aircraft. Helicopters from HMAS Tobruk and HMAS Success, and Caribou
aircraft operating from Buka would provide logistic support.

HMAS Tobruk alongside Loloho Whnrf, Bougainaille

After a day deliberating over Beaumont's draft planning directive, the members of O'Connor's OPG produced notes for a concept of operations and a draft
directive to Abigail. In this draft, Abigail was given responsibility for developing a concept of operations and presenting it in 48 hours to the staff at LandHQ
so it could be refined before it was sent to Canberra for approval. Arnison
tasked Abigail to come up with a detailed document that would specify the size
and strucfure of a force to achieve the tasks set out in Beaumont's draft planning directive and notes developed by the OPG. Arnison had given Abigail
and his staft a significant challenge because they knew very little about the
situation in Bougainville, the Rules of Engagement for a Combined Force or the
potential threat to the SPPKF. Morrison recalled later:
I left Sydney with a very loose draft directive [from Arnison] for the Commander [Abigail], my notes from the meeting and some other loose paperwork that I had managed to gather. At this stage everything about this opera-

tion was

loose.17
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Morrison flew back to Townsville to find that Abigail and Hughes had returned with the first elements from Exercise swIFT EAGLE to meet him and
find out what operation LAGooN was all about. Even with the sketchy information they had, Abigail knew he had to begin developing concepts and anticipating what he would be required to do in support of the SppKF.rs

offsetting the tight deadlines and gaps in information, three factors were
working in favour of Abigail, Morrison and Hughes. The first was that the
three of them were at the end of a two'year posting cyde. They knew each other
very well and shared a great deal of mutual respect. They were used to producing plans and getting 3rd Brigade into action at short notice. The second factor
was that 3rd Brigade was on an operational footing from SWIFT EAGLE. Those

who were warned for deployment were already operating in a field environment and would be enthusiastic about an offshore deployment.re rhe third
factor was that during the weeks before SWIFI EAGLE, BrigadeHe had been
responsible for the mounting and dispatching the Medical Support Force to
Rwanda.4 This recent experience helped the Brigade to make anangements for
administration and training of the south Pacific contingents with the assistance of the Deployed Forces Support unit from Sydney that had administered
and trained the Medical Support Force.
While Abigail, Morrison and Hughes went to work developing a concept of
operations, Beaurnont's planning staff at DefenceHQ, assisted by representatives from DFAT and the International Poliry Division from the Departrnent of
Defence, continued to develop a planning directive to guide Amison and his
staff. Fortunately, the close working relationship between Colonel Gordon

Hurford and Colonel Phil McNamara, Operations, LandHQ, facilitated this
process. Hurford and McNamara spoke to each other on the telephone on an
average of six times each day and exchanged drafts and comments by facsimile
at least once a day.21

The concurrent nature of diplomatic negotiatiory strategic and operational
planning meant that DefenceHQ had difficulty keeping subordinate headquarters informed of the latest developments. The outcomes of a meeting in Nadi on
9 September to specify arrangements for assembling and training the SppKF
were communicated quickly to DefenceHQ to be incorporated into Beaumont's
planning directive but planning had already begun at LandHQ and BrigadeHQ,
based on earlier advice. As quickly as some aspect of the operation was planned
at LandHQ and BrigadeHQ, changes arrived from DefenceHQ. In Army parlance: 'Great coats were taken off and put back on again several times.'
Each iteration of Beaumont's planning directive and discoveries of further
gaps in guidance caused some friction. For exarnple, on 12 September another
iteration of Beaumont's directive arrived at LandHQ at 4pm with a request that
LandHQ forward detailed comments by 8am the next day. Phil McNamara did
not balk at working after hours, but was critical of the unrealistic time frames
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being set for Operation LAGOON. He was also concerned that a formal planning process was not being adhered to and there were significant gaps in
higher headquarter guidance. McNamara's staff sent detailed comments back
to Hurford at 10pm that night. He added:
in simple terms, an operational level [LandHQ] plan canbe available NLT [no
later thanl 30 hrs after a LHQ OPG, with supporting plans a further 24 hrs later.
On current informatiory a workable, but immature, plan could be provided by
161600 hrs (next Monday) [16 September].
Our understanding is that HQ ADF will initiate the formal planning processby
convening an IPG [Immediate Planning Groupl, briefing the CFC [Combined
Force Commander] [Abigail] and authorising the expenditure of funds. Does
this apply?...draft [plarming directive] makes no mention of funding, it would
seem appropriate to include a statement of intent for funding together with
advice. Direction on cost capture?...What about media spt? Draft only specifies
media spt of AS [Australian] ops, not reporting of acfual conference.
While Hurford and McNamar4 representing the ADF's strategic and opera-

tional levels of command, wrestled with iterations of Beaumont's planning
directive, Abigail and his staff were well into tactical level planning. Abigail
had two days to submit a draft concept of operations to LandHQ. In his two
years of command he had developed a specific methodology for operational
planning. He would begin by discussing the guidance provided by higher
headquarters with Morrison and Hughes. He would then go to his office and
work alone on his white board for several hours. After working out concepts
that were to be foundations for operational and administrative orderg he would
call Morrison and Hughes back in to his office for further discussions. Morrison
and Hughes would then find out any further information that was required to
flesh out the concepts and feed this in-formation back to Abigail who would
then finalise a concept and write an outline of orders.z
Abigail began this planning rycle for Operation LAGOON by assuming that
the Ground Force would be required to secure four neutral zones as had been
requested by Chan. In absence of any guidance on the size of a neutral zone,
Abigail defined a zone as an area of five kilometres in radius around the nominated location. He then allocated one SPPKF platoon to each area. He soon
realised that to insert and support these platoons and to ferry delegates, he
needed the Army's versatile Black Hawk helicopters. Because of the security
sifuation around Arawa and the condition of local airfields, he assessed that
they would have to operate out of Buka airfield. He anticipated a total of 1 500
delegates might assemble for the conference and that the SPPKF would not stay
for any longer than a week or so after the conJerence finished.
After two days' intensive work, Abigail and Morrison flew to Sydney to attend an OPG on 15 September and brief their concept of operations to
Arnison's staff. Abigail's concept envisaged a substantial increase to the
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size of the Combined Force expected by the PNG and Australian Governments. He assessed that the SPPKF should comprise 390 personnel supported
by 250 ADF personnef not including the crews of Tobruk and, Success.
Abigail briefed Amison and his planning staff and received Arnison's support for his concept. O'Connor's OPG then began a process of refining the
concept to incorporate information from the most recent draft of Beaumont's
planning directive and other sources.23 General Arnison and Colonel phil
McNamara took an active part in this procest incorporating their own ideas
on what the concept of operations should contain. Morrison noticed that, like
the OPG on 9 September, there were no logisticians or engineers at the OPG to
comment on whether the concepts were logistically sustainable.2a

On 15 September planning at LandHQ was going ahead simultaneously
with diplomatic negotiations in Suva. This situation replicated the coincidence
of the first OPG on 9 September being held on the same day as the meeting of
participating nations in Nadi. Once again decisions made at the strategic level
in Suva could not inform LandHQ planning until later. As a consequence,
changes had to be made to plans and important documents were being developed in isolation from latest information. For example, the Status of Forces
(SOFA) agreement and ROE for the operation were being developed in isolation to the operational level plan and vice versa.
Members of C! Connor's OPG at LandHQ decided that a reconnaissance group
needed to be concentrated in Townsville quickly and put on a short notice to

move. No one could deploy offshore until the Australian Cabinet approved
Operation LAGOON. Colonel Sivini Draunidalo, the nominated Fijian tactical
ground force commander, would lead the reconnaissance. He would be accom-

panied by Colonel Tupou, the Tongan officer nominated to command
LiaisonHQ and a vanuatuan representative. The ADF members of Draunidalo's
reconnaissance would comprise representatives from CombinedHQ [HQ 3'o
Brigade] , HMAS Tobruk, LandHQ and AirHQ. A representative from the Australian High Commission in Port Moresby and an interpreter would join
Draunidalo and his group in Port Moresby. In anticipation of the Australian
Cabinet approving Operation LAGOON on 19 September, Draunidalo's reconnaissance group was put on 12 hours notice to move from 5pm 18 September.s
At this stagg no decision had been made in Canberra on whether Peter Abigail
should go on the reconnaissance.
The OPG also decided that liaison officers needed to be sent to Fiji, Tonga
and Vanuatu to keep abreast of events as contingents were being formed and
their support requirements were clarified. Abigail telephoned Lieutenant Colonel Ray MartiO CO 1" Battaliorl the Royal Australian Regiment (1 RAR), that
afternoory directing him to have three officers ready to deploy the next day. He
told Martin to have the nominated officers attend a conference he was convening with his commanders the next afternoon in Townsville after he and
Morrison returned from Sydney.
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Most of Martin's officers were on leave or about to depart on leave for the
Brigade's stand down period after Exercise SWIFT EAGLE. He went down to
the 1 RAR Officer's Mess and nominated three of the officers he found there
having a late afternoon beer. The next aftemoory Major |ohn Cronin and Captains Greg Ducie and Steve Grace26 received their briefing from Abigail. The
following morning, after QANTAS staff had done a fine job finding them seats
amidst the exodus of many members of the Brigade on leave, Cronin flew to Fiji,
Ducie to Tonga and Grace to Vanuatu, all having cancelled their own plans for
holidays with families and loved ones.27
Meanwhile the Australian Navy was preparing for its involvement in Operation LAGOON.'?8 On 16 September the Maritime Commander-Australia, Rear
Admiral Brian Chalmers, issued a warning order to Success and Tobruk, 817

Helicopter Squadrory Nowra, and the Commander Australian Mine Division
Force, based at HMAS Water Hen in Sydney, assigning them to Operation LAGOON. The Navy's tasks were to provide sea transport, command and control
afloat, and aviation and medical support.
Chalmers formed Task Group 627.5, comprisingTobruk with two embarked
two Army LCM 8 landing craft and an Explosives Ordnance Demolition team from 1 Clearance Diving Team. Tobruk was also designated to be Abigail's headquarters afloat. The CO of Success, Captain fim
O'Hara2e was designated as the Commander Task Group and his ship took
aboard a Sea King helicopter and two LCM 8 landing craft. O'Hara was assigned two staff officerg Lieutenant Commanders I.C. Allan and R.|. Singleton,
to assist him to exercise command and to be the maritime adviser to Peter
Abigail. O'Hara was told that Task Group 627.5 would have the Tongan patrol boat, Veoa Pangai, under command. He was also told that General Amison
would take Task Group 627.5 under his operational control. This was the first
time that the Army had been assigned operational control of Australian Navy
major fleet units and a foreign minor war vessel.m
Sea King helicopters,

LandHQ sent the concept of operations for Operation LAGOON to DefenceHQ

on 16 September. Despite almost doubling the numbers of troops from early
estimates, Baker and Connolly supported Abigail's concept of operations. Subsequently, the concept received ministerial approval from the Departments of
Defence and Foreign Affairs on 18 September. The scene was set for submitting
Operation LAGOON to the Australian Cabinet for endorsement.
On 19 September the Cabinet considered Operation LAGOON as a ioint submission from the Ministers of Defence and Foreign Affairs. Though the political dimension of the operation was problematic, the peace conference at Arawa
represented the best chance of beginning a negotiated settlement of the
Bougainville Crisis since the Endeavour Accords in 1990. Cabinet approved
the submission and provided $5.2 million in supplementary funding.

4

Intelligence and Logistic Planning
For Operation LAGOON, the ADF was responsible for Intelligence, communications and logistics. This meant that the ADF's role was to ensure that its
Intelligence community in general and the assets deployed to Bougainville in
particular swiftly anticipated any threats to members of the SppKF, ADF personnel or delegates to the conference. Sufficient communications assets had to
be in place to ensure that urgent messages could be transmitted for timely
decision making, especially in response to threats to members of the Combined
Force. Logistic support had to ensure that the basics, such as rations, water,
ammunition, transport, and medical support, were on line for the SppKF and
that other logistic services, such as the resupply of spare parts and delivery of
mail, operated efficiently.
The force design for the Combined Force - including its internal working
arrangements and the relationships each force element had with equivalent
elements at higher headquarters - would be crucial for success. For example,
sufficient human intelligence gatherers, analysts and specialist electronic warfare assets had to be deployed to identify any armed groups on Bougainville
intending to disrupt the peace process by harming peace keepers or delegates.r
Just as importantly, Intelligence gathered by these assets had to be communicated efficiently up and down the chain of command so that counter-measures
could be taken to monitor threat, take evasive action or neutralise it.
secrecy at DefenceHQ stymied operational level Intelligence planning from
|une to september. During that time there was no waming from the strategic

Intelligence community to Intelligence staff at LandHQ that the ADF might be
going to support a peace operation in Bougainville. Lieutenant Colonel Roger
Hill, Arnison's senior Intelligence analyst, took the initiative himself to have
his staff brief Major General Arnison and key operations staff at LandHQ on
the situation in Bougainville every week during this period. Hill felt that it was
his duty was to keep his commander informed about unstable areas of the near
region. He was also aware from open sources, such as the medi4 that Gareth
Evans was talking about the ADF supporting a SPPKF in Bougainville when
the PNG Govemment and BRA/BIG agreed to talk.2 Despite his briefing+ no
action was taken at LandHQ to conduct contingenry planning for supporting
a regional peace operation in Bougainville.

After DefenceHQ issued its warning order for Operation LAGOON on 2
Hill and his staff, Major Murray Davies and Captain Mary Sitsm4
developed a list of information requirements and submitted them to Intelligence agencies in Canberra and elsewhere. Concurrently, he worked on an
estimate of the situation in Bougainville and designed an Intelligence collection plan. Hill assessed immediately that Intelligence support for operation
September,
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LAGOON could not follow the doctrine of conventional warfare. There was no
specified enemt but there were several ill-defined threats.

Hill decided to develop his collection plan by targeting all armed stakeholders
in the Bougainville Crisis. This meant that ADF Intelligence personnel and
assets would be directed to gather information on the PNGDF and PNG Police,
as well as the BRA, the Resistance and any other armed Bougainvillean groups.

He based his assessment on the premise that despite none of these stakeholders
declaring publicly their intention to disrupt the peace process by aftacking the
SPPKF or delegates, there were rogue elements from each group capable of

taking violent or destructive action without authorisation of their superiors.3
During this time, Hill received no Intelligence guidance from higher headquarters or agencies in Canberra and no requests for specific Intelligence from
Major General Arnison or his operations, communications or logistics staff.
Part of the problem within LandHQ was that in these busy days no one had the
time to read and absorb Intelligence documents such as the Intelligence estimate, threat assessment and biographical data on members of stakeholder
groups. Hill acknowledged that some contained a great deal of detail. Nonetheless, he and his staff were disappointed that there appeared to be liftle interest in their products and no expectation that they would come up with timely
Intelligence inputs for the operational planning process.a Intelligence was being induded as a part of the plarrning process, but without much anticipation
that it would influence the conduct of operations. This ambivalence, accompanied by an inJerence that Intelligence was a somewhat irrelevant contributor to
a peace support operatioq did not augur well for the role of Intelligence on
Operation LAGOON.
Representatives from the Intelligence agencies at the strategic, operational
and tactical levels who would be supporting Operation LAGOON did not meet
during the initial planning phase in early September. Consequently, there was
no Intelligence architecture or special procedures worked out for the operation.
This meant that there was no shared assessment of what Intelligence force
elements should be deployed to support either Amison as the lead joint commander or Abigail as the Combined Force Commander. If a threat arose quickly

and unexpectedly, there was no shared understanding of how information
would be passed in a timely way to these two key decision makers. In effect, the
ADF Intelligence community decided that, aside from convening a Bougainville
Crisis Action Team on 6 September within the ADF Intelligence Centre in Canbena to advise Major General Connolly, it would be business as usual.
Business as usual meant that Intelligence agencies would continue to operate independently, in compartments and in great secrecy. Hill and his staff
were unable to influence the provision of Intelligence services on behalf of their
commander. This situation was very frustrating for Hill who was responsible
for the Intelligence function, but unable to get the support from other agencies
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in doing his job. For example, he knew from ADF peace support operations in
Somalia and Rwanda that human Intelligence constituted the most effective
way to anticipate threats to ADF personnel. His requests for a human Intelligence network to be recruited in Bougainville while there was time to do so
were not approved. There also appeared to be no co-ordination between Defence Intelligence agencies and the Australian Secret Intelligence Service, the
only Australian Govemment agency authorised to operate human Intelligence
networks in the near region.
Undaunted, Hill reminded his superiors and agencies in Canberra that interpreters as well as liaison officers would be required for Operation LAGOON.
He envisaged ADF interpreters and liaison officers going ashore in support of
South Pacific commanders and ADF support personnel ashore. They would
also be able to gather information to protect members of the Combined Force
and delegates. He and his staff also made separate arrangements for establishing a human Intelligence network, in the absence of any information from higher
headquarters, Intelligence agencies in Canberr4 or elsewhere, which would be
in place to support the operation.
This disconnection between DefenceHQ and LandHQ Intelligence functions
paralleled a higher level contest for command of Operation LAGOON. Major
General Connolly's senior staff had recommended to him that DefenceHQ
should command Operation LAGOON because of its political, diplomatic and
strategic sensitivities.s They pointed out that LandHQ was already commanding ADF participation in several UN operations overseas, induding the Medical Support Force in Rwanda. DefenceHQ had run the ADF's participation in
the Gulf War and, like LandHQ, had a command centre with the technology to
direct offshore operations. In simple terms, DefenceHQ staff wanted another
guernsey.

Admiral Beaumont did not take up Connolly's advice and appointed Amison.
However, DefenceHQ staff had access to many more strategic Intelligence assets than LandHQ. It remained to be seen whether Arnison would get the full
benefits of those assets now that he was in command. From Hill's point of
view6, it seemed that the key officers in the Intelligence community in Canberra
agreed with Connolly's staff on who should have commanded Operation LAGOON. He and his staff were denied direct access to the Defence I.ttelligence
organisation and other agencies with which he would normally comrnunicate
on issues related to LandHQ's other offshore operations.
For Operation LAGOON, he was directed by DefenceHQ staff to deal only
with the ADF Intelligence Centre that was under Connolly's command. This
one-off arrangement ensured that staff who reported to Connolly would decide
what information Arnison's Intelligence staff would receive. As a consequence,
Hill and his staff were unable to access certain types of data and information
directly, losing capability to interpret and advise Arnison. Hill also lost the
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capability to task various agencies on Amison's behalf. Amison would have to
depend on Connolly and his staff for the products of strategic Intelligence
gathering and trust that they would be gathering and correctly interpreting
sufficient Intelligence that Arnison would need to protect members of the Combined Force and delegates to the Bougainville peace conference.
The Bougainville Crisis Action Team at the ADF Intelligence Centre had the
task of ensuring that timely Intelligence was available to the key decision makers on Operation LAGOON. However, there were no agreed procedures on
how this would occur. In the end, there was no co-ordinated Intelligence planning during the early weeks of September between strategic Intelligence agencies based in Canberra and elsewhere, and Intelligence staff LandHQ. Hill was
organising a collection plan at his level, and strategic Intelligence agencies
were organising their collection plans at their levels, using their assets.

By the third week of September Intelligence planning at DefenceHQ and
LandHQ had not produced satisfactory outcomes. The Intelligence community
remained compartmentalised, both horizontally across the agencies in Canberra and elsewhere, as well as vertically between strategic agencies and
Arnison, the operational level customer, and Abigail, the tactical level customer. There was also no system for separate Intelligence communications. All
Intelligence communications would go through the same equipment and facilities as operational and logistic traffic.
While the Intelligence community made disconnected arrangements for Operation LAGOON, the ADF's logisticians went into their planning cycle. Secrery at DefenceHQ had not only left the logisticians in subordinate headquarters and at Logistic Command in Melboume in the dark until early September
but also logisticians within DefenceHQ itself. This resulted in some internal
friction. Captain Russ Sharp, RAN, Director foint Logistic Operations and
Plans, at DefenceHQ was given a copy of the Operation LAGOON plan in the
first week of September. He commented later that:
It took us precisely 50 minutes to work out that it [the plan] was unachievable.
We made representations that it had to change but initially they fell on stony
ground. It was not until the operators at the operational level [at LandHQ]
made the self-same observations to the strategic level [DefenceHQ] that our
views became legitimate and the force strucfure changed.T

By 9 September when the South Pacific Forum delegations, who had expressed an interest in participating in Operation LAGOON, met in Nadi, logistic planning at DefenceHQ had been under way for several daysE but there
were many more questions than answers. Except for David Hurley's proposed

six-phase plan, there was no strategic concept of operations to guide
logisticians. Admiral Beaumont's Planning Directive was still a draft and its
approval was a week away. Issues like the structure of the force, duration of the
operatiory modes of transport to be used and the locations of forward mount-
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ing and operating bases were critical prerequisites for any meaningful logistic
preparations to be made. Sharp and his staff expected that participating South
Pacific countries would seek remuneration for their participation in Operation
LAGOON and the permanent issue of personal equipment and other items
from the ADF's inventory as mementos of their involvement.

It was not until 13 September that Major General Connolly submitted the
final draft of Beaumont's Planning Directive to the Acting CDF, Lieutenant
General John Baker, for signature. By this time, Abigail and his staff in Townsville
had already begun to develop a concept of operations for delivery to LandHQ
on 15 September. In effect, Peter Abigail was working without logistic guidance
from above and Russ Sharp was working without operational and tactical
guidance from below.
Guided by a draft of Beaumont's Planning Directive and Hurley's proposed
six-phase plan, Sharp convened an Administrative Planning Group in Canbena on 13 September to set some parameters and identify all of the questions
that would need to be answered if Operation LAGOON was to be logistically
sound.e One of the first decisions made was that the Combined Force was to be
self-sufficient in all classes of supply because of the short duration of the operatton. Tobruk would be the primary command and control, movement and logistic platform for the operation. Success would also be deployed to provide fresh
water, helicopter support and limited accommodation. After considering Port
Vila, Suva and Honiara as a forward mounting base, Sharp's group recommended Townsville, where CombinedHQ and its logistic support elements
were to be raised from BrigadeHQ and elements of 3 Brigade. There was also
sufficient military infrastructure to accommodate, sustain and train the SPPKF.
Sharp's group envisaged South Pacific contingents being moved by ADF
service aircraft, augmented with RNZAF aircraft, to Townsville from their home
countries. After training, the Combined Force would embark on Tobruk and
Success and sail to Loloho in Bougainville. After the peace conference, Tobruk
and Success would embark the Combined Force and return to Townsville where
ADF and RNZAF aircraft would fly South Pacific contingents home. They estimated that a ground force of 250 Fijians, Tongans and Ni Vanuatu could be
supported ashore by about 50 Australian administrative personnel providing
catering, communications and medical services and about 180 personnel on
Tobruk providing command, control and Intelligence as well as supply and
transport services.

Sharp and his staff also began developing logistic guidance for subordinate
headquarters. Lieutenant Colonel Tony Ayerbe,to the Acting Colonel Operations at HQ Logistic Command (LogisticHQ), who had attended Sharp's planning meeting on 13 September, signalled to LandHQ that there were significant
problems concentrating stores in time to meet the operational timetable for
concentration, pre-deployment training and deployment. He requested that
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the equipment needed by the South Pacific contingents should be identified as
quickly as possible. Rather than spend time and funds transporting stocks to
Townsville where the Combined Force was being concentrated, Ayerbe suggested that HMAS Tobruk load in Sydney, closer to the issuing depots and the
freight terminal at the newly-raised Defence National Stores Distribution Centre (DistributionHQ) at Moorebank.

Ayerbe's suggestions did not please Major Ian Hughes, Abigail's senior
logisticiarl in Townsville.rr Ultimately, he would be responsible to Abigail for
the administration and supply arrangements for Operation LAGOON. Hughes
wanted stores to be concentrated in Townsville, checked by the people who
would use them, accounted for by his staff and then loaded onTobruk under his
supervision. Ayerbe's recommendations were not taken up and concentration
of stocks in Townsville began.
Since returning from Exercise SWIFT EAGLE, Hughes and his staff had cancelled holiday plans and were putting in long hours, as was the staff from 3
Brigade Administrative Support Battalion and 2 Field Logistic Battaliory while
the combat elements of the Brigade took a break. The first task was to confirm
the Brigade's stock levels to identify what items needed to be ordered in after
Exercise SWIFT EAGLE. Once stock holdings were identified, staff then had to
identify the sources of supply and the movement arrangements for concentrating the stocks in Townsville from depots in Brisbane and the southem states.

One of the early challenges was concentrating stores for setting up and supporting the peace conference. Hughes directed his staff to raise requests for
hundreds of beds, and other accommodation stores, as well as office furniturg
tentage, office equipment and stationery. He recalled:
The concem I had was whether we could get sufficient stores in on time. We
were told early in the piece that we would be responsible for setting up and
supporting the entire conference. We did not have time to debate the issue or
seek clarification of exact requirements. I had staff working long hours ordering all of these items. They did a great job and all the stuff came into 2

Field Log Battalion.l2

Lieutenant Colonel Phil Haddad, CO 2 Field Logistic Battaliory played a
major role in topping up stocks and getting all the stores in for setting up the
conference site. Forfunately, a lesson from previous short notice deployments
about the top-priority allocation for the issue of stocks was applied. Force Activity Designator One, which identified Operation LAGOON as the highest
priority within the logistic system, had been issued soon after Russ Sharp had
convened his logistic planning group at DefenceHQ early in September.
Logistic preparations were simplified during these busy days because Hughes
and Haddad could deal directly with Colonel Brian Vale's logistic staff at
LandHQ and with Ayerbe's staff at LogisticHQ. Vale represented Amison on
logistic and administrative matters and Ayerbe had the authority over depots
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and movement agencies to make things happen. Missing was information on
the size of the Combined Force in terms of numbers of personnel, aircraft, vehicles and equipmen! its duration on operations and its mission and tasks. All of
these inputs were needed to identify the type and quantities of stocks that
needed to be concentrated in Townsville and loaded on Tobruk and Success.
Also missing was information on what the regional contingents would bring
with them and what additional equipment had to be issued to them so that they
could do their job.

Aside from concentrating stocks in Townsville from southem depots, another early logistic challenge was purchasing special medical supplies for inoculations and specialist medical support in a tropical environment before the
Combined Force departed. Decisions had to be made on what quantities of
these expensive items should be ordered well before any one knew what the
final numbers would be for the Combined Force. Brigadier Paul Buckley, the
Director General of Army Healtlu had advised that even though Fiji and Tonga
were free of malaria, the PNG mainland, Bougainville, Vanuafu and the Solomon Islands were all malarial areas that would require all members of the
Combined Force to participate in an anti-malarial regimen.l3
Supplying clean water was another challenge. The conference would be

a

disaster if several thousand delegates as well as the SPPKF and its ADF logistic

support team could not be supplied with water. Lieutenant Colonel Barry
Morgary SO1 Health Plans, at the ADF Surgeon General's Office in Canberra,
advised that all water in PNG is considered non-potable [unfit for human
consumption]. Furthermore, L2 litres per persorL per day, would be required for
consumption and further quantities of water would be required for hygiene
and food preparation.la The water supply in Arawa had not been operating for
several years. Facilities had been sabotaged and the PNG Government had
withdrawn its repair and maintenance personnel years before. Logisticians
needed to know whether the local water was drinkable and whether there
would need to be an Australian engineer group to deploy ashore to repair the
local water-supply facilities or, in the worst case, purify water pumped from
the local river.ls
On 16 September Russ Sharp sent a copy of the strategic logistic concept to
Lieutenant Colonel Andrew Barton at LandHQ, telling him that
To a great extent we in DPOP have been working without firm guidance but
fortunately COL Hurley answered my questions in his recce [reconnaissance].
... BRIG Abigail's [forthcoming] recce [20-23 September] should provide you
with even more. .,. Our work in a'dark vacuum' has caused me to determine
what is not enough info for you and what is too much. I may have erred on
'too much'on this occasion.

He asked Barton to brief liaison officers about to depart for Fijr, Tonga and
Vanuatu that they were to ensure that contingent commanders did not use the
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opportunity presented by Operation LAGOON 'to submit a shopping list'. He
wanted them to gather information on the types and quantities of weapons the
South Pacific contingents would take to Bougainville, idenfify administrative
needs - especially any shortfalls in personal equipment and clothing - and
discreetly ensure that all troops complied with the health counter-measures to
be implemented for the operation.
The passing of logistic guidance to Administration Branch at LandHQ from
DefenceHQ did not have much impact on planning and preparations in
Townsville. Hughes was closely monitoring the development of Abigail's concept of operations. By the time the concept had been approved at LandHQ on
15 September and at DefenceHQ on 17 September, Hughes had submitted all
demands for stocks for the operation, including his best guess at the requirements for the South Pacific contingents. He had ordered personal equipment
for the South Pacific contingents without authorisation from LandHQ. Time
would run out for the delivery of the items. Cronin, Ducie and Grace had only
left Townsville for the South Pacific on 17 September. It was too late to get
information from them on the logistic status of South Pacific contingents. Based
on past experience, it also took some time for Vale's staff to approve unexpected
demands for supplies from 3'd Brigade.l6

In addition to meeting the logistic requirements of the operation in
Bougainville, Hughes also had to organise support for the administration and
training of the South Pacific contingents in Townsville. It had been a nightrnare
supporting the administration and training of the Medical Support Force for
service in Rwanda while units were in Townsville preparing for Exercise SWIFT
EAGLE several weeks before. Fortunately, the South Pacific contingents and
Combined Force elements not based in Townsville would arrive while units
were away on leave after Exercise S\MFT EAGLE. Abigail and Hughes decided
to use vacant facilities and the close training areas of 1 RAR and some of their
administrative personnel to prepare the SPPKF.
Fortunately, Maior Colin Chidgey and his staff from the Reinforcement Holding Company based in Sydney had deployed on 15 September to prepare a
training program for the SPPKF, in conjunction with a 10-man New Zealand
Army haining cadre. The Reinforcement Holding Company staff, 'had a very
good feel for what was happening in Townsville because they had prepared
the MSF [Medical Support Force] and had worked with the Brigade before
hand'.r7

While Hughes and his staff continued making decisions and getting on with
the job in absence of a great deal of higher level guidance ADF logisticians and

financial managers in Canberra focused on cost recovery. They assumed that
there would be none from the South Pacific contingents and limited amounts
from the PNG Government. For his part, Chan had already asked the Australian Govemment to underwrite the SPPKF by providing additional aid funds to
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pay for salaries and allowances for the South Pacific contingents. If South
Pacific contingents needed more substantial administrative and materiel support, then the ADF would have to seek further financial supplementation from
Cabinet. It was critical to include an accurate estimate of anv additional costs
to the Defence Department in the submission on Operation LAGOON being
put to Cabinet on

19 September.

Slowly the financial picture started to take shape. The Air Force confirmed
that they would be charging just under 92000 per operating hour for C130
Hercules transport aircraft, just over $8 500 per hour for Boeing 707 transport
jets and $13 000 per hour for RF111C reconnaissance jet aircraft.'E Bob
McDonald, Deputy Director of Operational Costs - A-y, identified the additional costs to the Army for operation LAGooN. He based his estimates on the
Combined Force spending seven days in Townsville, consuming fresh rations;
three days aboard Tobruk sailing to Bougainville; 16 days operating in
Bougainville consuming combat ration packs; supported by a troop of Black
Hawk helicopters operating for 144 flying hours; and taking three days to
return to Australia. In addition the Army would have to pay for the liaison
officers deployed to support South Pacific contingents and a reconnaissance to
the PNG mainland and Bougainville for eight personnel. Alt of these estimates
were best guesses. McDonald had not seen or been involved in the development of the concept of operations.re
In the 48 hours leading up to the Cabinet meeting on 19 September Brigadier
Rod Earle's staff at Army Office tried to ascertain what additional costs would
be incurred by the Army for Operation LAGOON. Earle reported later: 'Estimates produced for Cabinet prior to the deployment were based on extremely
limited information and as a result do not accurately reflect actual costs. Little
information could be obtained from 3 Brigade, through LandHQ, requiring numerous assumptions to be made in order to meet the deadline for submission.'m
The Navy also had several logistic issues to deal with in the first weeks of
September. A major issue was storing and delivering fuel supplies for helicopters operating from ships off shore as well as for those helicopters operating
from Buka airfield. Tobruk and, Success could carry sufficient fuel to operate
several embarked helicopters for a reasonable amount of time. However, both
ships would have to sail to Rabaul, a round trip estimated to take two to three
days, to take aboard more fuel during the operation if additional helicopters
had to be refuelled. In order to create more capacity for helicopter operations,
either another ship had to be deployed or significant quantities of fuel would
have to be stored in bladders at Buka, the most likely forward operating base.
Refuelling was also a problem because both ships had limited facilities to refuel the number of helicopters being planned for the operation and there was
no ship-to-shore refuelling capability unless ships were alongside wharves.
As the number of helicopters increased, on-board refuelling capabilities would
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be stretched further. Consequently, refuelling points at Buka and at Arawa
were essential.

Guided by key operational documents, Captain Jim O'Hara analysed the
factors that would influence his task force's ability to support Operation LAGOON.2I His key concerns were the maximum speeds of Success and Tobruk,
which would influence the timings of deploymentz, and the lack of accurate
coastal charts and the presence of old World War II minefields in the waters
around Bougainville. Accommodation afloat for the Combined Force would be
dght. Tobruk could accommodate 669 personnel but Success could only embark
a small number of personnel after the Sea King and LCM 8 crews and Navy
specialists were taken into account.
Balancing the requirements for fuel and fresh water was another key logistic
issue for O'Hara. Success could hold 9500 tonnes of F76 diesel fuel and 250
tonnes of FM aviation fuel for the helicopters. Tobruk could carry 45 tonnes of
F44, which could be doubled to 90 tonnes by converting a port fuel tank from
F76 toFM. Tobruk could carry 761 tonnes of water and make 5 tonnes a day.
Success could carry L10 tonnes of cargo as well as 240 tonnes of water and make
70 tonnes of fresh water per day. The trade offs when loading the ships would
be the ratio of cargo, fuel for the ships and helicopters and fresh water.

An important part of the logistic plan was the medical coverage to be provided by the ADF in Bougainville. Medical planning had begun early in September at the Surgeon General's office in Canberra. Brigadier Paul Buckley and
Lieutenant Colonel Brian Morgan distributed the medical treatment and evacuation plan on 8 September. Treatment to diagnose and stabilise trauma patients and heat minor ailments would be provided from a Regimental Aid Post
located with the Fijian GroundHQ at Arawa and the Sick Bay onTobruk. Swgical treatment would be provided by a Fly Away Surgical Team [FAST] embarked onTobruk.a In addition, there were options to provide surgical facilities
ashore at Arawa High School or at Buka.2a The medical evacuation system
would begin with an ambulance positioned at Arawa, then the use of an
embarked helicopter from Tobruk to fly the patient, either to Tobruk for emergency or minor surgery, or from Arawa directly to Buka if a major surgical
facility was established there. From Buka, Air Force or RNZAF aircraft would
be used to evacuate patients to Port Moresby, or possibly to Townsville, for
further treatment.
The medical plan was finalised at a Joint Health Planning Group Meeting,
chaired by Lieutenant Colonel Graeme Law, the Acting Colonel Health at
LandHQ, on 23 September. The challenge was to support Operation LAGOON
with sufficient surgical capacity. The difficulties lay in the availability of specialist medical personnel, most of whom were Reservists who ran private medical
practiceg and providing them with suitable facilities in the area of operations.
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The Air Force's Fly Away surgical Team2s was unable to operate on Tobruk,
except for emergency surgery to stabilise a patient for onward movement to
better facilities. The Air Force's 1st operational support Unit to be located at
Buka could provide administrative support to a surgical team, an Aero-Medical staging Flight (ASF)26 and a Forward Aero Medical Evacuation team of two
medical assistants. Law's group decided to locate both the surgical team and
the Aero-Medical Evacuation team on Tobruk. Tobruk's Medicai Officer could
accompany any AME helicopter flights if required while the surgical team
prepared to operate on any critically injured or wounded personnel.

By the third week of September all Intelligence and logistic planning had
happened without detailed guidance or co-ordination. There had also been no
reconnaissance to inform anyone's deliberations. At the tactical level, the Intel-

ligence staff at BrigadeHQ, guided by Hill's staff at LandHe, made ad hoc
arrangements to collect Intelligence and produced substantial quantities of
information on Bougainville for their commanders and staffs. At the operational level, Hill's Intelligence staff at LandHQ waited in vain for strategic
guidance, formal tasking and advice on Intelligence gathering and reporting
procedures for Operation LAGOON.

Also at the tactical levef Hughes' logistic staff at BrigadeHQ had also made
their own arrangements and took action to ensure thal stores were ordered in
time to concentrate them in Townsville. He expected that there would be surpluses, but that was better than deficiencies.2T At the operational level, Andrew
Barton and his staff consulted with Tony Ayerbe and his staff at LogisticHe
about topping up 3 Brigade with stocks needed to support the SppKF. However, it was Hughes who estimated requirements2s, based on his assessment of
the logistic implications of Abigail's concept of operations. Logistic guidance
from DefenceHQ, LandHQ and LogisticHQ was still conceptual, and did not
influence his decision making significantly.
While Intelligence and logistic staffs within the ADF made plans and marshalled resources for operation LAGooN in the first tfuee weeks of september,

simultaneously diplomats from all of the participating nations were at work
negotiating and planning. The results of these negotiations put increasing pressure on the ADF to provide more support to achieve more tasks, but with less
time to plan and prepare.

J

Diplomatic Negotiations
Paralleling ADF preparations for Operation LAGOON was a series of diplomatic negotiations accompanied by regional and domestic political manoeuvres. September was a pivotal month. Julius Chan and Sam Kauona set the
diplomatic and political stage for Operation LAGOON with the announcement of the Honiara Comrnitments on 3 September. Five members of the South
Pacific Forum were now publicly comrnitted to supporting a peace process in

Bougainville.

Like ADF headquarters in Canberra, Sydney and Townsville, Australian
diplomats in Canberra, PNG, Fiji, New Zealand, Tonga and Vanuatu were
now involved in the practical business of making things happen in a short
amount of time. In a perfect world, outcomes of combined planning and negotiation with regional participants would flow to civilian and military strategists in Canberra, who would then interpret them and provide guidance to
those who would have to make plans, assemble resources, organise them
and then implement the plan. In reality there was no time to follow this
sequential process. Diplomatic negotiations occurred at the same time as
LandHQ and BrigadeHQ in Sydney and Townsville respectively were planning and organising.
In early September, Australian diplomats were not optimistic about the success of the proposed Bougainville peace conference.l There seemed to be strong

support among all PNG parties for an end to the crisis and the signing of the
Honiara Commitments was a major step forward. However, there were irreconcilable differences on the substantive issues and the way ahead for securing a
lasting peace. The Australian strategic intent was to keep Aushalian involvement within the confines of planning and logistics. Prime Minister Chan could
expect the ADF to assemble and provide some training and equipment for the
South Pacific contingents, who would secure the conference site, but there would
be no involvement of significant numbers of ADF personnel on the ground in

Bougainville.
The two major concerns for Australian diplomats in Canberra and Port
Moresby after the announcement of the Honiara Commitments were the tight
timetable set by fulius Chan and the additional tasks he and Sam Kauona
expected the SPPKF to undertake that had not been discussed previously. The
High Commission in Port Moresby assessed2 that concentrating, administering and training the SPPKF in a forward mounting base in late September and
deploying them to Bougainville during the fust week of October to meet Chan's
timetable was impractical and unrealistic.3 Chan appeared to be keen to push
through the peace process on a tight timetable so the BIGi BRA could not mobilise significant support for their insistence that an agreement on a timetable for
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Bougainvillean self-determination should be a pre-requisite for a peace settle-

ment. Chan's position was assessed at the time to be that Bougainvilleans
should be persuaded to accept peace now in exchange of a resumption of government services, and posQone negotiations for self-determination until later.a
The challenge of meeting Chan's timetable was compounded by the PNG
Government's preference for Port Vila in Vanuatu as the forward mounting
base to assemble, administer and train the SPPKF. Australian High Commission staff in vanuatu suggested that suva in Fiji had better facilitiet but relations between the PNG and the Fijian Governments were not as close as they
were between the Ni Vanuatu and PNG governments. Consequently, High
Commission staff in Vanuatu suggested that there were practical advantages
in having a forward-mounting base in Honiara in the Solomon Islands, with
training at nearby Munda, because both locations were close to Bougainville.
The major disadvantage was that the PNG Government would not be huppy
with Solomon Islands Government involvement because of Prime Minister
Mamaloni's suspected support of BIG/BRA aspirations for an independent

Bougainville.
Chan and Kauona had specified in the Honiara Commitments that the SPPKF

would secure several neutral zones, collect and destroy weapons and monitor
a cease-fire after the conference. However, none of the participating nations
had agreed to this range of tasks. The Australian Govemmenfs position on the
role of the sPPKF was for time-limited and achievable objectives to be defined
in precise detail. The Honiara Commitments increased the scope of activities
for the SPPKF to include securing three neutral zones and collecting weapons.
Consequently, the SPPKF would have a wider range, ill defined and potentially more dangerous role to play amidst armed hostile groups. The increase in
the scope of activities also meant that the small, discrete security force of 120
personnel proposed by Chan in negotiations some weeks before would be unable to achieve the objectives set out in the Honiara Commitments. A larger
force would be required with an increase in ADF logistic and communications
support. The PNG Govemment had a week to develop some key documents to
guide the conduct of Operation LAGOON. A draft Terms of Reference for participant nations, Rules of Engagement and a Status of Forces Agreement had to
be tabled at a planned meeting of all participants in Nadi, Fiji, on 9 September.
This was the same day that Lieutenant Colonel justin O'Connor was convening a planning meeting at LandHQ in Sydney.

While participating nations were assessing the implications of the Honiara
Commitments, a group of BRA rebels had killed a PNGDF soldier in an exchange of gunfire at Panguna on 5 September. This brought the PNGDF death
toll in the Panguna area to four since the mine site was occupied by Singarok's
troops on 15 August. Sam Kauona quickly released a statement to the media
stating that killing was pay back for destruction of 34 houses by PNGDF at
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Morone. He emphasised that the killing was regrettable but he was still committed to the peace process he had agreed to with Chan at Honiara. For his part,
Lieutenant Colonel Jerry Sinairok, still nursing a wounded arm, kept his own
counsel, but, on the evidence availables, did not order retaliatory action. 1 PIR
sent another slain comrade home to be buried in his village on the mainland
amidst a deepening distrust of the BRA's commitment to peace and a equally
deepening rynicism about the PNG Government's peace process.
Despite this set back at Panguna, Chan also announced that he continued to
be committed to the peace process. He called on all parties in Bougainville to
observe the truce agreed to in the Honiara Commitments. Australian officials
assessed that the peace process was still viable as long as the BRA and the
PNGDF could keep the level of reported violence low during the period of the

coming diplomatic negotiations.
Two days after the killing at the Panguna mine, Chan was put on notice to
secure a peace settlement in Bougainville before the end of the year. On 7 September the New Guinea Island Leaders Forum met at Matupit Isle, near Rabaul.

All the premiers of New Guinea Island Provinces called on the PNG Government to grant greater autonomy to their regions by 7 December 1994 or they
would make a unilateral declaration of independence on 5 fanuary 1995.6 Some
analystsT assessed that this was just an early gingering up of the Chan Govemment. However, on the face of it, Chan was being threatened with a widespread secessionist rebellion among PNG's island provinces if the Bougainville
crisis was not be resolved in the next few months under terms that preserved
PNG as a nation state.

All Chan could do at the time was issue a press release on 8 September
stating that he was interested in dialogue with the island premiers and would
participate in the process of provincial government reform but was determined
to uphold the territorial integrity of PNG.8 The ultimatum from the island leaders implied that they would leave a national Govemment with responsibility
for defence and foreign affairs but with no control over how revenues would be
raised and spent in the island provinces. There appeared to be strong perceptions that there was an imbalance in the distribution of funding to the island
provinces compared to their contribution to the nationis coffers.
On the same day that he was defending his Govemment against secessionist
pressure from the premiers of PNG's island provincet Chan and Kauona signed
the Bougainville Cease fire Agreement in Honiara. The agreement stated that
the PNG Government and the BRA'renounce the use of all armed forces for the
resolution of the Bougainville crisis...[and would] co-operate in a Bougainville
Peace Conference to define the basis for a lasting solution'. The agreement went
on to say that, 'the security of the neutral SPPKF is guaranteed'.e
The signing of the Honiara Commitments and the Cease fire Agreement by
the end of the first week of September got the Bougainville peace process off to
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a prornising start and opened up dialogue between the PNG Government and
the BIG/BRA. Chan was delivering promptly on his promise to resolve the

Bougainville crisis peacefully. However, he had not consulted extensively with
the PNGDF or the PNG Police who were reportedro to be critical of his concili-

atory approach.
Once again Australian diplomats were caught by surprise when the
Bougainville Cease fire Agreement further expanded to the role of the SPPKF.
The number of neutral zones to be secured rose to fourll so delegates, especially
those representing the BRA, could travel safely to the con{erence without interference from the PNGDF or the Resistance. Chan hinted privately that the SPPKF
could become involved in separating the PNGDF, BRA and Resistance forces,
disarming the BRA and destroying their weapons as a condition for the withdrawal of the PNGDF. He requested that the SPPKF deploy seven days before
the conference to secure these zones and remain for 20 days after the conference
to help implement any agreements on separating and subsequently disarrning
BRA and Resistance groups.l2

ADF planners now faced the dilemma of either designing and preparing

a

larger force in anticipation of the meeting in Nadi agreeing to extra tasks for the
SPPKF or continuing with plans to secure only the conference site at Arawa.
Major General Connolly assessed that the Australian Govemment would refuse
to support the expansion of the role of the SPPKF and the consequent increase
in the size of the Combined Force.r3 Following Gareth Evans'intent, Australian
diplomats sought to confine the role of the Combined Force to what had been
agreed in discussions with Chan and not agree to expansions in the role of the
SPPKF to secure more neutral zones.

Now that the Honiara Commitrnents and the Bougainville Cease fire Agreement were on the table, diplomats and officials from all participant nations
finalised their agendas for the Nadi Conference on 9 September. The Australians assessed that Fiji would nominate a Republic of Fiji Military Force (RFMF)
officer to command the SPPKF based on RFMF peace-keeping experience in the
Middle East and the size of their contribution: 80-100 personnel, comprising a
tactical headquarters and two rifle platoons.
The Tongans, with PNG Govemment support, were competitors for tactical
command of the SPPKF. The Tongan Foreign Minister offered a light infantry
company made up of two rifle platoons and a headquarters as well as a patrol
boat. This placed the Australian military planners in a difficult position. They
had confidence in the peace-keeping experience of the Fijians, but were concemed that the Tongan Defence Service was inexperienced in this type of military operation. For his parf the Prime Minister of Vanuatu, Carlot Korman,
offered a para-military platoon made up of policemen and the use of Port Vila
as the forward mounting base for the SPPKF.
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Around this time Chan invited the New Zealand Govemment to participate.
The ADF assessed that the New Zealand agenda would be to make a modest
investment in Operation LAGOON commensurate with attracting as much
positive publicity as possible. The NZDF already had several overseas commitments, including a contingent in Bosnia, and could not afford a major contribution. New Zealand. had several advantages over Australia in becoming involved in Operation LAGOON. Unlike Australia, New Zealand had not been
involved in the administration of Bougainville or in granting independence to
PNG in 1975. Many Bougainvilleans were critical of Australia's role in setting
up mining operations in Bougainville in the 1950s and paving the way for the
PNG Government to exploit Bougainville's natural resources after independence. Subsequently, the Australian Government had authorised the ADF to
train and equip PNGDF troops for service in Bougainville at the Land Warfare
Centre, Canungra, and had donated military helicopters that had been used
extensively during military operations.

Crowded quarters: Bunking ilown on the deck of the Tobruk

On 9 September delegations from the PNG, Australian, New Zealand, Fijiarl
Tongan and Vanuafu governments met in Nadi to decide on arrangements for
Operation LAGOON. The delegates addressed four major questions: Who
would command? What would be the tasks and force structure of the Combined Force? What would be the timetable for the operation? Who would pay
for what?
The Australian delegation insisted on an ADF officer being the Combined
Force Commander because of the size of the ADF contribution and the need for

a commander with experience in operations involving Air, Land and Maritime
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assets. The PNG Govemment's position was that a South Pacific commander,

from either Tonga or Fiji, was preferable for 'presentational reasons'.la The
PNG delegation's preference was for a Fijian officer because of the RFMF's long
term involvement with peace keeping in the Middle East. The PNG delegation
was also concemed that the BRA would not accept an ADF officer in command
because of their suspicions that Australia would not be neutral. They wished
to avoid the accusation from the BRA that the SPPKF was part of a conspirary
between the PNG and Australian govemments to draw the BRA out of their
sanctuaries in the jungle and capture them.rs The Fijian, Tongan and Ni Vanuafu
delegates also argued that overall Australian command was undesirable. The
Fijians went further to suggest that UN involvement in the force might establish its neutrality and that any Australian participation should have a low
profile. On the evidence availablel6, the New Zealand delegation kept its own
counsel on the issue of command, but may have been awaiting a call for a
NZDF commander as a compromise option.

In the end, Chan had the call. He knew that the operation would not be viable

without Australian participation and that the Australian Government was
insisting that overall command was a pre-requisite to the commitrnent of ADF
assets. He wanted to push ahead quickly to meet the deadline for the start of the
conference. After some vigorous lobbying by Chan, the South Pacific delegates
agreed to an Australian commander. Privately, the South Pacific delegations
were not huppy with this outcome and there was talk of pulling out of the
operation.rT

Chan, who had promised command of the Combined Force to Tonga, insisted that Fijian and Tongan officers were given prorninent command positions in the SPPKF to offset simmering discontent about having the operation
commanded by an ADF officer. As a result, command of the Ground Force went
to Fiji and the appointment of Chief of Operations, who would have responsibilities to coordinate with all participating groups and to chair a cease fire
monitoring committee, went to a Tongan Defence Service (TDS) officer.
Discussion on the composition and tasks for the SPPKF was also robust.
Gabriel Dusava, the PNG Foreign Minister, acknowledged that donor nations
wanted a limited role for the SPPKF over a short period of time. He pointed out
that during negotiations with the BRA, the PNG Govemment had resisted calls
for more neutral zones to be secured and for a minimum 60-day deployment of
the SPPKF. He requested that the delegations accept the four neutral zones and
the tasks set out in the Honiara Commitments as the best compromise that the
PNG Government could achieve. The meeting acknowledged Dusava's position but reserved the right to consider these matters further.18
The timetable for the operation was another major issue that brought the
PNG delegation into conflict with the Australian delegation. Dusava made it
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clear that Chan had agreed with Kauona that the start date for the peace conference was to be no later than 10 October. He wished to be true to his word and
avoid giving the BRA an easy excuse to claim that Chan had broken his promises made in Honiara. The Australian position was that it was important to get
the operation right rather than conform to a timetable that had been agreed
before proper assessments had been done of the time it would take to concentrate, train and deploy the Combined Force. New Zealand strongly supported
the Australian position, pointing out that a period of training would be re-

quired after national contingents were assembled to ensure cohesion and
interoperability within contingents comprising the Combined Force.le In the
end, the timetable for the operation was not finalised at the meeting.
On the matter of cost, the Fijian and Tongan delegates told the PNG Government delegation that they expected to be reimbursed for all costs they incurred
for the operation. The PNG and Australian Governments already knew this
because S.T. Taumoepeau, Tonga's Secretary for Foreign Affairs, had written to
Ms jennifer Rawsory Australian High Commissioner in Nuku'alofa, committing a light infantry company and a patrol boat to Operation LAGOON. He
sought $A 2.5 million reimbursement for a 30-day operation, gA 3 million for a
90-day operation and $A 4 million for a 180-day operation.2o
Before this request for reimbursement from the Tongan Governmen! the PNG
Government had assumed that donor nations would pay the salaries and allowances of their personnel.2l The Australian and NZ delegations stated from
the beginning that their governments would pay for their participation. The
Australians also accepted the costs for training moving and administering the
Combined Force.z The PNG Government agreed to pay the personnel costs of
the South Pacific contingents.

A final issue discussed in Nadi was the role of the UN in the Bougainville
peace process. The Australian Government did not wish to internationalise
the secessionist rebellion in Bougainville. Foreign Affairs analysts assessed
that UN involvement or multi-national intervention under UN auspices would
complicate the issue.23 However, Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu were in favour of
involving a group of referee powers under UN auspices to settle the dispute
and monitor the peace process. In light of the attitudes of other participating
nations, Australian representatives suggested that a compromise would be to
get the UN Security Council to send a letter endorsing the regional efforts being
made to solve the Bougainville crisis. This would give Operation LAGOON a
UN imprimatur without formally involving UN representatives or a UN monitoring group. The PNG Govemment delegation agreed, but with reseryations.2a
The Nadi meeting on 9 September closed with several important issues left
unresolved. Chan now had to rethink his position. He had the choice of putting

revised proposals to the Australian Government or continuing to push his
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original proposals for the tight timetable and the securing of four neutral zones.
He convened a meeting of his Peace Task Force, sometimes referred to as the
Peace Group or Team, after the Nadi conference.2s He found that despite the
enthusiasm of the members of the Peace Task Force and their frequent travel
and consultations in early September, they had not developed a master plan for
the conduct of the conference at national level. At provincial level planning
was not going very well.26 Chan was the driving force for the peace process; he
had most of the ideas.27 For Chary the '4Rs' constituted his master plan: Restoration, Rehabilitation, Reconciliation and Reconstruction. He wanted these
objectives adrieved in 18 months. The Task Force was very keen to get an outcome from the conference based on the'4Rs'. However, they were equally deter-

mined that discussions about independence and greater autonomy for
Bougainville would not be held until the PNG Government had been given a
chance to mend bridges with the Bougainvillean people.
The strategy of the Task Force appeared to be to emphasise in discussions
with Sam Kauona and senior BIG/BI{A representatives that the SPPKF would
have UN approval and would be deployed like a UN peace-keeping force. It
appeared that they might have raised Kauona's expectations to obtain his support for the peace process and to get his signature on the Honiara Commitments and the Cease fue Agreement.2s It remained to be seen whether they had
under-estimated the impact of lowering those expectations when it became
public after negotiations with participating nations that the SPPKF would only
be deployed for the duration of the peace conference and not for some time
thereafter.
One of the objectives of the meeting with the Peace Task Force was to draft the
content of formal letters from the PNG Govemment requesting assistance from

Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu. At previous meetings between PNG officials and Australian High Commission staff there had been
talk of a legal document specifying the mandate for the SPPKF, but no action
had been taken.2e Drafts of legal documents to authorise the participation of
foreign troops in a peace operation in PNG, such as the Status of Forces Agreement and the Rules of Engagement, would have to be tabled at the next combined planning meeting in Suva.
Time was running out for Prime Minister Chan. He had decided to take a
letter requesting Australian assistance to Canbena and present it to Prime
Minister Keating in person to speed up the process and overrule those who
were advising him to allow more time.s He appeared to be intent on securing
the support of the Australian Govemment and other South Pacific nations so
arrangements for the operation could be finalised at a meeting in Suva on 15
September. He had decided to stick with his original concepts and try to persuade Keating and his senior ministers to back his judgment and to support the

terms and timetables of Honiara Commitments and Bougainville Cease fire
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Agreement. On 12 September Chan flew to Canberra in anticipation of a meeting with Paul Keating and several of his senior ministers, including Gareth
Evans and Robert Ray, the next day. This was the same day Peter Abigail was
returning to Townsville from the Cape York Peninsula, keenly anticipating a

briefing from David Morrison on the results of Justin O'Connor's planning
group in Sydney that had been held on 9 September.
Chan's arrival in Canberra was fractious. On the moming of 13 September,
after several reports in the Australian media the day before that the PNGDF
were going to be withdrawn from Bougainville before the peace conference,
fulius Chan called a press conference in Canberra to clarify his Governmenfls
intentions. He called on the Australian media to be more professional and
confirmed that the SPPKF would create a secure environment for the conduct of
the peace conference while PNGDF troops remained in their bases and observed the terms of the Cease fire Agreement signed on 8 September. He pointed
out that he was in Canberra to meet the Prime Minister and his senior ministers

and officials to ensure that they understood his intentions. He was there to
mobilise Australian resources. Chan did not under-estimate the difficulties he
faced in bringing all parties together, saying 'I expect a lot of people will try to
sabotage this whole process. I expect differences of opinion between Sam Kauona
and his commanders out in the field.'31
Later that day Chan met with Paul Keating, Robert Ray and Gareth

Evans.32

Given that he was proposing the peace conference should begin in just less
than four weeks' time, Chan's requests posed several significant co-ordination, training and logistic challenges for the ADF. Fortunately for the ADF, he
had been persuaded to request Townsville as the forward mounting base for
the SPPKF. His tasking of the SPPKF also represented some minor compromises. However, he still specified that the SPPKF should secure four neutral
zones in Bougainville to allow safe passage for delegates to the conference. He
wanted the SPPKF to monitor the withdrawal of PNGDF forces from the zones,
supervise the disengagement of other armed groups, monitor compliance with
the Cease fire Agreement and create a seflrre environment at the conference site
for all delegates. Chan suggested in his letter that the SPPKF might be tasked in
the future to disarm the BRA and other armed groups in Bougainville, depending on the outcomes of the conference.

Chan persisted with his tight timetable, expecting the South Pacific contingents to assemble in Townsville a week before the conference start date of 10
October and be clear of PNG territory two weeks after the conference was due to
end on 17 October. In addition to support on the ground in Bougainville, he
requested Australian Navy support to monitor the border between Bougainville
and the Solomon Islands while the blockade was lifted as part of the Cease fire
Agreement. He appeared to not want the BRA to use the lifting of the blockade
as an opportunity to smuggle in arms, ammunition and other materiel. Finally,
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Chan asked the Australian Government to nominate a suitable senior official
to be a member of a Neutral Standing Committee made up of participating
countries that would be tasked to monitor and report on the peace process.

Though the details of the discussions between Chan and the Australian
leaders are not knowrL subsequent events suggest that they agreed to most of
Chan's requests and gave at least tacit approval for his timetable. Chan had
overcome the reservations of his own government officials and the concerns of
Australian civilian and military officials by arguing his case successfully with

the senior Australian leaders. He left Canberra having achieved a personal
diplomatic triumph. With Australian support locked in, he flew out to the other
participating nations to secure their support in a sirnilat way.
While Chan tied in support before the Suva meeting on 15 September, Colonel David Hurley was providing advice and consulting with key civilian officials and military officers in Port Moresby and Bougainville.33 On 13 September
he met with Lieutenant Colonel ferry Sinairok at 1 RPIR headquarters at Loloho.
Hurley assessed that'Sinairok was open and sincere in his desire to support
the peace process and deployment of SPPKF. However, he [Sinairok] was apprehensive about what the BRA might get up to during the cease fue and peace
conference.' Sinairok was confident that the BRA's inJluence was on the decline. By this time 1 000 people a day were moving to refurbished care centres.
'During this briefing Sinairok pointed out that the killing of another of his
soldiers at Panguna on 5 September and the continuing movements of BRA
groups in the Panguna mine area constituted major breaches of the Cease fire
Agreement and cast doubt on the BRA's commitrnent to the peace process.e He
stated that he had ordered his troops not to retaliate, but the BRA was testing
his patience. He conduded his briefing by poinfing out that he understood the
intentions of Prime Minister Chan, conveyed to him through Paul Bengo, that
PNGDF forces on Bougainville should conduct operations to facilitate the '4Rs'
of the peace process. He stated that he and the PNGDF intended to abide by
those directions.
As a result of his visit to Bougainville on 13 September and consultations
there, Hurley assessed that there was 'a great deal of apprehension on the
island about the peace process both by the local people and the security forces.
There was confusion over the role of the SPPKF. Many feared that the PNGDF
would leave as they had done in 1990.' He continued:
However, Bougainville, even more so than most other places in PNG, thrives
on rumour and there is no doubt that many Bougainvilleans will either be
unaware of the latest developments or see them merely as propaganda...The
PNG Peace Team are working at an intense rate to achieve the almost impossible time frame set by Chan, and whilst they do not seem to have a master
plan, they are progressing.3s
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The next meeting to co-ordinate the participation of South Pacific contingents in the SPPKF and to tie in a Status of Forces Agreement and Rules of
Engagement occurred in Suva on 15 September. There were still several issues
from the earlier Nadi meeting to resolve. The first was the securing of four
neutral zones. Sam Kauona had insisted36 that these areas should be secured
by the SPKKF so that PNGDF forces would not interfere with the movement of
delegates to the conference at Arawa. Kauona wanted the PNGDF to be contained while the BRA moved among the people, soliciting support and encouraging delegates to insist on a timetable for self determination as a Pre-requisite
for a peace settlement. The reality was that the SPPKF would not have sufficient
troops to guarantee anyone's security in the neutral zones. At best the Fijian
Ground Force commander would only be able to maintain a minimum presence by deploying a section of about ten men to Buin and Wakunai and a
platoon of about 35 men to Panguna. Most of the SPPKF would provide security at the Arawa conference site.37
Command and control arrangements were confirmed. Brigadier Peter Abigail's
appointrnent as Combined Force Commander was announced. A RFMF officer,

Colonel Silvini Draunidalo, was appointed to command the troops deployed
on Bougainville and a Tongan officer, Colonel Fetu'utolu Tupou, was appointed
as Chief of Operations to effect liaison and to co-ordinate the activities of the
various groups and individuals who had business with the SPPKF.
The final agreements put into place at Suva were the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) and Rules of Engagement (ROE) for the Combined Force. Both
documents had been the subject of rushed preparation by Lieutenant Colonel
Garth Cartledge, the Director of International Law at DefenceHQ. * In the case
of the SOFA, he had only been able to sit down with legal negotiators from the
participating nations the day before the meeting began on 15 September. Draft
SOFA brought by two of the other nations were inadequate. Fortunately,
Cartledge had brought a draft SOFA of his own on computer disk and the
negotiators agreed that it would forrn the basis for negotiation. Cartledge had
not had the time to consult with other Aushalian departments about his draft
SOFA before his departure to Suva. He had expected Foreign Affairs lawyers
would negotiate a draft SOFA, which by definition was an international treaty,
before the Suva meeting, based on discussions in Nadi on 9 September. His
draft was assembled just before the Suva meeting to guide him during negotiations, not to be put on the table as draft document for consideration.3e
The ROE had been a vexed area between the participating nations. Cartledge
and his staff had sent draft ROE to participating nations before the Suva meeting after rushed preparation. One nation made a common sense amendment
but one of the other nations wanted massive changes. This meant that amendments had to be negotiated and advised to all nations. Cartledge wished he
had had more time to develop a better draft so that this negotiation process
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could have been avoided. overall, he was not happy with the short notice he
was given to prepare legal advice, reflecting later that
Failure to give the lawyers the same degree of notice as the operations staff
have means that legal matters will be resolved on the rurL creating the risk of
unsound advice and the consequent legal risks to personnel who operate [over-

seasl in accordance with that advice.ao
The meeting in suva marked the end of the formal diplomatic negotiation
and planning cycle. Chan's timetable was still in place and the pNG Government had a soFA and RoE that suited participating nations. In the coming
weeks diplomatic and political manoeuvres would continue. Australia was
determined to get a postponement to allow thorough preparations to be made.
Some of the other participant nations were still not sure about the viability of
Operation LAGOON, nor were they comfortable with Australian command
and the increased scope of security tasks for the SPPKF.aI

In the first two weeks of september diplomatic processes had been accelerated through a tight timetable of negotiation and planning. It was a measure of
the success of Chan's personal lobbying that participating nations were prepared to cooperate at such short notice to embark on a peace operation that had

several dangers and many uncertainties. Operation LAGOON was now
about to enter a reconnaissance phase that would precipitate another round
of rushed planning, hasty marshalling of resources, robust negotiations
and last-minute organising.

6

Reconnaissance, Tactical Planning and Deployment
Major General Peter Arnison signed a directive on 22 September formalising
the appointment of Brigadier Peter Abigail as the Combined Force Commander
for Operation LAGOON.I Abigail was tasked to raise a joint and combined
headquarters to comrnand the operation and conduct joint and combined planning with force contributors. His CombinedHQ, in conjunction with Defence
Movement Control Agenry, was also responsible for planning, the deployment
and redeployment of the Combined Force. After providing and receiving liaison officert the CombinedHQ would also be responsible for training the SPPKF
in Townsville in conjunction with a New Zealand training cadre of 10 instructors, co-ordinating logistics and other support including a medical capability
to support 200 personnel ashore. Abigail was also tasked to provide tactical
aero-medical evacuation and assist in the distribution of basic food items - provided by the Australian Intemational Aid Bureau2 - to conference participants.

Abigail was allocated Tobruk and Success, Navy helicopters and Air Force
C130 aircraft for strategic movement. Though the command and control arrangements had not been not finalised with the other services and donor nations, Arnison advised that Navy assets would be placed under the operational control of his headquarters and Air Force assets would be allocated in
support when tasked for Operation LAGOON. The South Pacific contingents,
the New Zealand training cadre and the Australian logistic support grouP
would come under his command once they arived in Townsville. However, once
the Combined Force was deployed to Bougainville, Abigail's headquarters had to
remain afloat and exercise command through a Tongan LiaisonHQ and a Fijian
tactical GroundHQ located ashore. Shategic air movement was to be co.ordinated

through Amison's LandHQ operations room in Sydney. Though he knew its
content, Abigail was not in Townsville to receive his directive. The previous
day he had left Townsville to conduct a reconnaissance in PNG.
There was some debate among Australian officials in Canberra about whether
Abigail should go on a reconnaissance on 21 September.3 There was a desire
among Australian diplomats to keep public exposure of Australian involvement in Operation LAGOON to a minimum. The aim appeared to be to minimise Australia's profile in the peace process in general and the command role
of the ADF in particular. However, Foreign Affairs officers did recognise that
Abigail needed to have a first hand understanding of both the political situation in Port Moresby and Bougainville and the operational environment around
Arawa and the neutral zones.a ln the end, Abigail was allowed to accompany
Tupou and Draunidalo on the condition that he adopted a low profile and did
not address any political questions during discussions.s
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On 22 September the reconnaissance team visited Panguna and Buin and
subsequently met with Francis ona and other BIG representatives at sipuru
Village in Central Bougainville. ona's position was clear: he wanted the UN to
deploy a peace-keeping force to replace the PNGDF forces and for negotiations
to begin for self-determination. In the interim, Ona was huppy to give Abigail,
Draunidalo and Tupou assurances that the BRA would not target the members
of the sPPKF once they deployed to Bougainville. They cautioned, however,
that ADF troops were not to be deployed onto the island in large numbers.5

Abigail assessed that Ona and Joseph Kabui were very concerned that the
deploynent of the SPPKF in a peace-keeping role had not been approved by the
UN and therefore did not have a mandate outside the arrangements being
made by the PNG and Australian Governments. Abigail deduced that there
were two groups within BIG/BRA: the Kauona group, who participated in
discussions with fulius Chan and supported the Honiara Commitments and
the Cease fue Agreement, and the ona group,'who have been isolated from the
process and who remain very "hard line" on what conditions needed to be met
before the Conference could go ahead'.7 He emphasised in his reconnaissance
report: 'It is important that this group be engaged in discussions before [Abigail's
emphasis] the Conference. Nevertheless, there was a basic consistenry between

both groups...[about] requirements that need to be met before they participate
in the Conference that must be addressed by the PNG Govemment.;8

As a result of this two-day reconnaissance on 21-22 September, Abigail,
Draunidalo and rupou worked out that more troops were needed to secure the
four neutral zones. There were insufficient troops to secure the Panguna area.
They assessed that the area needed to be occupied by a company headquarters
and two platoons. They noted, however, that Lieutenant Colonel jerry

Singairolcs efforts to effect liaison with the locals at Panguna appeared to have
worked because there was an effective level of co-operation between PNGDF
forces when they visited. However, BRA groups were still operating in the
area,e

Abigail

assessed that more Black

Hawk helicopters would be needed to move
fly by day and night to re-deploy troops to trouble spots at short
notice and also provide emergency medical evacuation if anyone was injured.
Draunidalo preferred that the Black Hawks to be based at Arawa where he
could task crews personally rather than at Buka where tasking would have to
be done over HF radio that could prove to be unreliable. Abigail preferred
wakunai, but realised that for security and logistic reasont Buka was the only
option.
delegates and

During the reconnaissance Abigail noticed that the field uniforms and headdress of the south Pacific contingents would be similar to members of the
PNGDF. They decided that all members of the SPPKF needed a distinctive
uniforms and headdress as well as Decals and coloured badges for vehicles.
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The three commanders also decided that a minimum of a ten-day training
period was needed to prepare the SPPKF for its mission in Bougainville. As
David Morrison wrote at the time:
Most importantly, the complexity of this mission should not be underestimated. Planning and co-ordination requirements will consume every one of
the L0 days. This wiII mean a delay to the proposed conference date from 10 Oct to 15
Oct (at the earliest) [Morrison's emphasis].lo

The information gathered during the reconnaissance on 21,-22 September
was crucial. It constituted the first tactical appreciation of what was required to
do the job. In two days Abigail came up with requirements that ADF planners
had been unable to anticipate over the previous four months or during the
weeks after the Honiara Agreement had been signed on 2 September. He identified the attitudes and commitment of the protagonists, assigned troops to the
tasks set before the SPPKF, called for a comprehensive public information plan
to prepare the locals for the deployment and subsequent operations of the SPPKF.
He also anticipated the requirement for a Cease fire Committee to arbitrate on
breaches of the Cease fire Agreement and a Crisis Centre made up of representatives from all parties to deal with fast moving events that might endanger
delegates or interfere with the orderly conduct of the conference. Using a construction industry analogy, Abigail was becoming the architect, builder, human-resources manager and building site boss for Operation LAGOON.
The reconnaissance was the single most important event in ramping Operation LAGOON. Abigail and his Fijian and Tongan commanders had now met

and established contact with PNG civil and military authorities as well as the
BIG/BRA representatives. The reconnaissance had also allowed Abigail,
Draunidalo and Tupou to make a collective appreciation of the challenges that
faced them and establish the mutual respect required for multi-national cooperation. Indeed, without Abigail's diplomary and his ability to win the respect of Draunidalo and Tupou soon after meeting them, Fiji and Tonga may
not have participated in Operation LAGOON.11

Meanwhile, Captain ]im O'Hara handed command of Success over to his
Executive Officer Commander M.S. Campbell and moved to Townsville at
Abigail's invitation on 23 September 7994. O'Hara reported simultaneously to
two bosses - Rear Admiral Chalmers, Commander of the Fleet, who had responsibilities for prudent employment of TG 627.5, and Abigail, who had TG
627.5 under his operational control. As a consequence of these command and
control arrangements, Abigail exercised operational control of TG 627 .5 through
O'Hara, not directly to the officers commanding the ships.l2
While Abigail was conducting his reconnaissance, Hurley attended a meeting of the PNG Govemment's National Security and Advisory Commiftee. Prime
Minister Chan chaired the meeting that was attended by the Departmental
Secretaries of Prime Minister and Cabinet, Foreign Affairs, Defence, Attomey-
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General and the Commanders of the PNGDF and the PNG Police. Hurley
reported that Chan was initiating all proposals and initiatives related to the
peace process for Bougainville. Chan was the prime mover for a negotiated
settlement and the others kept their own counsel on what needed to be done to
bring about a resolution of the Bougainville Crisis. Hurley found Sir fulius
Chan to be friendly, talkative and very appreciative of Australia's efforts to
facilitate the peace conference preparations. He appeared to be tired but determined. Gabriel Dusava showed himself to be a very competent negotiator and
strategist; forceful and tough. Paul Bengo struck Hurley as being politically
very astute, consistently providing wise counsel. He had been a key strategist
since the troubles in Bougainville had begun. Chan valued his advice and
experience. Nick Peniai, the Chair of the North Solomons lnterim Authority on
Bougainville, provided energetic and innovative advice, demonstrating strong
leadership and a commitment to his province's redevelopment.
fust before Abigail departed with the SPPKF reconnaissance team, DefenceHQ
issued an operation instruction and LandHQ issued a concept of operations,
both signed on 20 September - the day after Cabinet approval of Operation
LAGOON.13 On his return on 23 September Abigail received a facsimile copy of
an operation order from LandHQ. All of these documents had been produced

without the benefit of reconnaissance. However, they constituted Abigail's
higher level guidance and he convened his fust full planning meeting to develop operations and administrative instructions for the Combined Force.
Abigail wrote later that he used six documents to guide the development of
his final concept of operations for the Combined Force.la They ranged from the
Cease fire Agreement signed by Chan and Kauona through to the directives
and concepts of operation of higher headquarters and the draft ROE. The major
challenge was to integrate the intentions of the Cease fue Agreement, the draft
SOFA and the draft ROE. All had been written in isolation bv different authors
and each had an impact on what the SPPKF and the remainder of the Combined Force could, or could not, do in PNG territory.
The Bougainville Cease fire Agreement was the invitation for the SPPKF to
supervise the cease fire, secure the peace conference site and four neutral zones
to guarantee the personal safety of delegates, protect PNG Govemment buildings and supervise the disengagement of protagonists and their eventual disarmament. This document raised the expectations of the PNG Govemment and
the BIG/BRA that the SPPKF would be creating a secure environment to negotiate a settlement. The draft SOFA gave legal authority for the SPPKF to secure
the conference site and protect delegates on PNG territory. There was no reference to the Bougainville Cease fue Committee and supervising the cease fire or
to securing four neutral zones. The SOFA was due to be signed later in the
month, less than two weeks before the conference was due to begin. The draft
being reviewed by Abigail'gave no real guidance on how the mission was to be
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performed on the ground - particularly in relation to rights and methods of
control of the population'.ls
Facing Abigail and his staff was how to integrate the Cease fire Agreement
which had not been signed by the Australian Government and gave no legal
cover to the Combined Force, with the SOFA that would give legal coverage but
was silent on many of the issues, which were important to creating a secure
environment for the conduct of the peace conference. Abigail had also received
a copy of the ROE that would apply to Operation LAGOON. The ROE spoke of
search and detention of persons and use of force, but these rules had not been
agreed to in the SOFA or the Cease fire Agreement. Consequently, it was left to
Abigail to decide on what powers of search, arrest and detention the SPPKF

would have in the neutral zones.
After coming to terms with the inconsistencies and gaps between the Cease
fire Agreemenf the draft key documents, Abigail and his staff, facilitated by
Maior David Morrison, now focused on the Combined Force mission. The key
factor influencing their deliberations was that the Combined Force was not
tasked in any of the higher headquarters' documents to conduct or ensure the
success of the peace conference. In the end, the mission read: 'To provide a
secure environment for the conduct of a Bougainville Peace Conference, and to
provide security and movement for selected delegates.'Major General Amison's
operation order gave the Combined Force eight tasks to achieve the mission,
but these broke out into a wide range of possible tasks and begged several
questions on the definitions of certain words. For example, there was no explanation of what constituted a delegate or the criteria that would be used to
identify delegates requiring security, transport medical support, accommodation and meals. Estimates of the numbers of delegates who might aftend the peace
conference varied from 1500 to 500. The PNG Govemment officials from the North
Solomons Interim Authority were not in a position to provide a list of registered
delegates entitled to protection and other services. The rush to achieve a starting
date of 10 October limited opportunities for orderly registration of delegates.

From the beginning Abigail identified the pivotal role liaison and public
information would play in achieving the Combined Force mission. He assessed
that'we had to explain ourselves and our operations to the Bougainvillean
people and to the parties at the peace conference'.15 To achieve this level of
liaison and emphasis that the SPPKF was a unique, credible and neutral force,
Abigail envisaged Tupou acting as a senior liaison officer, chairing the Cease
fire Committee meetings and being the'face' of the SPPKF with all participants.
He also insisted after the reconnaissance that the SPPKF be issued uniforms
and headdress that would make them distinctive and for vehicles and other
facilities used by the SPPKF to be clearly identifiable as one force. As an exCommanding Officer of an airborne battalion, Abigail was pleased with the
acceptance of the cherry red airbome beret as the official headdress of the SPPKF.
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Liaison was also a means of getting to know what was going on among the
parties participating in the conference. The security of the SPPKF and the delegates would be greatly enhanced by knowing the intentions and movements
of various groups. He assigned specialist personnel to assist Tupou and
Draunidalo and to gather information to assist CombinedHQ to anticipate any
security problems that might arise. Abigail anticipated that liaison would also
be important to create the right environment for the BIG/BRA leadership to feel
confident about their personal safety. He wrote later that'effective and comprehensive liaison and force credibility are the keys to successful peace operations'.17

Abigail and his staff placed great importance on force design and limitations
to the way the combined Force could do business. The first force design decision taken was that the Combined Force would be self-sufficient in all classes
of supply for the duration of Operation LAGOON. This resulted in the conclusion that both Tobruk and Success would be needed to support the operation offshore from Arawa. It was also decided that all high value assets assigned to the
operation - such as aircraft, ships, vehicles, specialist elements and high technology equipment - were to be under direct Austratan conhol. A third important design decision was to ensure that there were sufficient contingency forces
ready to respond to unforeseen changes to the security situation and breaches
of the Cease fire Agreement that might impact on the conduct of the peace
conference. Abigail directed that a Quick Reaction Force be constituted within
the SPPKF, a further group of specialists were to be on hand to react to specific
incidents and a company group from the Rapid Deployment Force were to be
kept on stand-by in Townsville.

Flexibility became a key concept. It was very difficult to predict the way the
peace conference would unfold. Threats to security could emerge in many different ways. Abigail and his staff decided that the SPPKF should not operate at
less than platoon strengttr to ensure that national identity was maintained and
avoid small elements being ambushed. The planning staff thought through as
many contingencies they could on incidents that might occur and how the
Combined Force would respond. Eventually, they were to be tabulated for use
at CombinedHQ and in the field to guide commanders on the responses expected of them. There was also concern that the Combined Force might have to
provide last minute logistic support to set up con{erence facilities if PNG Government preparations had not gone according to plan.

Abigail identified several important factors that would influence the conduct of the various participants in the peace conference. For the Combined
Force he idenffied credibility and neutrality as important. He wrote later: 'Everything had to be done well and we had to consistently display our skills. What
we said we'd do, we had to do. ... No favouritism; even though we were in
support of the PNG Government.'r8 For the PNG Government he identified
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respect for sovereign authority as a prime factor. The Combined Force had to
ensure that there was no'flouting of PNG law and frequent acknowledgment
of the Combined Force's status as a visiting force bound by PNG Govemment
Law'.le For their part, Abigail assessed that the BIG/BRA had to be accorded
recognition and respect for their important role in the peace process.
The major outcome from Abigail's planning was a tactical concept of operations founded on guidance from higher headquarters, information gathered
during his reconnaissance and a detailed mission analysis that identified many
enabling tasks that had to be completed before the mission could be accomplished. The concept focused on creating a secure environment by maintaining
strict neutrality and reducing the tension between participants. Paramount

importance was given to the security of members of the Combined Force and its
assets. Accordingly, ground operations were limited to the areas of the peace
conference at Arawa and neutral zones at Panguna, Wakunai and Buin - a fivekilometre radius around each town area. In additioru all expensive assets remained under Australian control and an upper limit of 50 ADF personnel
ashore was set.
Meanwhile plans for assembling the South Pacific contingents in Townsville

were well advanced. Aircraft from the RNZAF were due to pick up the Ni
Vanuatu contingent of 46-48 personnel on Sunday 25 September. Two RAAF
707 jets were expected to pick up the Fijian contingent from Nadi on the same
day. The 109-strong Tongan contingent was due to fly out to Townsville on
Monday 26 September.20 Abigail and his staff anticipated that the SPPKF
contingents would begin a 10-day intensive training and administrative program soon after arrival. They expected the start date of the conference to be
postponed to mid-October to accommodate this pre-deployment preparation.
Behind the scenes PNG's Deputy Prime Minister, Chris Haiveta, was seeking a letter from the UN Security Council supporting the PNG Govemment's
peace initiative. On 25 September Australian DFAT officials in Canberra directed Australian staff serving in UN New York to monitor the progress of
PNG's letter and assist its passage if required. 2t

On 25 September the first waming bells that the pre-deployment phase of
Operation LAGOON was going off the rails rang out. The Fijians were going to
be late.z Major General ]im Connolly briefed the Defence Minister Robert Ray
that there appeared to be two problems in concentrating the Fijian contingent
in Townsville as planned on Sunday, 25 September. The first was that Major
General Rabuka, the Commander of the RFMF, was away in China and had not
signed the SOFA authorising Fijian participation in the SPPKF. The second
was that Rabuka was not due to return from China until Wednesday, 28 September. He was insisting that the contingent conduct a parade so he could
farewell them in person. There was also anecdotal evidence that Rabuka was
ambivalent about the prescribed 10-day training period. Once again the rushed
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timetable for the deployment of the SPPKF appeared to be taking its toll. There
had been no time to consult with Rabuka directly about why 10 days was
needed. Indeed, Abigail had not been given the time to build the SPPKF coalition by personally briefing any of the commanders of the military forces of the
regional partners. Local Australian Defence attaches do not appear to have
been given time or the information to do so, either. a

The pressure was on. Abigail, Draunidalo and Tupou had agreed that a
minimum of ten days was required to prepare the SPPKF for service in
Bougainville. Chan was insisting that the conference start on 10 October and
that the SPPKF should deploy on 2 October to secure the neutral zones and set
up the conference site. Colonel Tupou was due to fly out from Townsville on
the morning of Monday, 25 September to brief Chan and the PNG Government's Peace Task Force. Now that the Fijians were due to arrive in Townsville
on 28 September, he would not be able to promise that the SPPKF would be
ready for movement from Townsville to Arawa until at least 7 October. This
would leave insufficient time to deploy and secure the neutral zones if the
conference was scheduled to begin on 10 October. Chan had be persuaded to
postpone the start of the peace conference until at least 15 October so that 10
days' training could be conducted and there would be sufficient time to secure
the neutral zones and set up the conference site.

After being appraised of the situatiory Admiral Beaumont briefed Minister
Ray on 26 September.2a The key to the ADF request for postponement was justifying the requirement for ten days' pre-deployment training. At the time, Chan

was aware that ADF wanted the date slipped to 15 October but was holding
firm on 10 October as the start date.5 Bill Farmer, the Australian High Commissioner to PNG, and Colonel Tupou were due to meet with Chan and his advisers on Monday 25 September to brief them on Operation LAGOON. It was
imperative from Abigail's point of view that they explained why the Combined
Force needed 21 days after assembling the SPPKF contingents in Townsville to
train, deploy, secure the neutral zones and set up the conference site. They also
needed to explain that a possible delay in concentrating the Fijian contingent
in Townsville would compound the problem if the start date of the conference
were not postponed to at least 15 October.
Beaumont pointed out to Ray that there were critical safety and legal issues
at stake that could cause major problems later if the SPPKF was deployed without sufficient training.26 The ADF had a duty of care to ensure that all troops
participating in Operation LAGOON could handle their weapons safely, com-

plied with the medical counter-measures against malaria and other tropical
diseases, and were thoroughly briefed and rehearsed in the use of ROE and
Orders For Opening Fire. There was also a legal requirement to brief troops on
the principles of peace keeping, the Geneva Conventions and the Laws of Armed
Conflict. The South Pacific contingents needed thorough training in helicopter
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operations, including deployment by helicopters at night. Not to do so would
risk the lives of South Pacific soldiers as well as Australian aircrew. There was
also a requirement to conduct Command Post Exercises and other training to
ensure that all components of the Combined Force could work together efficiently and thoroughly understood the mission. Not to do so might risk the
lives of those in the field, the lives of Bougainvilleans as well as t{'rose needing
urgent medical evacuation. Finally, Beaumont wrote that unless there was training in how to use the night vision equipment, radios and other technical equipment to be issued by the ADF to the South Pacific contingentg expensive breakage or malfunctions could occur.

While issues of safety, legal obligations and expensive breakages were significant, less tangible justifications for the 10-day training period such as the
cohesion and morale of the force were also crucial and made sense. Time had to
be allowed for members of the South Pacific contingents and ADF personnel to
get to know one another personally and professionally. Time was also needed

for all members of the Combined Force to absorb and discuss political and
cultural sensitivities in Bougainville, to refine and practise operating techniques
and to leam from mistakes made in training. Beaumont emphasised to Minister Ray that a minimum of seven days was required to prepare the site at Arawa,
and to deploy and secure neutral zones. Time was needed to co-ordinate the
withdrawal of PNGDF forces and to assure local Bougainvilleans of the SPPKF's
neutrality and good will. Things could go wrong if this PNGDF withdrawal
was rushed and the SPPKF forces were not setfled in before the peace conference began. Beaumont's arguments were given to Bill Farmer and Fefu'utolu
Tupou to present to Prime Minister Chan and his advisers on Monday, 26
September.

Meanwhile, there was no good news from the Fijian Government on the
movement of their contingent. Rafu Tui Cavuilati, Permanent Secretary for Foreign Affairs, advised the Australian High Commission in Suva that the Fiji
contingent departure was still planned for Wednesday 28 September. He and
the Foreign Minister, Bole, were not aware of any agreement between Rabuka
and Chan on an earlier departure. Rabuka had advised that there was sufficient time to train the SPPKF before a conference start date of 10 October. He
would not agree to move his troops until he signed the SOFA on 28 September.
He had authorised a day off for the contingent on 27 September so they could
spend time with their families before departure. Rabuka planned to return from
China to sign SOFA on the moming of 28 September before a farewell parade
and march through the city of Suva. He had agreed that the contingent could
fly out at 4pm.27As a consequence it would not arrive in Townsville until later
that night and pre-deployment training could not begin until the morning of 29
September. Complicating this situation further was the fact that the SOFA has
been sent to Suva by PNGDF Govemment for signafure, but the command and
control diagram was not the same one as delegates had agreed to at the Suva
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Conference on 15 september. Last minute amendments would have to be made.
Assurances would also have to be given that this was an editorial error and not
an attempt to renege on previous agreements.
Colonel Tupou briefed |ulius Chan and his advisers, including Colonel David
Hurley and Lieutenant Colonels Garry Young the Deputy Head of the Aushalian Defence staff in Port Moresby, and ferry singairok, on the evening of 2d
september. He emphasised that the sPPKF needed to receive 10 days' training
and a further seven days to secure the conference venue and neutral ,ortes,
Chan was unmoved by Tupou's arguments about safety, cohesion and security. Chan insisted that the SPPKF cut short its training program and concentrate at Arawa on 7 october, leaving three days to secure the neutral zones and
zupervise the withdrawal of PNGDF forces. Chan directed Singairok to ensure
that his troops were out of the way so that the sPPKF could be in place by the
fust day of the conference on 10 October.28

Prime Minister Chan's political imperatives appeared to be overriding military judgment. Beaumont and Connolly stood firm. The Combined Force would
be off Arawa on 10 october and would have the conference site and neutral
zones secure by 77 october. It was now up to Robert Ray to represent this
position through the Australian Government to the PNG Government. He
agreed that Peter Abigail and his Combined Force should be given the best
chance possible to accomplish their mission.2e
The signing of the SOFA in Suva by Chan and Australian, New Zealand,
Fijian and Ni Vanuatu representatives on 28 september triggered an Australian initiative to have the UN endorse the peace process in Bougainville. The
aim was to build confidence among members of the BIG/BRA with the peace
process. Australian diplomats wanted the signed soFA to be tabled at the
security Council and endorsed by the UN. They hoped that this would allay
concerns by BIG/BRA leaders that UN has not been sufficiently involved. The
key was New Zealand, a member of the UN Security Council. New Zealand
obliged. New Zealand representatives assisted the Australian and pNG Governments by taking the lead in tabling the SOFA for UN endorsement.s
Chan met with Martin Miriori, the Honiara-based BIG representative, and
Sam Kauona at Honiara Airport on his way back from signing the SOFA in
suva on 28 september. He was in damage control. Kauona and Miriori were
angry that no BIG/BRA representatives had been invited to suva to sign the
SOFA. They were aggrieved about not being given the opportunity to participate in the development of the SOFA and sign the final document as a key
participant in the peace process. They pointed out that their signatures on the
Honiara Accords and on the Cease fire Agreement entitled them to be signatories of the soFA. They had received the 2l-page soFA document by faciimile
only the day before it was signed. Miriori and Kauona felt that they were being

isolated from participating in the process that had begun in Honiara on

2
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September. They argued that they were a party of equal status with the pNG
Government and other participants in the process that was being rushed to
suit PNG Govemment aims. They also charged that the PNGDF were using the
cease fire to manoeuvre 300 troops inland from the Moratona Catholic Mission
in the Central Region to force locals to leave their villages and go to care centres
where they would be under the control of the PNGDF. They pointed out that the
patience of the BRA was being tested to the limit and hostilities might resume.31

Evidence suggests32 that there was an internal struggle between hard-line
BRA secessionists, who were deeply suspicious of what was going on, and
more moderate members, who felt that negotiation for peace should begin.
Moderates feared that if the conference was organised and completed as swiftly
as possible, their views would not be allowed to be nurtured and developed
among the people or other groups within the BIG/BRA. For these reasons, it
was in Miriori's and Kauona's interests to attenuate the peace process. |ust
under the surface of the BIG/BRA position of negotiation was a threat that, if
things did not go their way, the BRA retained both the capability and the will to
resume operations against the PNGDF.
The day after meeting with Chary Sam Kauona put out a press release and
conducted a press conference in Honiara. He accused the PNGDF of putting
the Bougainville Cease fire Agreement 'in jeopardy due to violations'.33 He
stated that singairok's forces were not remaining in static positions under the
terms of the agreement but were paholling and conducting low level helicopter
flights over BRA territory. Furthermore, he accused singairok of reinforcing the
Panguna area with 300 troops and forcing villagers to evacuate the area and
flee to care centres. He disassociated himself from the soFA signed in suva on
28 september. He went on to say that as a signatory to the Honiara Accord and
Cease fire Agreement he'had the key' to BRA participation. However, he accused the PNG Government of using Australia and the south pacific nations
comprising the sPPKF to fight PNG's war. He did not agree with the 10 october
starting date because he could not guarantee the safety of BRA representatives
attending.
Kauona concluded his press release by saying:
I know from my dialogue with Sir fulius, that he has some problems with the
PNGDF. For my part I am only capable of containing the BRA i_f the conditions
that were set at the talks [earlier this month] are adhered to. The pM must do
his part if we are to keep this momentum towards peace going. Once again the
PNGDF is using a peace agreement to pursue their military agenda in
Bougainville.

Some analysts assessede that the BRA remained keen that the peace conference proceed but they would continue to harbour concems that the pNG Government was rushing too fast to limit the consultative process in Bougainville
before the conference. They assessed that Kauona believed that it would take
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some time to get the views of chiefs across the island after six years of civil war.
Privately, Kauona expressed concems that the peace conference was a trap set
by the PNG Govemment to allow the PNGDF to snare BRA and BIG leaders.
These analysts assessed that it was likely that the BRA's disenchantment with
the way the PNG Govemment was handling preparations for the peace confer-

ence would deter BIG/BRA leaders, including Francis Ona, from attending.

Meanwhile the Navy component of the Combined Force was coming on line.
Tobruk berthed in Townsville on 28 September. However, despite the efforts of
the Commanding Officer, Commodore f.W. Wells, and staff at MaritimeHQ to
seek guidance and advice, there was no information available from the Army
on the logistic requirements for the Combined Force in general or the SPPKF in
particular before Tobrul(s arrival in Townsville.3s The disconnection appeared
to be at LandHQ in Sydney and LogisticHQ in Melboume. Logistic staff at both
these headquarters did not appear to have briefed their counterparts at
MaritimeHQ on logistic requirements before Tobruk sailed from Sydney. In effect, the fust orders Wells would receive about the role his ship would play on
Operation LAGOON and its load came from ]im O'Hara in Townsville after he
arrived. For him and his crew, the loading of his ship now became a'hand to
mouth' activity. Over the next few days, stores accumulated on the Townsville
wharf and the Ships Army Detachment on Tobruk developed a loading plan
'on the run' in conjunction with Major Ian Hughes and his 3 Brigade staff to
load what they assessed to be sufficient stocks for the operation.
When Rear Admiral Chalmers warning order had arrived a few days before,
in the final stages of a six-week Extended Assisted Maintenance Period [EAMP]. Like Tobruk, Success had to take aboard additional communications equipment.s Success sailed from Sydney on 26 September 'without the opportunity to undertake the desired levels of shakedown and work up.
The ship sailed with 30 per cent change over of crew and some EAMP [maintenancel tasks not completed.'37 Success also sailed without the assistance of Fleet
Training Group personnel who were normally assigned to put crew through
training exercises to bring a ship up to 'Mission Capable' status. The acting
Commanding Officer designed activities to achieve the same outcome and the
crew of Success put themselves through a rigorous pre-deployment training
Success had been

ProSram.

During the voyage to Townsville communications staff on Success discovered
that the portable INMARSAT telephone they had been asked to install and
operate was not suited to being on a ship.$ The INMARSAT was normally
ground based and depended on a small dish pointing up at the satellite in
stationary orbit being used to transmit the signal. The rolling of a ship and its
movement through the water meant that the INMARSAT dish was not stable and able to keep its direction. This was an early indicator that leaving
CombinedHQ afloat on Tobruk with INMARSAT as its main means of communications was going to have its problems.
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Another critical factor in the maritime preparations for Operation LAGOON
at this time was the accreditation of the Army Black Hawk pilots to land and
take off from ship decks. The majority of pilots did not have current Deck Landing Qualifications. The only time available for them to be refreshed was the
daylight hours during the final day as Tobruk approached Townsville. The
Black Hawks had to move independently to Buka Island to be in place to support the operation after the SPPKF arrived. Fortunately, the weather was on the
side of Operation LAGOON. All pilots were rehearsed in deck operations and
were able to fly their helicopters to the next staging airfield on their way to Buka
on schedule. If the weather had been inclement on that day, there would have
been a significant disruption to their deplopnent timetabll.

Meanwhile the Tongan and Ni Vanuatu contingents had arrived in
Townsville and were preparing to begin pre-deployment training. Both Govemments had agreed to send their contingents even though the SOFA had not
been signed. Captain John Cantwell from BrigadeHQ authored the fust situation report from CombinedHQ.3e He reported that the Tongan contingent was
'very well prepared for administration checks, personal weapons in good to
reasonable state. Well motivated, appear to be quite competent in general field
skills.' The Ni Vanuatu contingent was'reasonably prepared for personal administration. Personal weapons in good to reasonable condition. Basic skills
are sound but there are gaps that will have to be fixed in 10 days training
Program.'
The Fijian contingent arrived on 28 September and their training program
began the next day. Unfortunately, pre-deployment training got off on the wrong

foot. Some South Pacific officers felt that the ADF had not paid enough attention to culture, ceremony and status. Several officers among the South Pacific
contingents were members of prominent families or nobility in their home countries. There were no formal welcoming ceremonies for them as individuals or
for their contingents as participants in a historic regional combined operation.
The importance of welcoming ceremonies, church services and after 6ours socialising among the South Pacific contingents appeared to be ignored by the
'business-like, deadline-conscious' ADF staff.a' The attitude of the ADF staff
was not helped by the arrival of some South Pacific personnel without personal load carrying equipment and other essential items of kit.
Staff from the Reinforcement Holding Company (RHCX' based in Randwick,
Sydney, designed and coordinated training for the South Pacific contingents.
The Officer Commanding RHC, Major Colin Chidgey, and six of his staff had
deployed to Townsville on 15 September with an expectation that they would
be training the SPPKF from 25 September until 8 October. A 12-man New Zealand Army Training Team joined Chidgey and his group to develop a training

program and to identify and set up training facilities in Townsville. Fortu-

nately, most of 3 Brigade were on a period of leave after refurning from Exercise
SWIFT EAGLE, and so most facilities were available.a2
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Chidgey and his team of Australian and New Zealand instructors and administrators had a significant challenge set before them. Very few staff had
experience working with Fijians, Tongans and Ni Vanuatu. The three contingent commanders wanted time to conduct their own discussions and training.
They found the assumption by the RHC staff that they would conform to Australian doctrine and adhere to a'minute-by-minute' training timetable set up
by the Australians and New Zealanders without prior consultation quite patronising.a3 For their part, Chidgey and his staff had put in many hours prepar-

ing the training progmm and ensuring that everything was ready by the time
the South Pacific contingents arrived. They assessed that the South Pacific
officers and NCOs were too relaxed in their approac[ did not pass information efficiently to coordinate activities and were not puncfual.aa
On the day the SPPKF training started, Prime Minister Chan received a formal letter from the Australian Embassy in Port Moresby seeking a postponement of the start of the peace conference.as In the letter, Bill Farmer reiterated the
concems of the ADF about deploying the SPPKF under-trained and with insufficient time to conduct liaison and reconnaissance before securing neutral zones.
He assured Chan that the postponement was not motivated by anything other
than the need to properly prepare the SPPKF to accomplish its mission. In
separate discussions, members of the PNG Government Peace Task Force had
supported the Australian assessment that the conference could be postponed
for a few days. This postponement would not only enable the ADF to prepare
and deploy the SPPKF, but also to allow more time for the PNG Govemment to
establish facilities at the conference site.

The major challenge in setting up the conference site on time was establishing communications facilities at Arawa so all parties, including the media,
could communicate nationally and internationally. The PNG Post and Telecommunications Commission was trying to restore mainland communications with Bougainville by deploying an 8-channel DOMSAT Terminal to
Loloho via Lae and Buka as well as mounting a concutrent effort to prepare
and move a 16 channel DOMSAT terminal from Port Moresby to Bougainville.
These terminals would not be ready for movement before 3 October. The chances

of their being operational by 10 October were slim.
By the end of September there was still no news of whether Prime Minister
Chan would postpone the start date of the conference. By this time the South
Pacific contingents were well into pre-deployment training and administration in Townsville.6 The final ROE for Operation LAGOON was released for
use during training the night before training began.aT Training in these ROE
was going to be rushed even if the full 10-day period was allowed. Negotiations had begun for a small group made up of Colonel Tupou, a NZDF and an
ADF officer to deploy to Bougainville on 2-3 October to set up a liaison office at
Buka. Fortunately, the PNG Government had agreed that CombinedHQ could
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communicate with the BRA on HF radio so there was an opportunity to discuss
the forthcoming deployment with BRA leaders before the SPPKF arrived to link
them up to Tupou's liaison team.
There were several shategic concems on the minds of the staff at DefenceHQ
at this time. The training program in Townsville was still predicated on the
start date for the conference being postponed until 15 October. If Chan did not
agree, then there would be some difficulty completing sufficient training in
time for an earlier deployment. There were also indications that the PNG Gov-

ernment had not allowed sufficient time to put basic infrastructure, such as
accommodatiory food preparation areas, sanitation services, electrical power
and running water in place for the conference. The Australian staff did not
wish to be blamed for not foreseeing this situation and taking steps to provide

the necessary construction support. Because there was no clear division of
responsibility, the ADF could be left with the blame for not providing sufficient
logistic support and amenities to facilitate the conduct of the conference. There
were also no clear guidelines on how the SPPKF would hand back the neutral
zones and the conference venue after the conference was over. This would
become an issue at Panguna where the BRA could take advantage of the conference and the Cease fue to reoccupy areas previously taken over by the PNGDF.4
Despite these concerns, Operation LAGOON was ramping up on schedule
by the end of September. A Media Support Detachment had been activated and
Public Relations officers had been assigned to Brigadier Abigail and Colonel
Tupou. The detachment was placed on 24 hours notice to move from Richmond if the PNG Government requested public relations support for the conference. The Fly Away Surgical Team was being assembled and would soon
deploy ontoTobruk. Commander Fraser, the Supply Officer onSuccess was nominated as the financial adviser for Operation LAGOON.
By 1 October the peace process, which was begun by Sir Julius Chan when he
signed the document Commitment to Peace in Bougainaille on 30 August with
Sam Kauona, faced several diplomatic, political, military and logistical chal-

lenges. Diplomatically he was under pressure from the Australian Government to postpone the start of the conference by one week so that the SPPKF
could be trained and deployed in good order to secure neutral zones and set up
the conference site. He was also being pressured to seek a UN endorsement for
the peace process to allay the concerns of the BRA/BIG and satisfy participant
governments. Politically, he was committed to resolving the Bougainville crisis
quickly. However, a lack of consultation with Miriori and Kauona over the
SOFA and his insistence that self-determination would not be discussed meant
that the BRA might walk away from the conference at any time, accusing him of
being unreasonable and inflexible.

Militarily, Singairok's troops were pulling back reluctantly from hard-won
outposts, especially those at the Panguna mine site for which they had paid a
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blood price, into base camps on the Bougainville coast to permit BIG/BRA
supporters to move about and travel to the conference. There was no guarantee
that the SPPKF had enough troops on the ground to either enforce a separation
of the PNGDF, BRA and Resistance forces, or subsequently to ensure that delegates would be able to attend the conference without interference. Logistically, the conference site was still far from being ready to accommodate and
administer hundreds of delegates and officials who would concentrate there in
under two weeks' time.

On Safurday, 1 October, after renewed pressure from inside the PNG Govemment and from Australia for him to postpone the start date of the conference,
Chan appealed directly to Australian Prime Minister Paul Keating to insist
that the ADF deploy the sPPKF prior to the start date of 10 october. He pointed
out that the deployment time could be shortened if troops were moved by air,
rather than by sea. He called for a substantial advance party to be deployed to
Arawa by 8 October to establish a presence. Keating agreed to Chan's request.
He contacted Senator Robert Ray soon after his conversation with Chan and
told him to instruct the ADF to have the sPPKF on Bougainwille before the peace
conference started on 10 October.ae

Confirmation that the peace conference would start on 10 October had a
significant impact on Combined Force preparations in Townsville. The training program was cut short.s Tobruk had to be loaded with personnel and stores
on 3 October for departure on 4 October. Loading Tobruk turned into a rush to
get everything aboard. At around this time Tobruk's Ships Army Detachment
assessed that there were too many stores on the wharf for Tobruk to load. The
ship would be overloaded and possibly 'bulk out'.st Captain Jim O'Hara's
only option using the assets he had been assigned was to load success with the
stores that would not fit aboard Tobruk.In the original concept of operations,
Success was not scheduled to visit Townsville, but, after discussions with Abigaif
he directed Success to berth alongside Tobruk and be prepared to take cargo
aboard. In the end 81 pallets of bottled water, Defence and VIP stores, plus 280
duck boards were stowed on Success.

O'Hara now had a critical decision to make. Tobruk had taken aboard 562
tonnes of storeg 200 tonnes above the recommended maximum displacement.
The original estimates of the stores to be loaded had been 300-400 tonnes.s2
Success had 'bulked out' and could not take any more stores. He was advised of
the final weight only five hours before Tobrukwas due to sail. He spent the lead
time to sailing, calculating the risk factors in allowing Tobruk to sail on sched-

Any delay would result in the SPPKF not getting on the ground in
Bougainville in time to set up the peace conference venue and protect delegates.
O'Hara consulted with his staff and his commanders and conducted a detailed analysis of the weather during Tobrul(s passage to Bougainville. Fortunately the weather was on the side of Operation LAGOON - calm conditions.
O'Hara accepted the risk and ordered Tobruk to sail on time.
ule.53
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Tying together the communications of Combined Force had been a major
challenge. The late issue of HF frequencies from DefenceHe was a major problem. The knock on effect was the need for unnecessary long range ad hoc planning of communications between the Navy Combined Task Group, Army detachments at sea and in Townsville and the Navy's Joint Force Communications officer located with o'Hara's headquarters ashore with 3 Brigade. Final
instructions were issued to Tobruk and success six hours prior to sailing. problems were compounded when cryptographic information was not available
until 5 october. By this ttme, Tobruk and success had sailed to Honiara. Consequently, neither ship held specialist cryptographic capabilities.sa

Meanwhile, Colonel Tupou and his liaison team had arrived in Buka on 4
October accompanied by Colonel David Hurley. Tupou set about making arrangements for a Cease fire Committee by contacting the delegation leaders. He
was worried.ss Based on the present timetable of an advance party arriving on
8 october and the SPPKF arriving a day before the start of the conference on 10
october, he assessed that it would only be possible to secure part of the conference site. It would be impossible to secure neutral zones in time for the delegates to move to the conference for the start date.s6 Delegates would have to
take their chances. There was evidence that PNGDF Intelligence personnel in
plain clothes and other government agents had heavily infiltrated the Arawa
area and that PNGDF patrols were still moving around the routes into the
conference site.

on 6 october there was a diplomatic breakthrough for the pNG Government
and the contributing nations to the Combined Force. After a week of intense
diplomatic activity in New York, the UN and the secretary-General, Dr Boutros
Boutros-Gali, endorsed the Bougainville peace conference and the efforts by
the South Pacific Forum countries to facilitate a resolution to the Bougainville
Crisis. This uN endorsement for operation LAcooN was reported to have
been 'an uneasy compromise for Australia and PNG. It was low-key, but consistent with our [PNG] approach for trying to keep the BRA committed to the
process.'s7

Unfortunately, this breakthrough was accompanied by a setback. Sam
Kauona issued a press release accusing the PNG and Aushalian governments
of rushing the peace conference deliberately to disadvantage Bougainvillean
groups trying to participate. The departure of Tobruk and Success was construed as a deplopnent of 650 ADF personnel without the consent of the BRA
to undertake non-neutral activities. Kauona warned that the peace talks could
breakdown and that opposition to the peace conference u-ong the BRA leadership was hardening. s

on the same day that Kauona was making his accusations, senator Robert
Ray and the Acting Foreign Minister, Gordon Bilney, publicly announced the
UN endorsement and final arrangements for operation LAGooN. Australia
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and New Zealand would provide the coordination and logistics for the peace
conference but only the PNG Government and the BIG/BRA could 'heal the
wounds left by six years of armed conflict'. Their announcement emphasised
that the SPPKF would'operate under multi-lateral Status of Forces Agreement'
endorsed recently by the UN for a time-limited deployment of 14 days. The
Australian Govemment would 'play a limited and strictly limited role in support of the peace process' and there would be no open-ended or continuing
commihnent of a peace keeping force in Bougainville. Only 50 ADF personnel
would be allowed ashore to support the conference. Ray and Bilney emphasised
that the Australian Govemment would not be responsible for the outcomes.
VtlliTe Tobruk and Success were at sea making their way to Honiara, the main
force of the SPPKF accompanied by CombinedHQ and logistic support troops
were prepared for air deployment. Final training and adminisbation was conducted quickly and the Combined Force began the fly out on 6 October in Aushalian and New Tnaland C130 Hercules aircraft. To satisfy Chan's request a
1O0-strong advance party flew directly to Buka Island airfield from Townsville
to meet up with four Black Hawk helicopters and two Caribou aircraft that had
been positioned there to fly them to Arawa by 8 October. Tobruk arrived in
Honiara on 7 October. Abigail and his staff and the main force of the SPPKF
and the logistic support force were aboard by 2am. Tobruk sailed from Honiara
at 5am on 8 October with 569 Combined Force personnel aboard for the 26hour passage to Loloho. The previous 24 hours had been a tiring period for all
personnel. The cramped conditions and the general excitement at finally being
inbound to Bougainville were not conducive to catdring uP on lost sleep.
Tobruk anchored in Arawa Bay at 5.30am on 9 October, the day before the
Conference was to begin. Naval clearance diving teams were deployed to clear
Loloho wharf and other sea bed areas. The LCM 8 landing craft began disembarking troops at Loloho Wharf after the clearance teams gave the all clear.
This arrival less than 24 hours before the start of the conference meant that
neutral zones had not been secured, the conference site was not set up and
administrative support for the conference was not in place. Planners had assessed that it would take seven days to achieve these objectives. The 100-strong
advance party had been working hard since arriving the day before to secure
the conference site and set up facilities, but there was still much to do.se The
Combined Force now had 12 hours to do what they could during daylight
hours of 9 October.

]ust to add to the problems of the Combined Force, 'when Tobruk berthed
alongside Loloho let$,a combination of high hills surrounding the berth, the
metal cranes, warehouses and ship ore loading facilities on and adjacent to the
jettyresulted in the loss of both HF and VHF communications. WithoutSATCOM
[satellite comrnunications], HQ Combined Force LAGOON would have had no
strategic or tactical communications, other than UHF, for approximately 16
hours'.60

7

The Conference
Operation LAGOON was a dangerous, politically sensitive operation that
had been rushed from the day Admiral Beaumont decided to let subordinate
headquarters know what was going on in early September. The ADF had not
allowed itself a great deal of thinking time at the operational level of command
in Sydney for General Arnison and his staff or at the tactical level for Brigadier
Abigail and his staff. Neither headquarters was given sufficient time to gather
informatiory work through contingencies or develop tactical plans that were
supported by mature logistic, communications and Intelligence plans. Guiding documents from DefenceHQ and LandHQ were either largely irrelevant by
the time they were signed or had been produced in isolation to each other.
There were contradictions and gaps. All of the higher level documents had
been produced without the benefit of reconnaissance. Once againl logistic planning gathering supplies and loading of HMAS Tobrukhadbeen'hand to mouth'.
The consequences of being rushed were now beginning to show on the ground
and offshore in Bougainville. communications capabilities were limited from
the beginning. There had been no time to test satellite communications equipment that had been fitted to Tobruk. The impact on communications of the
infrastructure around Loloho wharf had not been anticipated. The crash in
communications was a great source of frustration for General Arnison who
was trying to command the operation from Victoria Barracks in Sydney., Limited communications also meant that the Combined Force was virfually cut off
from higher level Intelligence agencies.

Meanwhile, two days before Tobruk arrived at Arawa Bay with the main
body of the SPPKF and the logistic support force, Colonel Tupbu had chaired a
meeting of the Bougainville Cease fire Committee (BCC) at Buka. All the parties
to the conference were there, except representatives from BIG and the BRA.3
This was not unexpected. The SPPKF had not arrived and so the physical
safety of BIG/BRA representatives could not be guaranteed. Tupou opened the
meeting by stating: 'The purpose of the Cease fire Committee is to monitor the
Cease fire Agreement and to ensure that the Cease fire Agreement is effectively
implemented. The role of this Committee has nothing much to do with the
actual Peace Conference.'a
The Secretariat for the BCC had to come from the UN Development program
and European Economic Community, which had sent personnel to Bougainville
to monitor the peace conference.s Thomas Anis, from the North Solomons Interim Authority, offered to allocate personnel from the Interim Authority's conference co-ordination office to support the Secretariat. Understanding that this
would diminish the neutrality of the secretariaf Tupou agreed to discuss the
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proposal with BIG/BRA representatives when they arrived in Arawa. Tupou
went on to propose that four local Cease fire Committees should be formed in
each of the neutral zones to monitor the safe passage of delegates to the conference and compliance by all parties to the cease fire. Those present nominated
individuals for five-person committees in Wakunai, Buin and Arawa but no
names came to mind for membership of the Panguna committee. Each committee would comprise a local representative from the North Solomons Interim
Authority, two local representatives and one representative each from the BRA
and the Resistance. A sixth member would be the local commander of the
SPPKF.6

Those present then discussed the ROE for the neutral zones. While it was
acknowledged that weapons should not be carried by anyone except members
of the SPPKF, the issue of weapons confiscation caused some discussion. Major Job Kasa, the Acting CO of 1 RPIR, argued strongly that the weapons held by
the BRA should be surrendered to the SPPKF and the SPPKF should have the
power to search for and confiscate weapons in the neutral zones if they were
not handed in by the BRA. In effect, Kasa was calling for the SPPKF to disarm
the BRA and leave it to the delegations aftending the peace conference to decide
on what should be done with their weapons. While this may have suited the
PNGDF and the Resistance, whose representatives' views on weapons confiscation were not recorded, there appeared to be little doubt the level of trust was
not there for the BRA to surrender their arms.

With the issue of surrender and confiscation of arrns unresolved, the meeting
listened to Major Kasa describe several breaches of the Cease fire Agreement by
the BRA, including the wounding of a soldier in the Pakia area in the previous
48 hours. There was no record of what action the Committee contemplated
taking as a result of Major Kasa's report. Tupou closed the meeting by emphasising that the SPPKF's primary role was 'to reduce tension amongst the conflicting parties'.7
After this rather inconclusive fust meeting of the Cease fire Committee, Tupou

and his team linked up with Colonel Draunidalo's SPPKF advance party in
Buka and joined them as they deployed to Arawa on 8 October. Colonel David
Hurley was still accompanying Tupou when Colonel Draunidalo and his ad-

vance party arrived in Buka and he continued on with them to Arawa. His
presence was not appreciated. Hurley was not a member of the SPPKF.
Draunidalo knew that he was an adviser to the PNG Govemment and consequently his views'would be partial'.8 The Fijians were concemed that the ADF
was ignoring SPPKF neutrality and the need to deal with all parties to the
conference equally and impartially. Fiji's senior liaison officer and military
adviser, Lieutenant Colonel L.K. Qusiadranituraga, reported later 'since the
Bougainvilleans, particularly BRA, aggressively resent Australian Presence
on Bougainvillean soil, undeniably Colonel Hurley's presence as an Australian national in Bougainville was totally unacceptable'.e
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After arrival at Arawa late on 8 October, Draunidalo only had just over 24
hours to secure neutral zones at Panguna, Buin and Wakunai and Tupou had
the same period to set up Cease fire Monitoring Committees. Delegates from the
southem and northem districts were already on the move to get to Arawa on
time for the start of the conference on 10 october. Colonel Draunidalo set up his
ad hoc, untrained headquarters quickly while his forces were flown into neutral
zones by Black Hawk helicopters from Buka. Despite BRA assurances that
members of the SPPKF would be safe from BRA attack during the conference
period, the BRA leadership had only tenuous control over some rotue groups
and almost no control over armed criminal gangs who sometimes called themselves 'BRA'. For their part, the PNGDF had also given assurances about the
safety of members of the SPPKF. However, PNGDF Intelligence agents had
penetrated the Conference site at Arawa and not all combat elements had gone
to their bases as had been agreed during discussions prior to the operation.lo It
remained to be seen whether the Combined Forcerr would settle in safely, establish control and be able to create a secure environment for the conduct of the
conference. As the SPPKF advance party arrived on 8 October, PNG security
forces began withdrawing from the declared neutral zones at Arawa and
Panguna to Camp 6 at Loloho a few minutes drive north from Arawa.
The 'warning bells' began to ring the next day. On the moming of 9 October
two unidentified gunmen opened fire on a Fijian observation post sited in a
water tower soon after it was occupied. This was an unsettling start for the
SPPKF's first day securing Arawa; it frightened several hundred
Bougainvilleans in the vicinity who had gathered for the conference and the
inhabitants of a nearby care centre. There were no casualties in what appeared
to be a hasty hit and run attack on the Fijians. However, there appeared to be an
immediate loss of confidence in the SPPKF. word of the incident soon got around
the delegates to the conference and over 600 Bougainvilleans in the care centre
who were normally protected by the PNGDF.
The withdrawal of the PNGDF had also caused problems on the roads leading to the conference site at the Arawa High School. Locals were approaching
members of the SPPKF with reports that armed groups of young men were
intimidating and robbing people coming to the conference. Colonel Tupou convened an emergency meeting of the Cease fire Committee at the Arawa High
School at 5.15pm on 9 October to discuss these reports and the shooting incident. This time Maryanne Moses, a Women's Group representative from a BRAcontrolled are4 represented the BRA at the meeting. Several members from the

first meeting were not presenf but the newly-appointed PNGDF Commander,
Brigadier General Tony Huai, sat in on proceedings.
Tupou opened the meeting by issuing the minutes of the first meeting on 7
October and briefing those who had not attended that meeting about what had
gone on. He then asked that all present 'to be frank with one another in the
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course of our discussions especially taking into account the happenings that
took place a few hours ago at Arawa and Panguna when the PNGDF were
moving out of Panguna...The changeover is slowly taking place and the full
jurisdiction of the SPPKF is yet to take place.'l2

Nick Peniai, a representative from the North Solomons Interim Authority,
informed the meeting that the optimism present when delegates began arriving
in Arawa had been replaced by fear. The robberies, intimidation and the shooting incident had lowered the morale of those gathered for the conference and
the inhabitants of the Arawa care centre.r3 After some discussiory it was agreed
that criminal gangs were taking advantage of the withdrawal of the PNGDF
forces to intimidate and rob the people gathering for the conference. The BRA
leadership was assessed as probably not being behind the incidents.
These incidents put Tupou and the SPPKF in an awkward situation. Criminal gangs had become emboldened by the PNGDF withdrawal. The 600 people
at the care centre in Arawa and the hundreds of delegates gathering in the
Arawa area were at risk especially at night. Peniai called for a curfew and
regular patrols to ensure security. The ROE for Operation LAGOON did not
permit the detention of persons behaving suspiciously, only their questioning.
The ROE were silent about the confiscation of weapons from anyone carrying
them in the neutral zones. There was also no provision for curfews or interventions to protect the lives and property of Bougainvilleans if they were assaulted
or robbed. The expectation of ordinary Bougainvilleans was that the SPPKF
was there to protect them during the conference. In reality, the SPPKF was not
authorised to enforce full control over neutral zones or anywhere else in
Bougainville. They were there to maintain a presence during the conference.
There were concerns that the ROE of 'presence' would be insufficient to deter
criminals from going about their business. The SPPKF may have had the right
mission, but it did not have robust ROE to achieve it.

Major Kasa expressed his concerns about the ability of the SPPKF to maintain security in the neutral zones after the PNGDF pulled back to their bases.
He assured the meeting that the PNGDF had no hidden agenda for the peace
conference. He asked Maryanne Moses to pass a message to the inland villages
controlled by the BRA that delegates could come to the conference without
fearing interference from the PNGDF. In reply, Maryanne Moses emphasised
that she only represented the women in the inland villages but would pass on
Major Kasa' assurances. Edwin Moseg who appeared to represent the BRA in
the Bovo Valley, stated that he too would pass on Kasa's assurances. He assured the committee that the BRA in the Bovo Valley would comply with the
Cease fire Agreement but he was concemed that other groups in the Kieta area
may not be as compliant.la

By 10 October the conference site was in rudimentary shape. Chan had arrived to begin proceedings under the chairmanship of Sir George Lepping, a
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prominent Solomon Islander, who had arrived on Solomon Island patrol boat
Iata earlier that morning. Unfortunately, the infrastructure for the conference
was not in place. Coordination between the PNG government departments in
Port Moresby and their representatives in Bougainville'had been poo1.t5 There
were no telephone communications between Arawa and PNGDF headquarters in Loloho, or between Arawa and Port Moresby. There were insufficient
goverrunent vehicles available and the power and water reticulation systems
were not in place. 'A delayed start for the BPC [Bougainville Peace Conference]
would have been welcomed by all,'Hurley commented at the time. 16
Chan was the first major speaker, calling on Sam Kauona to attend and
likening him to the one lost sheep in the Biblical parable of the shepherd searching for one lost sheep out of his flock of 100 sheep. Possibly prompted by Chan's
advisers, Nick Peniai moved, after Chan finished his speech, to adjourn the
conference until 8am the next day. Peniai stated that the adjoumment would
give all parties time to discuss the agenda and for those committed to the success of the conference to settle into accommodation and talk privately about the
agenda. He encouraged groups representing the districts of Bougainville to get
together and discuss the way ahead. Left unsaid was that the adjournment
would give more time for the BIG/BRA leadership to be persuaded to attend
the conference.
The senior BIG/BRA leadership appeared to have split on whether to attend
the conference or not. Kauona and Martin Mirio4 the BRA/BIG representative

in Honiara, made no public statements about why they had not turned up.
However, ]oe Kabui advised the PNG Government at Sam on 10 October via
radio that he and Francis Ona would not aftend the conference because of the
lack of consultation in preparation of the SOFA, and the speed with which
Chan had pushed forward with the conference.lT

Aside from the absence of these three key leaders, the attendance of other
groups was encouraging. There were 50 official provincial and district representatives accompanied by many supporters from each of the eight districts of
Bougainville. The BIG/BRA were represented by an estimated 150 people from
various districts and clans. Secretaries Brown Bai and Gabriel Dusava were
the PNG Government's senior delegates. They moved between the various
groups listening and promoting the Government's push for peace for the remainder of the day and well into the night.
David Hurley assessed that it was Chan's intention to press on without the
BIG/BRA leadership and attract support of BIG/BRA delegates in attendance
to sign a peace agreement.ls Paul Bengo stated that a resolution offering the
BRA leadership 12 months'refuge would be put to the Peace Conference. Hurley reported that one senior Bougainvillean delegate'told me he would seek
greater autonomy for Bougainville during the BPC but not secession. He stated
that this proposition was very widely supported amongst provincial officials
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[North Solomons Interim Authority] and other conference delegates."e Hurley
also noted:
The BPC is off to a shaky start. Without the attendance of the senior BRA
leadership it will lose a degree of credibility. It will, however, provide a
public and international forum for a statement by the majority of the
Bougainville people that they want peace now and that they were prepared to consider the political status of the island at a later date.
The only glimmer of hope for the success of the conference was coming from
the women who supported the BIG/BRA. Miriam Moses, Ona's secretary, met
with PNG Government officials on 9 October. She stated that if Ona and Kabui
did not attend the BPC on 10 October she would lead many of the women from
the Kongara area to the conference to express their desire for peace. Miriam
Moses' position appeared to echo the feelings of many of those attending the
conference. The next 72 hours would determine whether the conference would
be a success or not. Some observers20 felt that too much emphasis had possibly
been placed by Chan and his senior ministers on the attendance of senior BIG/
BRA leaders.

It was not only the PNG Government that was having communications difficulties now that the conference had begun. The strategic communications
between Major General Arnison's LandHQ and Brigadier Peter Abigail's
CombinedHQ were breaking down. Lieutenant Colonel Steve Ayling, a communications specialist with DefenceHQ, reported that the INMARSAT satellite, through which most communications were being sent, was overloaded
and there was also congestion with the DISCON message services.2r Secure
data file transfer links, via STU IIB radio equipmenf had not been set up, but
would come on line soon to add capacity for situation reports and longer documents to be sent quickly and securely. Land HQ was also due to put in a video
link with CombinedHQ on 11 October.

Ayling was not optimistic about the PNG Govemment's efforts to put strategic communications in place. Planning had been poor. Managers from the
PNG PTC had allocated only one technician and three assistants to set up
communication facilities for the conference at key locations in Buka, Loloho
and the neutral zones at Wakunai, Buin and Arawa. A DOMSAT terminal had
not been installed in Arawa in time for the start of the conference and the
DOMSAT terminal at Buin had broken down. He assessed that the Wakunai,
Loloho and Buin telephone systems were faulty and unreliable. Only Buka
was connected to the PNG national telephone network but there was no connection between Arawa and Buka except by HF radio link.
Meanwhile the Cease fire Committee had met at Arawa High School on 10
October as the opening ceremonies were being conducted. Tupou's intention
had been to begin at7 30 AM and conclude before the conference began. However, few members tumed up. It fell to Major Paul King, a NZDF liaison officer,
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to open the meeting at 9.30am with most of the regular members, attending the
opening ceremonies. He advised those attending that the SPPKF would have
all the neutral zones 'operational by Thursday, 13 October'. The neutral zone
around the conference site at Arawa had been declared operational at 4pm on
9 October. King foreshadowed that the Conference would most likely be adjourned for 24 hours to allow delegates time to seftle in and hold discussions to
ease tension and make subsequent sessions more productive. He also noted
that ]oseph Kabui, a senior member of the BIG Cabinet, had been asked to
nominate 150 BRA representatives for the conference but had not done so.
Once again Nick Peniai raised the issue of the confiscation of arms. He considered that 'under intemational law the peace-keeping force did not have the
authority to enforce ... the surrender of guns.' He suggested that the Committee
draw up procedures. King suggested that such procedures would need to be
put to the BPC. Peniai warned that it would be difficult to get a resolution
through the Peace Conference on this matter and resolved that it should be
raised with Colonel Tupou at the next meeting.
The PNG Govemment and the BIG/BRA were now in a stalemate on the first
day of the conference. Chan had made the attendance of Ona, Kabui and
Kauona a prerequisite for beginning negotiations for a peace agreement. Abigail
was in a unique position to facilitate the attendance of the BIG/BRA leadership because the SPPKF had separate communications with Ona, Kabui and
Kauona. Theoretically, if the SPPKF used its mandate to guarantee the security
of delegates to the conference, SPPKF troops could be assigned to accompany
the BIG/BRA leadership to and from the conference each day. However, Abigail
faced the challenge of doing so without clashing with the PNGDF. The SPPKF
had discovered that the PNGDF had set an ambusfu supported by Claymore
anti-personnel mineg on the main route into Arawa. The setting of the ambush
confirmed that local PNGDF forces, which had withdrawn from Panguna and
Arawa, were not complying with the Cease fire Agreement by remaining in
Camp 5 at Loloho. They appeared to be using the conference as an opportunity
for pay back. The local commander was told to abandon the ambush site and
move out of the area.

On 11 October as the conference began its second day, Colonel Tupou and a
BRA representative, Ishmael Toroama, negotiated arrangements for enticing
Ona and Kauona to attend. Maryanne Moses, the BIG/BRA women's representative on Bougainville Cease fire Committee, accompanied by three body
guards had brought Toroama, a close friend of Kauona and his Chief of Staff, n
to HQ SPPKF at Arawa.ts A report of the negotiations stated that:
[The] aim was to get BRA leadership to attend on 12 Oct 94. BRA leaders will
attend if safety can be guaranteed. After initial hesitanry and viewing the high
level of security around Arawa, Ishmael stated that he would go back and
encourage BRA leaders to attend. However, Ishmael informed Tupou that he
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had been shot at vicinity Aropa at 1830 hrs 10 Oct by PNGDF. PNGDF LO
(Korovovala) needs to get the message across that Cease fire needs to be
observed outside neutral zones because the PNGDF are acting as a deterrent
to BRA attendance. Ishmael was informed that he could be equipped with
secure conumrnications between his [BRA] HQ and HQ SPPKF but this arrangement would have to be kept confidential.
We arranged for Ishmael to be welcomed and introduced to BPC and to address the delegates in attendance. He was warmly welcomed and received a
rousing reception, before giving a brief address inlorming everyone present
that the BRA and BIG would attend and that the meeting should be adjourned
until they arrived. He said that the only way that the BPC can continue is for
all Bougainvilleans to come together and join together to resolve the problems. The crowd erupted into spontaneous applause and the meeting was
subsequently adjoumed.2a

Abigail, Tupou and Draunidalo were pleased that they were able to take a
leading role in encouraging BIG/BRA attendance. Tupou made private arrangements with Toroama that he would travel home and report back to BRA
leaders and specify their safe transport to Arawa commencing on the morning
of L2 October. Toroama agreed to specify locations for helicopter pick up of the
BRA leaders using the radio given to him by the SPPKF. Tupou agreed that the
helicopters would have to retum BRA leaders back to their homes each day after
negotiations. He guaranteed that they would be given'daily safe passagd.
Toroama agreed to retum that evening to Arawa to tie in all details once he
had met with the BRA leadership. He cautioned that it was essential for the
PNGDF to observe the Cease fire at this crucial point in negotiations, or the
BRA leadership would abandon the conference. Later that day he advised by
radio that he would be returning to Arawa next moming with a group of BRA
delegates.

On 12 October Toroama and a group of BRA delegates were making their
way to Arawa. It was not known whether he had persuaded Kauona and the
other senior leaders of the BRA to attend. However, a 5.56 bullet from an M16
rifle put an end to Toroama's efforts. The bullet tore into the right forearm of 26
year old Joachim Maturia leaving a large open wound and a compound fracture. He was knocked down. The others in Toroama's party fled as a group of
PNGDF soldiers charged towards them. ]oachim Maturia was then evacuated
to the PNGDF medical facility at Camp 6 for treatrnent. That afternoon he was
seen by an ADF medical officer ftom Tobruk who assessed that Maturia was in
a critical condition and would require surgery within 24 hours or he would
lose the lower part of his right arm. Though no evidence could be found of the
reaction of the BRA leadership to Maturia's shooting, it is unlikely that they
were encouraged to risk their lives by attending the conference knowing that
the PNGDF were shooting delegates on sight.
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As a result of shooting incident on 10 October, the subsequent discovery of a
PNGDF ambush site, sightings of PNGDF patrols and the ambush of Toroama's
party on 12 October, Abigail and his subordinate SPPKF commander's were

not happy with the compliance of the PNGDF to the Cease fire Agreement.
Their concems were raised formally with Prime Minister Chan in Port Moresby
on the afternoon of 12 October. Chan was also told that on the first day of thl
conference a Sea King helicopter on a routine liaison and reconnaissance flight
had sustained two small arms hits in its tail. The SPPKF suspected that the
shots had been fued at the helicopter by the group of PNGDF soldiers based at
Kieta who had been observed running out and brandishing their weapons as
the helicopter flew over them. There were also reports from Kieta that the local
PNGDF commander had stopped the movement of 200 locals to Arawa to attend the BPC. In a lettet Chan was told that these breaches of the Cease fire
made it difficult to offer security to BIG/BRA delegates travelling to and from
BPC. He was in-formed that'urgent steps need to be taken to prevent further
incidents'.2s julius Chan responded by sending his Secretary, Brown Bai, to
Bougainville to assess the situation and report back to him.

Mr Brown Bai (Ieft), Seuetary of the PNG Dept of Prime
Minister, and Brigadier Tony Huai, acting Commander of the
PNG Defenu Force, sign the North Nasioi Agreement.

Meanwhile, after Maturia was shot on 12 October, Australian analysts predicted an early end to both the conference and the Cease fire Agreement.26
Prime Minister Keating was briefed that, if Chan called him to discuss the
future of the BPC, Keating should tell him that he 'appreciated that the BRA
fleadership] haven't turned up but PNGDF indiscipline (sic) is part of the reason why the con-ference is faltering'. Keating was briefed to tell Chan that the
PNG Govemment should persevere because it would be very difficult to call
another conference. Such perseverance would reinforce Chan's credibilitv in
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Bougainville, demonstrate that a military solution was not being sought and
assist to ensure the safety of the SPPKF as it withdrew.2T

At the Cease Fire Committee meeting on 12 October, those attending concluded that unless the security situation changed dramatically, the BIG/BRA
leadership would not attend the conference. They agreed that every effort should
be made to pick up the leaders from their seore areas in central Bougainville
and elsewhere, and fly them to and from Arawa.28 This resolution changed the
focus of the SPPKF from maintaining a presence in the neutral zones and providing security through presence, to seeking out BIG/BRA leaders and offering
them safe passage. By that afternoon the media knew that the PNGDF had
ambushed Toroama's party. There were accusations that the SPPKF would
stand by and let the PNGDF kill BIG/BRA delegates. Draunidalo went on the
record/ hotly denying that the SPPKF would permit BIG/BRA delegates to be
killed in face of PNGDF aggression. He asserted that he had ordered 'SPPKF
trucks to operate like buses to ferry people to the conference if they were worried about having to pass PNG army posts, and we have also declared that we
can send helicopters up to the hills to bring them to the conference'.2e The scene
was set for the PNGDF to either back ofl or test the resolve of the SPPKF, and
aice aersa.

On 13 October, Abigail, Draunidalo and Tupou decided to respond to information that Sam Kauona might attend the con{erence if he was transported to
and from Arawa by helicopter accompanied by SPPKF troops. An Air Force
Caribou transport aircraft was sent to a secret location early on 13 October and
waited. As the hours went by on that day with no sign of the BRA leadership or
any information on their intentions, hope for the conference reaching a successful conclusion faded.

Abigail's efforts to facilitate the attendance of the BRA leadership risked
misinterpretation by the parties to the Cease fire. There was evidence30 that
some PNG Govemment officials and PNGDF officers concluded that the Australians were helping the BIG/BRA to gain influence at the conference. The
BRA suspected that the Australians were conspiring with the PNG Government to attract the BRA leadership to the conference so they could be captured.
Members of the SPPKF, especially some Fijians3r, resented the assignment of

ADF liaison officers and support personnel in Arawa assisting the
GroundForceHQ and LiaisonHQ because it diminished the neutrality of the
SPPKF and suggested ADF supervision of their activities.

Calls for the SPPKF to remain on Bougainville longer steadily increased in
the media after the ambush of the Toroama group on the morning of 12 October.
By 13 October there was also evidence that a large group of BRA delegates led
by moderate leader Theodore Miriung would break away from the BRA leadership group and enter into separate, longer-term negotiations for peace. This
raised the expectations of many members of the Combined Force32 that there
was light at the end of the tunnel. They were willing to stay on Bougainville to
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the peace process through to a conclusion now that so much effort had been

put into setting up the conference and putting the SPPKF in place.
The PNG Government Peace Task Force had met on the morning of 13 October, concluding that the conference was at a stalemate. Julius Chan would
have to make significant concessions and seek an extension of the sppKF to
entice the BIG/BRA leadership to attend. Later that day they were not surprised when Chan advised them, after consulting Brown Bai, that he was going to call the conference off the next day. chan stated that he was frustrated
and annoyed with the behaviour of the PNGDF but felt that the BIG/BRA
leadership should have found a way to attend the conference.33

Chan was reporteda to be considering a 'last ditch stand' if SppKF could be
extended to cover the time it would take to come to some sort of resolution for
peace. Chan still had several days of already-scheduled presence by the sppKF

to bring the PNGDF into line and to make further overtures to the BIG/BRA
leadership. However, the Australian Government was cautious about a prolonged extension.3s

David Morrison summed up the feelings within the Combined Force in a
telephone conversation with ]ustin O'Connor35: 'The situation in the CFAO
[Combined Force Area of Operations] is extremely fluid with pressure groups
agitating for a range of outcomes, and local politics not always producing
logical results or sequences of action.' By this time, Chan had indicated that
combined Force operations could continue until sunday, 16 october. Morrison
advised that the withdrawal of the SPKKF would be complete by 6am on 18
october. However, Abigail was concemed that this tight timetable might not be
feasible. Early closure of the conference meant that combinedHQ had to accelerate its preparations for withdrawal.
Abigail's plan for withdrawal was based on 24 hours of planning, thinning
out of non-essential equipment and refurbishment of sPPKF camps in the neutral zones. over the next 36 hours sPKKF troops were to concentrate in Arawa
from the neutral zones with empty helicopters picking up delegates and retuming them to the neutral zone of their choice. Concurrently, the sppKF would
reduce the size of the security perimeter at Arawa. over the next 36 hours
SPPKF troops would assist with the loading of Tobruk at Loloho wharf. After
loading of stores and vehicles was complete, personnel would embark and
Tobruk would sail to Honiara where aircraft would fly sPpKF contingents to
their home islands. Buka was an alternative location for the spKKF to fly out.
After receiving advice from Australian diplomats in the solomon Islands,
Abigail decided to stage the SPPKF out of Buka. Brigadier Tony Huai, Commander of the PNGDF, gave personal assurances orr 15 October that PNGDF
would not undertake offensive operations during the withdrawal of the sppKF.
LandHQ issued an operation order at 6pm on 14 October.3T The SppKF should
make a clean break from Bougainville as quickly as possible. The PNGDF were
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not to be given any assistance to reoccupy neutral zones. Many members of the
Combined Force were keen to depart from Bougainville as quickly as possible
with their mixed feelings about the success of their mission and frustration
with the political manoeuvring that had led to the conference's failure. fulius
Chan then advised that he wished to farewell the troops at a ceremonial parade
at Buka on the morning of 17 October. Abigail made it clear that 'this activity
should not be permitted to significantly disrupt withdrawal operations'.s

Hoping that all delegates and ordinary Bougainvilleans who attended the
peace conference would get home safely after being escorted or flown to neutral
zones, the Combined Force withdrew by sea and air. A representative group of

all services and nations that contributed to Operation LAGOON paraded at
Buka to meet Prime Minister Chan's request to thank the SPPKF in person for
their efforts. After some debate at DefenceHQ, Abigail argued successfully that
he should go on parade at the head of his troops.3e

In the months after the peace conference was abandoned, the PNGDF and
the Resistance retumed to their futile campaign against the BRA. The blockade
remained in place and thousands of Bougainvilleans continued to suffer. A
generation was being denied education and was living in fear. Though there
was a post-conference agreement signed between the PNG Government and a
delegation of moderate Bougainvilleans led by Theodore Miriung, it did not
result in the renewal of a peace process. Like ]ohn Bika, who decided to take the
risk of negotiating a settlement on behaU of his people, Miriung was murdered
several months later. It would not be until Bougainvilleans decided to unify in
lhe common purpose of peace and the PNGDF was persuaded to participate in
- rather than sabotage - peace processes that would there be hope of renewing
negotiations with the PNG Govemment.

I
The Analysis
Overall, the planning and conduct of the Operation were most successful. All objectives were satisfied with no modification to the strategic
Concept of Operations being required, although the ADF plan was
amended to satisfy additional PNG Govemment and BRA requirements.
This Operation validated ADF doctrine as flexible and appropriate for
mounting and conducting coalition operations of this type.
- Chiefs of Staff Committee Operation Lagoonl
There are many lessons to be learnt from the seven weeks of intense diplomatic and military activity associated with operation LAGooN. For the first
time Australia had responsibility for a multi-national peace operationz and the
ADF was in command. Though there were several months of strategic warning, operational level planning did not begin at LandHQ in Sydney until 9
september. Four weeks later an ad hoc Combined Force comprising over 650
ADF personnel supporting just under 400 south Pacific troops provided security for a peace conference in Bougainville during the period 10-14 october
1994. The Combined Force was dear of PNG territory by 22 October.
Operation LAGOON was circumscribed in its execution by a number of international and domestic political imperatives typical of operations that involve several nations and the longer-term agendas of participants. Indeed, as
one commentator suggested: 'Despite Australia's lead role in planning the
operation and making the single largest contribution of personnel and assets,
Australia's political objectives for the conference were narrowly defined and
its military activity strictly limited.'3 with hindsight, some of these narrow
definitions and limitations were self-imposed and unnecessary, while others
were the outcomes of political constraints, such as the relationship between
Australia and PNG, as well as the sensitivities of regional neighbours and
Bougainvillean stakeholder groups.
The Combined Force reported operation LAGooN 'to have been conducted
without casualties or incidentg without wasting resources, and with all agencies informed of events in a secure and timely manner'.a rhis report characterised the nature of the operation from ADF's point of view. Many officers saw
operation LAGooN as a process without outcomes; an activity without results. The ADF discovered that it had a lot to learn about supporting political
processes in the near region. This analysis is intended to assist the ADF to
apply what was leamt on Operation LAGOON next time.

In the months before the conduct of Operation LAGOON, DefenceHe kept
explicit strategic warning a secret from LandHQ. For their part, LandHe staff
failed to identify implicit strategic waming in the media. DefenceHQ used the
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strategic waming received through departmental channels to develop a logis-

tically unsound contingency plan. LandHQ also produced no contingency
plans despite the public statements of the PNG Deputy Prime Minister Sir
|ulius Chan and the Australian Foreign Minister, Senator Gareth Evans. The
consequences of not managing explicit strategic warning well and not identifying and acting on implicit waming were that Admiral Beaumont was strategically surprised, Major General Arnison was operationally surprised and
Brigadier Peter Abigail was tactically surprised when the time came to mount
and execute the operation at short notice.
Should the Intelligence conununity have ensured that explicit waming was
handled better and implicit waming was identified and acted on? From May
to September 199,4 the Defence Intelligence community monitored the military
and political situation in the near region and briefed senior ADF officers at
DefenceHQ and LandHQ on developments. The situation in PNG in general
and in Bougainville in particular was briefed regularly. The evidence suggests
that no one in the Intelligence community advised senior commanders that it
would be prudent to conduct contingenry planning for a peace operation in
Bougainville.s
There appear to be two explanations for why DefenceHQ did not understand
what to do with explicit shategic warning for Operation LAGOON. The first is
that senior officers in DefenceHQ were not confident that contingenry planning for a peace operation in Bougainville could be kept secret outside a small
compartment of officers within DefenceHQ, or beyond DefenceHQ, if representatives from subordinate headquarters were involved. The second was that
senior officers at DefenceHQ appeared to prefer a sequential and hierarchical
approach to planning rather than a concurrenf parallel process.

There were three major penalties paid for compartmentalising planning at
DefenceHQ from ]une until September 1994. The first was that the strategic
level contingency plan for Operation LAGOON was developed without the
benefit of inputs from the range of specialists who would normally contribute
to planning processes. Nor was there any input from subordinate headquarters staffs who had access to relevant and up to date information. Consequently
the DefenceHQ plan was logistically unsound and did not contain sufficient
detail on any aspect of the operation, such as joint arrangements for communications and Intelligence, to be of use when it was dispatched for consideration
by subordinate headquarters. The second penalty was that, subsequently, lower
level planning for the operation was rushed. This led to a number of aspects of
the operation being overlooked6, some joint arrangements not being well definedT and individuals, especially at the tactical level in Townsville, being put
under additional pressure.s The third penalty was that the Army logistic and
movement system was off-balance because of the short notice and forced into
additional expenditure to concentrate stocks in Townsville at short notice.

The

Analysis

There appear to be several explanations for the failure of LandHe and
BrigadeHQ staff to identify and act on implicit strategic warning given by
Chan and Evans through the media and from statements made by trr"^ i" tttl
PNG and Australian Parliaments. The first was that commanders and staff
appeared to be loath to use their initiative and take action when higher headquarters had.not given them direction. This reluctance appeared to be tinged
with a fear that senior officers might find out that unauihorised contingenry
plTning was being conducted. The Catch 22 for subordinate headquartirs in
1994 was that, in the absence of higher level authorisatiory they were not per-

mitted to conduct contingency planning for scenarios in pNG. If they had sought
authorisation to conduct the planning, then they would not have been allowed
because the shategic warning was kept a secret in a compartment at DefenceHe.
The second explanation was that ADF headquarters at all levels were busy
and focused on what could be described as 'the frantic pace of peace,. Internal
reporting and consultative processes as well as other administrative requirements associated with planning, resource forecasting and management, and
the preparation and conduct of peace time training aitivities weri consuming
significant amounts of staff time. There did not appear to be any staff tasked t6
anticipate future operations by examining the media and the statements of
national and international leaders. It is the core business of the strategic level
staff at DefenceHQ, who had access to many sources of information, to anticipate future operations, conduct contingency planning and provide timely guidance to subordinate headquarters.
The Intelligence community at all levels appeared to focus on the processes
of collating and reporting information from a variety of sources, but not on
interpreting the information and recommending courses of action that might
be considered. There is no evidence that any Intelligence briefings advised a=ny
commander to anticipate a forthcoming peace operation on Bougainville by

conducting contingency planning and beginning preparatio.ts .equiri.,g long
lead times- These long lead-time activities include updating maps, setting up
networks for collecting human Intelligence and topping np iorc"tl"tttents that
might be deployed with personnel and materiel. Intelligence staff had responsibility- to report on what was happening, why it was happening and what
might happen next. After Intelligence briefings, it was commanderi who were
responsible for askirrg questions, seeking further informatiory evaluating what
had been given to them verbally and in writing and, above all, taking piudent
action.
The lessons to be leamt are that the ADF should be less secretive about explicit strategic warning. Contingenry planning, which is not informed by inputs from a full range of specialists, subordinate headquarters and force elements responsible for conducting operationq risks being nugatory. The ADF should

use its Intelligence services more flexibly to be on the alert for statements bv
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national and intemational govemment ministers that constitute implicit strategic waming. Once government intentions are made public, then it is prudent
to at least discuss with staff and subordinate commanders the challenges that
particular types of operations in certain areas would pose.
Sequential, 'top down' planning Processes have procedural and hierarchical logic. However, the planning for Operation LAGOON shows that when
time was tight these processes did not help to get things done. Most action to
assemble and prepare personnel and materiel was taken based on draft documents, telephone discussions between headquarters staff and individual initiative rather than as a result of reacting to signed documents containing guidance, authorising action and allocating resources. For example, LandHQ staff
were well into developing a concept of operations 48 hours before Lieutenant
General Baker signed his Planning Directive. Brigadier Abigail was writing a
concept of operations on the day the CDF's Planning Directive was issued.
DefenceHQ issued an operation instruction on the same day that LandHQ
issued its concept of operations. Neither document was informed by a reconnaissance; both were redundant by the time Abigail returned from a reconnaissance to PNG three days later.e
The LandHQ Post operation Report pointed out that administrative planning for Operation LAGOON'indicated that the overall plan for strategic
resupply was not well understood by respective joint logistic planners'. The
role of HQ MC [HQ Movement Control] in strategic resupply was also not well
defined.' Brigadier Rod Earle, Director General Army Operations Support, had
also picked up on the ineffectual role of HQ MC at Logistic Command. He
pointed out that'HQMC was by passed occasionally. Strategic lift assets enteritrg ot leaving the AO should be advised to HQMC to ensure efficient use of
assets for cargo.'10 Those familiar with the problems of strategic movement
during the conduct of operation soLACE, a four-month peace enforcement
op".utiott into Somalia by an infantry battalion group in 1993 would not have
been surprised by the failure of the under-staffed, under-authorised and under-resourced HQ Movement Conhol.ll
Earle was also a critic of the DefenceHQ planning process. On 3 November
1994he wrote that planning guidance from DefenceHQ lacked clear military
objectives and a strategic end state. He criticised Admiral Beaumont's Planning Directive as being a mixture of tasks and constraints that'did not provide
the essential strategic Parameters for the operation to the Lead foint Force Commander [Arnison] resulting in an inefficient planning cycle'. He went on to
point out that use of the phrase'maintain a presence' required specific {"fution for it to constitute guidance for tactical commanders who would allocate
troops to each task.12
Further analysis of the decision-making processes at DefenceHQ during the
planning and conduct phases of Operation LAGOON13 reveals that there were
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inbuilt delays in making decisions and developing documents to guide the
work of subordinate headquarters.
The ADFCC [Command Centre] can be viewed as a distributed decision making environment where parts of a problem are solved by different people. For
the most part, decision-making occurs outside formal meetings, and so meetings become a means to inform of decisions, rather than a forum to make
decisions. This phenomenon can lead to delays in conveying decisions and
information to a wider audience. Many members of the Immediate Planning
Group felt the majority of meetings fulfilled a briefing rather than a plarming

and decision making role. A core group of senior ADFCC staff effectively
formed an " Executive Immediate Planning Group" which appeared to do
more of the planning and decision making than the larger Immediate Planning
Group.
Several Inter-Deparhnental Committee [IDC] members were unable to make
immediate decisions and often had to refer to their superiors. This was time
consuming and disruptive to the IDC process....Rarely were liaison officers
from the relevant departments present in the ADFCC.

No formal liaison or reconnaissance by the Combined Force representatives
was conducted until the Cabinet approved Operation LAGOON on 19 September. The next day a small group, including Brigadier Abigail, left for PNG and
the Solomon Islands. Numbers on the reconnaissance were restricted arbitrarily by DefenceHQ, leaving no space for a RAAF airfield engineer to assess
airfields on Bougainvillg or for other specialists to assess logistic and communications requirements. Combat and logistic sub unit commanders from the
SPPKF were unable to see the ground until they arrived.
There was no separation of liaison and reconnaissance functions. From the
point of view of liaison, the visit by the Combined Force Reconnaissance party
permitted Abigail, Draunidalo and Topou to meet for the first time and develop
concepts for subsequent operations. By the end of the two-day visit, this group
had developed a degree of rapport and a common approach. This high level
Iiaison resulted in at least one of the donor nations agreeing to commit forces to
the SPPKF. Furthermore, the reconnaissance party also met with Sam Kauona,
Commander of the BRA, and Martin Miriori, the BIG representative in Solomon
Islands, at Honiara. This gave them the opportunity to hear from the main
protagonists and to make personal and professional assessments of the issues
they raised. The visit provided the first opportunity for key Combined Force
commanders to state their commitments to impartiality to the BIG/BRA, the
PNG Govemment and the PNGDF.
From the point of view of reconnaissance, the visit enabled Abigail and his
two senior subordinate commanders to assess the securitv environment on
Bougainville first hand. The reconnaissance party found it io be more benign
than their briefing in Australia suggested. This first hand experience enabled
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the nature and extent of subsequent security operations to be better understood. It also enabled an initial assessment to be made of the security and
control requirements for the four prospective neutral zones. However, because
of a restriction on numbers, sub-unit commanders were not able to conduct
liaison and reconnaissance in each of the neutral zones to meet key locals and
ascertain each area's particular security requirements. Thus, in strict military
terms, this activity was more like a top-level liaison visit, not a reconnaissance
that would impact on the tactical level preparation and preparedness of the
Combined Force. However, Abigail used his time well. His observations and
assessments refined the strucfure and approach of the Combined Force.
Operation LAGOON was characterised by the use of ADF liaison officers.
Hurley was a senior liaison officer deployed early to advise the PNG Govemment. Liaison officers were subsequently deployed to link up with High Commissions and South Pacific contingents. The early exchange of liaison officers
between Australia and New Zealand helped ANZAC allies coordinate their
efforts on behalf of the SPPKF. Intemally, the exchange of liaison officers between MaritimeHQ, LandHQ, AirHQ and HQ Special Forces as well as between Abigail's CombinedHQ, Draunidalo's GroundForceHQ and Tupou's
HQ SPPKF assisted the coordination effort. There is anecdotal evidence that
liaison officers assigned to GroundForceHQ and HQ SPPKF were crucial to the
prosecution of security operations and the timely passage of information.
The major lesson to be identified about the use of liaison officers is the requirement to select officers with language and cultural skills. Though time
prevented a more thorough process of selectioo picking three lnfantry officers
from a group having a late aftemoon drink at the 1 RAR Officers' Mess suggests that less than satisfactory arrangements applied. The selected officers
did the best they could under the circumstances, but their cultural effectiveness
was questionable. As a consequence South Pacific contingents were not h"ppy
with pre-deployment preparation arrangements in Townsville. Courtesies were
not extended to members of noble families deployed with the Tongan contingent; traditional welcoming ceremonies were not conducted. Training programs

did not allow for religious observance on Sundays or Polynesian and
Melanesian concepts of punctuality and obedience to direction when contingent commanders had not been involved in planning the content and tempo of
the training program.

With the benefit of hindsight, the Combined Force might have derived some
benefit from having liaison officers with good communications deployed with
the key leaders expected to attend the peace conference and the PNGDF. This
may have given those leaders confidence, allowed the Combined Force to monitor attitudes among the main players and anticipated - and even possibly deterred - PNGDF interference. However, hindsight is an exact science. Arguably,
every liaison officer is potentially a hostage or a victim.

The

Annlysis

Turning to more specific tactical lessons. The SPPKF consisted of 390 soldiers from Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu. Just over 656 ADF and NZDF personnel
supported the SPPKF operationally, administratively and logistically. The Combined Force Mission was'to provide a secure environment for the conduct of a
Bougainville Peace Conference, and to provide security and movement for selected delegates'. In reality this force structure was insufficient to accomplish
the mission. Nor was sufficient time given to the Combined Force to coordinate
security and movement of delegates, especially in light of PNGDF forces not

remaining in their

bases.

The Combined Force was deployed into a situation where the intentions of
the PNG Government and the PNGDF in Bougainville were different. With
hindsight, the Australian diplomatic and Defence Intelligence communities
should have concluded that this was so and advised the Combined Force of the
risks involved. In the end it was locally gathered human intelligence in Arawa
by Army Intelligence personnel that informed Brigadier Abigail and his staff of
the dangers posed by the PNGDF.Ia

In the end, the Combined Force structure was developed as part of a tactical
level planning process led by Brigadier Abigail at BrigadeHQ and approved in
principle by Admiral Beaumont on 17 September. The methodology used was
that essential tasks were identified, and appropriate SPPKF or ADF elements
were earrnEuked for the conduct of these tasks. Advice from the PNG Govemment determined that tasks existed for up to nine SPPKF platoon groups. In the
end a Ground Force of 390 personnel, comprising a HQ and eight understrength platoons was deployed. These numbers were not adequate for the
security tasks required of them in Bougainville. The combined Force was not in
place to protect delegates who might have attended the first day of the conference on 10 October 1994. Time was not available for the SPPKF to become more
situationally aware and to employ force multipliers, such as liaison, human
intelligence networks, technical surveillance and high and low level communications to offset the lack of numbers to cover every route to the conference site.

It is arguable whether delegates from more remote areas could ever have been
protected by the SPPKF, even if it was twice the size.

A positive but worrying feature of the planning for the operation was the
forward thinking and anticipation shown by Abigail's logistic staff in conjunction with agenciet such as HQ Logistic Command, the Air Lift Group and
the Logistic support Force. To their credit, these logistic and movementi staff
used more initiative than their operations counterparts to request items of supply well before there was any guidance on the structure, duration and mission
of the Combined Force. A worrying feature was the absence of logisticians,
engineers and communications specialists in the planning conducted at
DefenceHQ and LandHQ. Their presence might have stimulated more
timely advice and earlier authorisation for subordinate headquarters and
logistic agencies to take action.
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The other logistic challenge was supporting South Pacific Island contingents. Liaison officers were dispatched to give some warning of requirements.
However, Abigail's staff had to order equipment well before thery based on an

informal assessment that the contingents would not deploy fully equipped as
would be requested by higher headquarters. Abigail's staff was told that the
SPPKF contingents would assemble in full marching order: i.e., complete sets of
combat clothing, weapons and load carrying equipment.ls This did not prove
to be the case.

During the concentration period in Buka before flying back to their home
locations in late October ADF administrative personnel requested the retum of
personal clothing and equipment on issue to South Pacific contingents. There
were differences of opinion about whether any of the clothing and equipment

should be returned. South Pacific commanders insisted that they and their
troops had been told that items issued to them for the operation would not have
to be retumed. They pointed out that their govemment representatives had told
them that this was part of the entitlements for undertaking the operation. The
Fijian contingent was most vocal, refusing to return cameras, clothing and
personal equipment despite being asked to do so. In the end to avoid any further disagreement between South Pacific neighbours, all the dothing and equipment were given to the South Pacific contingents in appreciation for their participation in Operation LAGOON.
The logistic system once again proved, as it had in Somalia the year before, to
be unresponsive to an offshore operation. Considering that the execution phase

of the operation only lasted a little over a week and all force elements were
supposed to be self-sufficient in all classes of supply, this was disappointing.
Commodore jim O'Hara was particularly critical of the logistic system in general and Headquarters Movement Control in LogisticHQ in particular. He wrote
that shortly after arrival in the waters off Bougainville the Sea Hawk helicopter
embarked on Success was grounded due to a defective fuel pressure gauge.
Despite several signals trom Success and O'Hara's headquarters staff to Australia, no advice or expected delivery date of the item was received. Maintenance personnel on Success subsequently made ad hoc repairs to ensure the
aircraft's timely operational availability. O'Hara went on to point out that no
mail system had been set up for Operation LAGOON. The Navy ended up
making its own single service arrangements through Buka after'over 15 bags
weighing 300-400 kilos accumulating at RAAF Richmond until an unscheduled C130 was finally organised to move this and other stores to Buka'. The
helicopter parts were air freighted by the Navy supply depot Zetland in Sydney and eventually arrived in Buka with the assistance of Defence Staff in Port
Moresby; the helicopter was unserviceable for nearly a forbright.
The most disappointing aspect of the failure of the ADF logistic system to
support Operation LAGOON adequately was that these deficiencies had been
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identified during operation SoLACE the year before. A battalion group of nearly
1000 personnel had served for four months in Somalia on a combined operation commanded by the United States armed forces.16 The failure of Headquarters Movement Control, the unresponsiveness of the supply system and the
inefficienry of the Air Force air freight system had been obvious to those who
served in Somalia. The deficiencies were identified in several post-operations
reports as well as in a comprehensive Operational Study Report.rT Despite
these well-documented wake up calls, ADF logisticians retumed to the'frantic
pace of peace' and put the hard won lessons of Operation SOLACE behind
them. A related concem was the failure of the Defence Movement Control Agenry
in Canberra to co-ordinate Navy, Army and Air Force movements in support of
Operation LAGOON when HQ MC at LogisticHQ was failing to do so.18
From the outsef it was decided that the combined Force would be required to
undertake a period of collective preparatiory training and team building to
improve effectiveness, cohesion and engender sense of purpose. Abigail's staff
assessed that a period of around 21 days would be required after concentration
and marry up of the force until security of the peace conference site and three
other neutral zones could be provided. Draunidalo and rupou had concurred
with this requirement during the reconnaissance on27-22 september. Abigail
and his staff specified that this period would comprise ten days of train-

ing and
by

preparatiory

four days for the Combined Force to deploy to Arawa

sea, and seven days to secure neutral zones and concentrate and administer

delegates safely. This timeline was supported by Admiral Beaumon! agreed
by donor nations and briefed to the PNG Govemment.

Prime Minister Chan did not accept this timetable. As a consequence, the
training, deployment and security timetable was reduced to 14 days. prime
Minister Chan insisted on starting the conference on 10 October for political
reasons. Compounding this problem for ADF planners was that contributing
nations to the sPPKF took more time to consider their commitment to the sppKF
and dispatch forces than was anticipated. There were several consequences of
cutting training, deployment and security timetables by 14 days. Training was
truncated, resulting in the sPPKF not satisfying ADF standards for off shore
deployment. There was a lack of cohesion andhutual confidence among the
contingents comprising the Combined Force. A more complex and expensive
deployment plan was implemented to reduce deployment time - i.e. by air rather

than by

sea.

After a rushed deployment, SPPKF operations began on Bougainville only
two days before Prime Minister Chan opened the peace conference. Because
SPPKF force elements did not have time to establish themselves in designated
neutral zones, criminal gangs intimidated conference delegates and locals as
the PNGDF withdrew to comply with the Cease fire Agreement. The setting of
an ambush by rogue PNGDF elements was another consequence. The SppKF
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was just not in a position to guarantee security or properly support the conference for the first three days. The rushed deployment did not allow sufficient
time to verify with conference organisers who were delegates that warranted
protection from the SPPKF. PNGDF Intelligence operatives in plain clothes
infiltrated the conference site. This situation contributed to the low attendance
of BIG/BRA delegates who feared for their personal safety. Understandably,
senior BIG/BRA leaders were reluctant to attend until their personal security

could be guaranteed. There was a suspicion by BIG/BRA leaders that the
to give PNCDF an opportunity to caPture them - or worse.le Kauona described Operation LAGOON as'the most
poolest (sic) example of "pmce keeping duties" eoer undertaken in the history of peaceSPPKF was deliberately deployed late

keeping

in the world; a mockery to say the least'(Kauona's

emphasis).2o

With hindsight, rushing the ADF was possibly part of the overall PNG Government's plan to rush the peace conference through and keep the initiative
away from the BIG/BRA. The PNGDF might not have been able to destabilise
the peace conference through troop movements and the employment of plain
clothes operatives had 'door-to-door' security been able to be guaranteed. To
achieve this the SPPKF needed more time to co-ordinate movement with BIG/
BRA leaders and to deploy sufficient troops and counter intelligence assets
into neutral zones.

A major lesson for the Aushalian Govemment and the ADF is to insist on a
timetable for deployment before accepting a mission as imprecise as the one
given to the Combined Force. Such a timetable needs to allow for adequate
planning among all participantt sufficient pre-deployment training and administration to be conducted, thorough consultations to be completed and a
public information program to be implemented before troops arrive in the area
of operations. However, Operation LAGOON shows that at the end of the day
the ADF has to do as it is told and'make do'when military judgment is superseded by political expediency. This reality is an additional reason for
DefenceHQ to allow contingenry planning that will give subordinate headquarters and force elements earmarked for off-shore deployment as much
time as possible to think through the challenges ahead of them and pre-

pare in secrecy.
The failure of strategic level Intelligence services to support Operation LAGOON adequately was another source of concern. Colonel David Buchanary
who had led a Bougainville Crisis Action Team (BCAT) at DefenceHQ during
the operatioo pointed out a number of gaps and difficulties in the passage of
information.2l Buchanan had formed the BCAT on 5 September when planning
for Operation LAGOON was opened up to all levels of command. From 7 until
21 September the BCAT had operated during office hours providing intelligence products to the planning process, such as a Bougainville contingency
planning package and military threat assessments. On 22 September the BCAT
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began a regimen of briefing Major General Connolly at 4 pM and Admiral
Beaumont at 5pm each day. Buchanan's team included Dr steve Harris and
Major Paul schwerdt who were specialist advisors on PNG affairs. They briefed
Buchanan before he briefed Connolly and Beaumont. Thus the content of Harris'
and schwerdt's analysis went up via Buchanan to key strategic decision makers, but there is little evidence that it went down to operationil or tactical decision makers at LandHQ or CombinedHQ.z

Operation LAGOON posed some particular problems for the ADF Intelligence community. They had a primary obligation to assess threats to the Com-

bined Force. consequently any hostile elements on Bougainville had to be targeted for scrutiny using a number of Intelligence technologies and sources. The
fust challenge for Buchanan and his team was that there were no independent
secure communications between DefenceHQ and CombinedHQ off shore near
Arawa. Consequently, documents containing strategic assessments would have
to depend on the command communications system for transmission. From
CombinedHQ to DefenceHQ Buchahan commented that
information collected by sPPKF once it was deployed from Townsville...was
almost nonexistent outside the overloaded command chain communications
case, information from Bougainville was 12 hrs old and
filtered twice before it got to the BCAT. Significant information passed [by the
BCAT] to CFC [Combined Force Command] on Tobruk but did not make its

link. In the worst

way to INTSUMs and SITREPs [Lrtelligence Summaries and Situation Reports].s

Buchanan suggested that for future off shore operations a Defence strategic
Intelligence support Team with its own communications facilities should deploy with a Joint Deployable Intelligence Support System [DISS). The two-way
use of a IDISS could ensure that Intelligence gathered from the tactical level of
an operation could be sent to the strategic level decision-makers efficiently and
aice aersa. Buchanan assessed that the lack of informants on Bougainville meant
that the ADF could not anticipate the intentions of armed hostile elements. In
some cases these armed groups were not under the control of higher headquarters. Consequently, unless someone within these groups or someone who was
privy to their planning decided to inform the sPPKF of hostile intentions, the
Combined Force remained vulnerable to surprise hit and run attacks.

while this analysis has examined those areas needing improvement and has
focused on critical comments from post operation reports, the military mechanics of operation LAGooN were an outstanding success. The raising, trainin8,
deploying and returning the sPPKF home demonstrated an important regionar
capability to assist member countries in the South Pacific Forum with internal
security problems. The ADF played a pivotal role in supporting a regional
peace keeping force with sophisticated capabilities, assuring Australia of a
lead role in future initiatives involving the application of military force. Though
liaison could have been better and there was some culfural clumsiness bv the
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Australians in the rush to get things done on time, the concentration, training
and administrative preparation of the SPPKF set the benchmark for the way a
future regional force should be prepared for peace support operations.

At the tactical levef Brigadier Peter Abigail and his staff were asked to do a
lot in a short amount of time leading up to the deployment of the Combined
Force by sea and air to Bougainville. This was a consequence of higher headquarters keeping secrets for too long and then passing the buck to Abigail and
his small staff to come up with a concept of operations. Abigail was not given
substantial guidance, sufficient information to gain situational awareness or
time to think through options or consult with a range of specialists. The planning process was 'hand-to-mouth', leaving logisticians, engineers and communications officers in'catch-up mode' from the beginning.
Higher headquarters putting pressure on 3'd Brigade was not new. The development of concepts of operations and the hard work of mounting and dispatching force elements at short notice had fallen to 3'd Brigade before. ln 1987
3'd Brigade had been ordered to mount and dispatch a comPany group in 48
hours to stand by in naval vessels in the waters off Fiji when rioting in the
aftermath of a military coup endangered Australian nationals. In this case the
contingent commander had been told by a staff officer at LandHQ not to make
preparations despite clear evidence in the media that Australian nationals
were in danger unless the RFMF and police could restore order. Fortunately,
Fijian security forces were able to restore order and an emergenry evacuation
operation was not needed. Significantly, like Abigail, the commander of this
contingent had tenuous communications back to Australia and little Intelligence input to inform his planning.2a

The same pressures were put on 3'd Brigade for Operation SOLACE in December 1992. Lieutenant Colonel David Hurley, then CO 1"t Battalion, the Royal
Australian Regiment, was given four weeks over the Christmas New Year period to prepare his battalion with a number of attached sub units and a Battalion Support Group for active service in Somalia. Interestingly, Brigadier Peter

Abigail had only just arrived on posting at the time and observed Hurley's
preparations. This proved to be a useful experience when a 250-strong Medical
Support Force had to be raised at short notice to deploy to Rwanda in fuly 1993'
3"d Brigade did the hard work without guidance, information or
sufficient Intelligence input. The commander of this contingent, Lieutenant
Colonel Pat Mclntosh, then CO 2"d l4s. Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment, commented at the time that the performance of higher headquarters in
Sydney and Canberra gave him the impression that his force was the first one
ever to go off-shore for a peace support operation.E

Once again

Like previous peace support operations to the waters off Fiji, Somalia
and Rwanda, Operation LAGOON required tactical level innovation and
determination to respond quickly to changing circumstances. Strategic and
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operational level responses in Canberra and Sydney were slow. Arguably,
except for LandHQ - the headquarters directly responsible and accountable for
outcomes - there was a 'business-as-usual' approach from the remainder of the
ADF. Though the'frantic pace of peace' is demanding and there will always be
competing priorities, there were worrying signs that'out of sight, out of mind,
applied. This situation certainly applied to logistic support. Operation LAGOON was designed to be logistically self-sufficient. In reality, off shore forces
are never self-sufficient. They all require commercial andlor service lines of
supply. No one can anticipate what will break down or what attrition may
occur with vehicles, equipment and stocks.

Higher headquarters staff should always anticipate the requirement for a
reliable mail service. operations in Somalia in 1993 and in Rwanda in 1994
revealed the need for critical spare parts and mail to be managed intensively.
Operation LAGOON was no different. Once again the ADF received a wake up
call that planning processes at the strategic and operational levels were too
secret and too slow, and that there were serious deficiencies in deployable
logistic support as well procedures and technology to support offshore peace
support operations.
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0peration Lagoon was the first combined
South Pacific region peace-keeping operation
commanded by the Austtalian Defence Force'
Ihe mission was to protect a pan-Bougainvillean
peace conference to be held at Arawa.
Time was the enemy of 0peration LAGOON. Highet ADF
headquarters kept the operation secret for too long. There was
insufficient time to conduct reconnaissance or to develop plans
or to build a cohesive South Pacif ic Peace Keeping Force
(SPPKF).

Brigadier Peter Abigail and his commanders and staff at 3rd
Brigade in lownsville wete given just four weeks in September0ctober 1994 to establish a joint headquarters, assemble, stock
and load an Australian logistic support force, administer, train
and equip a combined force of Fijians, Tongans, New Zealanders
and rui Vanuatu and deploy these force elements by sea and air

to Bougainville.

Ihis book commemotates those who catried out the operation,
and describes the frustrations, failures and achievements of that
operation.

